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USA
Arizona: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Arkansas: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
California: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Colorado: Jan & John Keller, 16755 Oak Brush Loop, Peyton, CO, 80831, 719-749-9797
Connecticut: Dave & Amy Carter, PO Box 365, New Market, MD, 21774, 866-825-9217
Delaware: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 1330, Powell, OH 43065, 888-616-8319
Florida: Dave & Amy Carter, P.O. Box 365, New Market, MD, 21774, 866-825-9217
Georgia: Linda Parish, P.O. Box 389, Lexington, GA, 30648, 706-340-1049
Idaho (N): Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181
Idaho (S) WA & E. OR: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Illinois: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
Indiana: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 1330, Powell, OH 43065, 888-616-8319
Iowa: Linda Glendy, P.O. Box 6, Tama, IA, 52339, 641-751-2619
Kansas: Cindy Baldwin, 988 9th Ave., McPherson, KS 67460, 866-966-9815
Maine: Deborah Daney, 660 Country Club Rd. Sanford, ME 04073, 207-324-7482
Maryland: Stacy Lute, PO Box 115, Taneytown, MD 21787, 443-909-0531
Massachusetts: Dave & Amy Carter, PO Box 365, New Market, MD, 21774, 866-825-9217
Michigan: Bill, Marlene and Leslie Howell, 3790 Manistee, Saginaw, MI, 48603-3143, 989-751-8860
Minnesota: Kim and Mickey Keller, 12835 Kiska St. NE, Blaine, MN, 55449, 763-754-1661
Missouri: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
Montana: Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181
Nebraska: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Nevada (N): Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Nevada (S): Glena Dunn, 4568 Carol Circle, Las Vegas, NV, 89120, 702-523-1803
New Hampshire: Deborah Daney, 660 Country Club Rd. Sanford, ME 04073, 207-324-7482
New Jersey: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 1330, Powell, OH 43065, 888-616-8319
New Mexico: Jan & John Keller, 16755 Oak Brush Loop, Peyton, CO, 80831, 719-749-9797
New York: Dave & Amy Carter, P.O. Box 365, New Market, MD, 21774, 866-825-9217
N. Carolina: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
North Dakota: Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181
Ohio: Barb Moore, P. O. Box 37, Cable, OH, 43009, 937-652-1157
Oklahoma: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
Oregon: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
Pennsylvania: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 1330, Powell, OH 43065, 888-616-8319
Rhode Island: Dave & Amy Carter, PO Box 365, New Market, MD, 21774, 866-825-9217
S. Carolina: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
South Dakota: Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181
Texas: Richard and Lenda Brown, P.O. Box 32581, Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 405-470-2597
Vermont: Deborah Daney, 660 Country Club Rd. Sanford, ME 04073, 207-324-7482
Virginia: Dave & Amy Carter, P.O. Box 365, New Market, MD, 21774, 866-825-9217
Washington & E. OR & S. ID: Barb Stillman & Lolly Konecky, 515 E Carefree Hwy, #1128, Phoenix, AZ 85085, 602-942-8950
West Virginia: Merle and Gail Taylor, PO Box 1330, Powell, OH 43065, 888-616-8319
Wisconsin: Scott & Jennifer Hughes, P. O. Box 276, Altoona, WI, 54720, 715-838-9426
Wyoming: Kelsey Ruzicka, P,O. Box 2015, Belle Fourche, SD 57717, 605-568-0181
CANADA
Alberta: Ruth Burke, P.O. Box 97, Heisler, AB, T0B2A0,780-889-3776
British Columbia: Jenifer Smith, Box 1338, Summerland, BC, V0H 1Z0, 800-784-6711
Manitoba & Saskatchewan: Scott & Marj Kearns, Box 850, Kipling, SK, S0G 2S0, 306-736-2441
Ontario: Harriet Ramos, 115 - 1803 St. Joseph Blvd., Orleans, ON K1C 6E7, 613-424-6420
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Visit www.facebook.com/TheFloridaRegister for
event listings, advertiser coupons, and more!

The shop owners are ready to
share with you all their new products
for Spring, whether it’s a gift for
someone special or something to
make your home bright and sunny.
Please remember to support these
locally owned businesses—they
are your neighbors. Let the shop
owners know that you read about
their shop in our publication.
This is important because their
advertising allows us to bring you
this paper. They appreciate knowing
the ads are effective and that keeps
David, Grace, Rachel and Amy
them advertising with us. And, we
appreciate your assistance in saying, “I saw it in The Florida Register.”
If you know of a great shop that isn’t advertising with us, but should be, please email
ads@theregisterweb.com with that shop’s name, phone number and address so we can send
them a copy of the paper.
Follow along on Facebook: Don’t forget to visit our Facebook page for updates on our
advertisers. We share about upcoming events, recipes, projects—extending your experience of
our printed publication. Are you traveling soon? Have you noticed the list of other statewide
editions to the left of this article? You can check out their publications online or search for
their state’s Facebook page too!
Have you visited our website at www.TheRegisterWeb.com recently? The current copy of
the paper is always on our website as a pdf if you misplace your copy. Be sure to sign up for
our e-newsletter so we can let you know when each new issue is available.
Keep an extra copy of the current issue of our publication in your car to use as a road map
for places to shop. What a fun, relaxing way to ease into Spring. And don’t miss the Spring
open houses, quilt shop hops and shows that are planned. The shows and events listing
summarizes all the events from the ads in this issue so you can easily mark your calendar to
attend!
Grace just turned 15! Eek! She hasn’t been able to participate with her swim team as much
as she’d like after a thumb injury back in October that has been difficult to heal. We are
hoping she’ll be back in the water more frequently soon. Rachel continues to do well in her
classes at Clemson and is enjoying living off campus having a kitchen to cook her meals in!
Thank you for picking up a copy of this issue. And be sure to share your copy or pick up
another copy for a friend. Enjoy shopping this SPRING!
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Tampa
INNOVA Showroom & Studio

www.FloridaQuiltingCenter.com

13013 W Linebaugh Ave, Tampa

813-855-2857

Exclusive PantoVision Electronic PAPERLESS Pantograph System!
Test Drive PantoVision at Shows!

Made
in USA

•

Venice Quilters Guild
Venice Community Center
Venice, Florida
March 6 - 7, 2020

•

Original Sewing and Quilt Expo
RP Funding Center
Lakeland, Florida
March 19 - 21, 2020

Amy and David

We carry 1,000 bolts of quilting fabrics & wide backs!
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March events continued from page 2

May/June events due by April 1
Mail a check for $20 with your event info to the address at the top of page 2.

March

1-8............................Visit Fabric Warehouse at the Florida Strawberry Festival in Plant City (pg. 15)
1-31.......................................................... March Special at Quilter’s Quarters in Zephyrhills (pg. 18)
1-31...................................................... Storewide Sale at Quilts on Plum Lane in Dade City (pg. 18)
3.....................................Table Runner Tuesday at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
3-5...Ruler and Template Quilting with Westalee Event at Heartfelt Quilting in Winter Haven (pg. 14)
3-5................................... Ali Strebel Workshop at Searsport Rug Hooking in Rotonda West (pg. 24)
5.......................................................................... Quilts of Valor at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
5-6.......................2-Day Floriani Embroidery Software Training at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
6................. Luck of the Irish Embroidery Class at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
6-7...... Venice Area Quilters’ Guild Presents “Quilting by the Gulf” at Venice Comm. Ctr. in Venice www.vaqg.org
6-7................................. Visit Florida Quilting Center at Venice Area Quilters’ Show in Venice (pg. 3)
6-7.........Naples Quilters Guild Presents Stitches In Time at New Hope Ministries in Naples (pg. 26)
6-7............ Dime Camouflage with Lace Embroidery Event at Quilts and Lace in Melbourne (pg. 32)
6-21.....................Visit A Material Girl Quilt Shop during the Hello Spring Shop Hop in Eustis (pg. 8)
6-21...........................Visit A Quilting Palette during the Hello Spring Shop Hop in Lady Lake (pg. 8)
6-22.......................... Visit Kathy’s Quilt Shop during the Hello Spring Shop Hop in Titusville (pg. 32)
7.................Oaks Quilters Quilt Show in Boots Hall at the Red Oaks RV Resort in Bushnell (pg. 12)
7-8.............. Buckler’s 4th Annual Strawberry Fest at Clay County Fairgrounds www.bucklercraftfair.com
7-9................................... Ali Strebel Workshop at Searsport Rug Hooking in Rotonda West (pg. 24)
8..............................................................Stitching Sunday at Brick City Cross Stitch in Ocala (pg. 7)
10...........Hands on Bernina Software V8 Class at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
10-11...... Quilt on a Serger with Deb Canham Studio at Beyond the Stitches in Crystal River (pg. 7)
12............................................Serger Play Day at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
12-14....................... Rebekah Smith Workshop at Searsport Rug Hooking in Rotonda West (pg. 24)
14.................................................Quilt In A Day Monthly Class at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
14-15.......Buckler’s 3rd Annual Strawberry Fest at Central Park in Palm Coast www.bucklercraftfair.com
14-15.........................Quilt, Art and Antique Engine Show at Korsehan State Park in Estero (pg. 26)
14-15..............................Potting Shed with Claudia Dennell at Calico Station in Orange Park (pg. 28)
19-21..................................Visit Florida Quilting Center at Original Sewing Expo in Lakeland (pg. 3)
19-21...Visit Heartfelt Quilting & Fabric Warehouse at Original Sewing Expo in Lakeland (pg.14, 15)

(Continued on page 3)

20.......................BERNINA Play Day Cork Tote at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
20-21........................... Stamp and Scrapbook Expo at Gaylord Palms Resort in Kissimmee (pg. 12)
20-21............ Suncoast Quilting Circle Quilt Show at the historic Coliseum in St. Petersburg (pg. 22)
20-31..................................... BERNINA Spring Sale at Margie’s Sew Much Fun in Crestview (pg. 4)
20-31.............................BERNINA Spring Sale at Byrd’s Nest Quilt Shop in Ormond Beach (pg. 31)
21.............................................Trenton’s 14th Annual Quilt Festival on Main Street in Trenton (pg. 6)
21..........................................Candle Mat Class at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
21................................................... Handi-Quilter Club Meeting at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
21....................................................Domestic Machine Quilting at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
21........................................ Spring Fling Event at Byrd’s Nest Quilt Shop in Ormond Beach (pg. 31)
21-22............................. Buckler’s Strawberry Fest at Memorial Park in Stuart www.bucklercraftfair.com
21-22............................................. Vintage RV & Antique Show at Renningers in Mount Dora (pg. 8)
21-22............................. Kimberbell Kitchen Event at A & A White Sewing Center in Holiday (pg. 20)
22.........................................Annual Nashville Market Day at Brick City Cross Stitch in Ocala (pg. 7)
24...........Hands on Bernina Software V8 Class at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
25-26...............................................Mickey Hudson Event at Fabric Warehouse in Lakeland (pg. 15)
26................................ 2 Different Accuquilt Events at A&A White Sewing Center in Holiday (pg. 20)
27........................................................ Spring Fling Sale at Nana’s Quilt Shop in Brooksville (pg. 18)
27-28..........Husqvarna Viking Event with Mickey Hudson at Sewing Boutique in Fort Myers (pg. 26)
28..........Longarm Club and Ruler of the Month at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
28....................Lanark Village Wandering Star Quilt Guild Show at Chilas Hall in Carrabelle (pg. 35)
31..........................................Carrot Tops Class at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)

April

2.......................................................................... Quilts of Valor at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
3-4.............................................................Accuquilt Event at Fabric Warehouse in Lakeland (pg. 15)
3-4..................................Anita Goodesign Hands on Event at Quilts and Lace in Melbourne (pg. 32)
4-5...............Hands on with Trevor Conquergood Event at Sewing Center of Wesley Chapel (pg. 19)
4-5....................................... DIME Stitch Lab Event at A&A White Sewing Center in Holiday (pg. 20)
5.............................................................. Stitching Sunday at Brick City Cross Stitch in Ocala (pg. 7)
7.....................................Table Runner Tuesday at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
10......................... Mini Professional Tote Class at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
11.................................................Quilt In A Day Monthly Class at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
14...........Hands on Bernina Software V8 Class at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
17....................... BERNINA Play Day Fab Folio at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
17-18.......................................... 7th Annual Quilts by the River at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
17-30..........BERNINA’s National Overlocker Month Sale at Margie’s Sew Much Fun in Crestview (pg. 4)
17-30.........................National Overlooker Sale at Byrd’s Nest Quilt Shop in Ormond Beach (pg. 31)
18....................................... Handi Quilter Education Event at Gigi’s Fabric Shop in Brandon (pg. 21)
18................................................... Handi-Quilter Club Meeting at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
18....................................................Domestic Machine Quilting at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
18-19................................................ Anita Goodesign Event at Calico Station in Orange Park (pg. 28)
20-23.......................................................... 4-Day Quilt Camp at Fabric Art Shop in Lake City (pg. 5)
23-25...............................................Bare Bones Retreat with Brick City Cross Stitch in Ocala (pg. 7)
24......................... Mini Professional Tote Class at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
25.........................Kimberbell Day at the Fair Event at A&A White Sewing Center in Holiday (pg. 20)

25..............................................................Semi-Annual Sale at Sweet Darling Quilts in Lutz (pg. 20)
25..........Longarm Club and Ruler of the Month at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)
28...........Hands on Bernina Software V8 Class at Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop in Ocala (pg. 7)

May

1-2.........Serger Class with Betty Mitchell - Leggings and Tunic at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
1-3...........................Embellish Outside the Lines Event at Sewing Center of Wesley Chapel (pg. 19)
6......................................... Summer Session Class Preview at Sweet Darling Quilts in Lutz (pg. 20)
7.......................................................................... Quilts of Valor at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
7 & 9............................................................................Class Preview at Scrap & Sew in Lutz (pg. 20)
9...................................................Quilt In A Day Monthly Class at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
16................................................... Handi-Quilter Club Meeting at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
16....................................................Domestic Machine Quilting at Miss D’s Quilts in Palatka (pg. 30)
20-22......Event with Brigitte Heitland of Zen Chic from Moda Fabrics at Fabric Smart in Gulfport (pg. 22)
30.....................................5th Saturday Sale at Heartfelt Quilting & Sewing in Winter Haven (pg. 14)

June

13-14... Rubber Stamp & Scrapbook Show at Wyndham Hotel & Conf Center in Kissimmee (pg. 12)
25-27...............................................Bare Bones Retreat with Brick City Cross Stitch in Ocala (pg. 7)
27-28.........Buckler’s 4th Annual Watermelon Fest at Clay County Fairgrounds www.bucklercraftfair.com

August

20-23................................................................. Camp Calico at Calico Station in Orange Park (pg. 28)

October

22-24...............................................Bare Bones Retreat with Brick City Cross Stitch in Ocala (pg. 7)

November

15-22......................Quilting at Sea Caribbean Cruise with Judy Hansen from Port Canaveral (pg. 9)

March is
National
Craft Month
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Crestview, Pensacola and Alabama

2014 Lacey Lane • Crestview, FL 32536 • 850-689-3655 • Toll Free 866-739-6274

www.margiessewmuchfun.com

•
•
•
•

Classes for all interests (garments to quilting)
Fabrics include Quilt, Children, Linen, Silk, Heirloom, etc.
Over 3400 bolts of fabric, over 700 books, & quilting supplies
Always special pricing on Horn Cabinets
Authorized Sales & Service for

Janome
F loor Model
Clearance

They don’t make stores like ours anymore!

and Bernina Longarm Machines

SALE

Ask
about our
Longarm rental
program

Front Porch Quilt Shoppe

199 US Hwy 231 North
s:
Hour 199
US Hwy 231 North • Ozark, AL 36360
.
at
Ozark,
AL 36360
S
.
n
334-445-3521
• www.frontporchquiltshoppe.com
Mo
m
334-445-3521
-5p NEW Hours:
Mon–Fri 10–5 • Sat 10–3
10am

199 US Hwy 231 North
s:
Hour .
t
a
Ozark, AL 36360
S
.Mon pm
334-445-3521
-5
m
a
0
1

www.frontporchquiltshoppe.com
Begin your New Year with
a visit to our shop!

Fabrics • Books • Patterns • Notions
Variety
of Classes
• Girls”
Quilt Machine
Group meetings
Home
of the
“Gammill
Quilting

BERNINA
Spring Sale
March 20–31

Variety of Classes • Quilt Group meetings
Fabrics, Patterns, Notions & DMC Floss • Machine Quilting available

Fabrics, Patterns, Notions & DMC Floss • Machine Quilting available

BERNINA is Celebrating
National
Overlocker Month
20% OFF your Yardage Purchase with this Ad!

10%
OFF
Your
YardagePurchase
Purchasewith
withthis
this Ad!
20%
OFF
your
Yardage
Ad!
Exp.
8/31/15
Expires
4/30/20

©TCR 2013

Exp. 8/31/15

©TCR 2013

April 17–30
Check our Website & Facebook
for information on our

49th Anniversary Celebration!
30% off Fat 1/4 Bundles
Month of April
One per customer • One time use

Building Harmony

18646 High Springs Main St. Suite 30 • High Springs, FL 32643
www.juliespinsandneedlesshop.com

The Friendliest & Most Diverse Fabric Shop in Florida’s Panhandle

With over 20,000 bolts of quilting cotton
in stock from all major brands, we are a
destination shop that has proudly served
the Panhandle for over fifty years.
We also carry cork, satin, minky and
other specialty fabrics, as well as an
extensive collection of threads and notions.

Front
FrontPorch
PorchQuilt
Quilt Shoppe
Shoppe

Newion!
Locat

Watch our
te
website for la
breaking
news!

Monday–
Saturday
9am–6pm

Pensacola, Florida 32506-4250
850-455-0112
www.aandefabrics.com
Mon–Sat • 9am–5pm

www.frontporchquiltshoppe.com
Spring
hasYear
Sprung!
Begin
your New
with
aVariety
visit
our
shop!
of to
Classes
• Quilt
Group Meetings

High Springs, Lake City

Since 1971

A
& E FAbrics
923 N. New Warrington Rd.
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by Jeff Cappis

When She’s Gone

Everybody needs some time alone. Cathy
went on a trip to see her sister for a week.
Knowing how much I love my sister in law,
Cathy decided to leave me alone at home
with the dog, but to tell you the truth, I was
looking forward to it. I haven’t lived on my
own as a bachelor for years.
Imagine, sleeping in and staying up ultra
late- guilt free. I could put on all the guy
movies I could handle. Crumbs could
actually live on our counter for days instead
of minutes. I could even pass wind without
apologizing.
There was of course the list of things I
needed to get done while she was gone.
Cathy seems worried that I will become lazy and she’ll have to train me all over again,
(she’s probably right), so she keeps me busy.
I came up with a plan. I would work my tail off for 6 of those days, then relax and
do nothing for the last day. Just watch movies all day in my robe and underwear. That
is something I haven’t done for years. It’s a guy thing.
In this plan, when Cathy got home she would be amazed at all I’ve gotten done,
bestow heaps of praise and gratitude upon me, and forgive the fact that I spent a day
watching movies in my robe.
First job: keep the house clean. No problem, I would just “clean as I go” right?
Right. That was the first plan to go off the rails. I am more of a slob than I thought.
Eventually I decided to just leave all the house cleaning to the end. Just do it once to
save time and effort. Sounded good on paper, but it’s amazing how fast a house can
become a dump.
Water the flowers every day: Cathy has flowers everywhere outside and it generally
takes an hour and 20 watering pots of water. I not only did that, but as an added bonus
I sprayed synthetic coyote urine on all the pots to keep the deer away. That stuff stinks
real bad, but it works. I wouldn’t eat around it either. Problem is, the nights were hot
so I would opened the windows to cool the house off. With flower pots by each
window, the house instantly smelled like a coyote’s bathroom. Drove the dog crazy.
Laundry: Another job that Cathy usually does, but I’ve watched her do it and I’ve
washed my blue jeans before so how hard can it be? Well, we now have matching pink
sheets and towels all throughout the house. Also, who knew that some clothes shrink
if you don’t dry them properly. It wasn’t my fault. Quite frankly, all those knobs on the
dryer are confusing. O.K., it’s actually only one knob and one button but it’s still
confusing. At least the dog has some new sweaters to wear in the winter time.
I decided as a bonus to do maintenance on the hot water tank. This is a 20 minute
job that took me 20 hours including the time it took to fix the water damage. I couldn’t
shower for 5 days. I got to smelling so bad that the dog actually preferred hanging
around the flower pots.
After 5 days, the house was a disaster, there was no hot water, the place stank of me

Mom’s Daisy Afghan

by Joy Frederick

“A true story from my heart.”
Mom crocheted Afghans for as long as I can remember.
Same patterns but different colors. Long hours she put
into each crafted afghan and then gave them away to family members. Nearing 90 years old, Mom called me one day
to say, “I’m making you a daisy afghan, Joy.” “Really Mom?”
I was so very excited to hear this news! I’d always loved
daisies, anyway.
That year, Mom took ill, passing away August of 2010.
In cleaning out my childhood home, I found a bag of crocheted daises. Seventeen strips of them, fourteen daisies
in each strip but they needed to be crocheted together. All this hard, beautiful work
needed to be completed. But, now what? I know nothing about this craft, for the
following 9 years I contacted person after person who did crocheting. No luck! Being
told, it’s too much, it’s too difficult, it’s too time consuming. I prayed.
Surely there must be someone who could finish what my Mom worked so hard to
do. In October 2019, I met a lady with whom I shared my story. She told me she’d
been a quilter all her life and would like to take a look at these strips of daisies. I met
her at the beginning of November. She said she’d like to attempt to finish the afghan
for me. Two weeks went by and she called me. Would I hear, it’s too much, it’s too
difficult, it’s too time consuming? No, she was one of God’s angels here on earth. “I
hope you’ll like it,” she says. “I’ve finished your daisy afghan.”
I cried upon seeing how beautiful it was! Saying “thank you” didn’t seem to be
enough. It will be 10 years, August 2020, since Mom passed. It makes me so happy to
display Mom’s completed daisy afghan in my home. I believe God sends his angels
that are right here on earth.
–Joy Frederick of Pitman, NJ her story. She picks up The Country Register at The Scarecrow
Factory in Pitman. She wrote “I love reading the articles and I enjoy the recipes. I find new
shops and events in every paper.”

Share Your Copy
of the
with a friend!

A specialty ﬁber art
store to provide you with
items to make your most
wonderful creations!

Slices of Life

MONDAY

OVER 7000 BOLTS of quality fabrics;
Specialty books, tools, threads;
Large variety of embellishments;
Unique gifts, art supplies, education
Sherry
in the shop and onby
the
road. Osland

Hired Hands (Part Two)

Lessons Learned from a Cat Named Little
by Deb Heatherly

We did not need another pet. We already
Ah, yes . . .more hired hands on the ranch. Men 4-Day
taking Quilt Camp
had
four cats (two with special needs) and a
life one day-at-a-time and making it as best they couldApril 20–23
dog. My husband and I had discussed this and
until able to move on. I wonder if they ever have reason
Do your own thing!
agreed that our family was complete.
to think back and remember us.
Lots
of
Mini
Classes,
We did not need another pet, yet a kitten
One
of our
hired men
was pretty rough around the
JANOME,
FLORIANI,
WONDERFIL,
Lots
of
Fun!
named
Little joined the family this past June.
EDIEBARB
edges. I remember
heDesigns,
was older, very unkempt and had
and EASY GLIDE Tools.
We tried many names—Missy, Tasha, Callie—
formerly been a sheep herder. He spoke of living in a
but none seemed to fit. At her first
small camper near his herd. He had a very unusual name,
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Decorating Project & Recipes by Liberty

Mini Oreo Crust Cheesecakes
Perfect for Easter Brunch!

Recipes from Liberty
Mini Cheescakes

Cozy Comforts from A Cozy Author

Three Little Things by Patti Stockdale:
The Story Behind the Story

another day of our Annual Winter Furniture Restoration Break is started. Each year,
our Restoration Break extends from Christmas Day through February.
During this break, the sales area is closed and our entire focus is on the complete
restoration of antique furniture—especially oak. As we enter our twenty-sixth year as
Pg. 6
The FloridaanRegister
March–April,
antiques shop, this break has become an important
part of our business2020
plan.
It takes time to completely restore a piece of antique furniture. Our process includes
taking each piece apart as much as is possible. Each cracked or broken part gets repaired
Chiefland,andTrenton
the old finish is removed. Drawer bottoms and runners are repaired or replaced—
classic problems even in newer furniture. The piece is re-glued, re-assembled, a new
finish is applied and then appropriate matching hardware gets installed. The included
photo is a work in progress – a beautiful Oak Parlour Table.
11050 NW 10th Ave. • Chiefland, FL 32626
352-493-2801 • Levyquilts@gmail.com
When we have completed a piece, it looks and functions as good as—and sometimes
http://levycountyquiltmuseum.org
better than—when it was new. In fact, the quality of our hand-restored furniture is
Open Tuesday – Saturday from 10am to 3pm
perhaps better than what can be found in any new furniture store. We are essentially a
Find us on Facebook:
furniture store offering like-new 100-year-old antique furniture, which will last for at
levy-county-quilt-museum
least several more generations.
Back to the Winter Break. We found that without our restoration break we were
unable to maintain even our basic furniture inventory. But with us working together,
we are able to actually enhance and expand our inventory.
Personally, I find these winter breaks quite refreshing. Furniture restoration is my
passion, but during the sales year, I spend the majority of my time pricing and selling
antiques. When we start our break each year, it takes me awhile to get back into the
furniture restoration process. I have to really think about each restoration step. But at
some point, the thinking stops and the work begins to flow.
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was to make
two-hour drive after the
It takes time to completely restore a piece of antique furniture. Our process includes sailing date.
taking each piece apart as much as is possible. Each cracked or broken part gets repaired
Tom and Jen were getting along famously and enjoying the sail on the Chesapeake in
and the old finish is removed. Drawer bottoms and runners are repaired or replaced— the area of the Chesapeake Bay Bridge. Tom had his collection of music tapes onboard
classic problems even in newer furniture. The piece is re-glued, re-assembled, a new and, soon into the sail, Jen accidentally knocked them into the water, probably having
finish is applied and then appropriate matching hardware gets installed. The included lost her balance. He fished them out. Jen was, of course, embarrassed. Talk about first
photo is a work in progress – a beautiful Oak Parlour Table.
impressions!
When we have completed a piece, it looks and functions as good as—and sometimes
Sailing, as she later described it, was a “rush” and she was enjoying the ride and
better than—when it was new. In fact, the quality of our hand-restored furniture is Tom’s company.
perhaps better than what can be found in any new furniture store. We are essentially a
A short time later, Tom suggested that she get some sun topside. There, she somehow
furniture store offering like-new 100-year-old antique furniture, which will last for at accidentally bumped an open hatch, probably again because of losing her sea legs.
least several more generations.
Unfortunately, her fingers were under the hatch door as she sat on top of it. Her
Back to the Winter Break. We found that without our restoration break we were screams brought Tom running to her side, where he witnessed blood everywhere.
unable to maintain even our basic furniture inventory. But with us working together, Some fingers were mangled, one or two having been broken.
we are able to actually enhance and expand our inventory.
Although, sailor that he was and reluctant to end a beautiful sail with his date, Tom
Personally, I find these winter breaks quite refreshing. Furniture restoration is my practically begged her to allow him to take the boat to shore and her to the Annapolis
passion, but during the sales year, I spend the majority of my time pricing and selling emergency room. Instead, shaking, she just wanted to sit quietly for awhile.
antiques. When we start our break each year, it takes me awhile to get back into the
Four hours later, they said their goodbyes as she began her drive to Ocean City,
furniture restoration process. I have to really think about each restoration step. But at carefully protecting her injured hands.
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Furniture Restoration for Spring Sales Jennifer and Tom

A Valentine’s Day Story

Trenton – Home of the Florida Quilt Trail

Florida’s Largest Outdoor Quilt Festival
Saturday, March 21, 2020 from 9am to 4pm

Sponsored By
The City of Trenton, The Gilchrist County Tourist Development Council
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Tom surmised that she “was the one” when she endured so much pain and humiliation
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A quilt is not a quilt until it is quilted.
eager garden enthusiasts to begin designs of refurbishing
But, that’s
another
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Wait a Minute - Spring is Coming!

adjacent to butterfly bushes. Black velvet pansies of the viola family will be supported

by upturned,
pointed
brickin borders,
for where
theseshe
flowers
aremahjong,
demurequilting,
and weak. White
–Gayle Cranford
writes from
her home
Pennsylvania
enjoy golf,
liliestime
of the
will share
theirabout
spaceherwith
their sister
a spring lemonade
and spending
withvalley
her family.
She writes
life memories
andpink
is anlilies
avidincontributor
shade. Dormant daffodils and tulips will wake like sleeping beauty. Buds of cherry
to herrain,
local papers
withsome
lettersmore
to the shall
editor.be the new
blossoms will fragrant the air. Rain, more
and rain
global signs of spring. "In New England, if you don't like the weather, wait a minute!"
–Carol Nixon A.K.A. Auntie Ca'h: Children are our lifeline and writing in a diary to my
nephew, is inspirational, and my reason for writing short stories. My persona is 66 yr. young still
dressing in blue jeans and sweatshirts with a bobbing blonde ponytail. I am a collector of
antique dolls, coins and stamps.

Tomorrow’s Treasures Quilt Shop
Authorized BERNINA and Handi Quilter Sales & Service

6122 SW Hwy 200
Ocala, Fl 34476

South of Ocala in Jasmine Square

352-690-1915
Tuesday–Saturday
9am to 4pm

www.ttquilts.com

Innovative Classes & Clubs • Inspirational Samples & Kits • Over 3,000 Bolts of Quality Designer Fabrics
Unusual Notions & Gadgets • Horn Cabinets & Koala Cabinets • Warm Personal Service • Mail Order • On Site Technician
Don’t miss our monthly Table Runner Tuesday.
PAPER PIECED MISTY SENTINEL
Tuesday, March 3rd and April 7th • 10am to 3pm
A beautiful beacon from the past under a storm at sea. Foundation
piece the blocks and fused applique for the lighthouse.
Cost: $20

Join us for stunning Embroidery classes!
LUCK OF THE IRISH
Friday, March 6th • 10am to 3p
You won’t need the Luck of the Irish to craft this ‘made in the hoop’
salute to St. Patrick’s Day, just a machine embroidered applique pot
of gold, horse shoe and a leprechaun’s hat. This fun, table top display
comes together quickly. Finished size when displayed in the trip tic
stand: 16" x 11." Requires a 5 3/4" x 8" hoop
Cost: $30 includes designs
CANDLE MAT
Saturday, March 21st • 10am to 3pm
Decorate your home for the spring and summer season with these easy
machine embroidered candle mats. The stipple quilting along with the
applique designs are stitched in the hoop. Pattern includes six applique
embroidery designs. You must have a embroidery machine that takes
USB and at least a 6" X 7" hoop.
Cost of class: $20.

BERNINA Software V8 Classes—
yes, we have those too!
HANDS ON WITH BERNINA SOFTWARE V8
Tuesday, March 10th • 10am to 1pm Class 1 of 12
Just the basics: How to set up your software for maximum
benefit and navigating the software.
Cost: Free if software was purchased at Tomorrow’s Treasures,
if not $350 per set of 12 classes.

HANDS ON WITH BERNINA SOFTWARE V8
Tuesday, March 24th • 10am to 1pm Class 2 of 12
Lettering and monogramming
HANDS ON WITH BERNINA SOFTWARE V8
Tuesday, April 14th • 10am to 1 Class 3pm of 12
Mirror Merge and true type fonts.
HANDS ON WITH BERNINA SOFTWARE V8
Tuesday, April 28th • 10am to 1 Class 4 of 12
Auto Digitize and convert artwork to embroidery.

Have a Serger? Come to Serger Play Day!
SERGER PLAY DAY: SUMMER SHORTS OR PJ SHORTS
Thursday, March12th • 10am to 3pm
My favorite thing to sleep in for most of the year is a tank top and PJ
shorts. Something about the easy fit just makes them soooooo comfy.
Cost: $20.

Just want to sew?
CARROT TOPS
Tuesday, March 31st • 10am to 3pm
Let this adorable bunny grace your table for Easter. The pattern has
instructions for making a 6in x 12in small hanging and a 12" x 36"
table runner. Your choice.
Cost: $15.
MINI PROFESSIONAL TOTE!
Friday, April 10th and 24th • 10am to 3pm:3pm
The Mini Professional Tote has 10 pockets, including a padded free
standing zipper pocket in the lining to hold your tablet. On the outside
there are two patch pockets, a zipper pocket to hold things secure,
and two pleated side pockets that will hold a bottle of water, umbrella
or sunglasses. Inside the tote, along with the tablet zipper pocket,
there is another zipper pocket sewn into the lining, a gathered pocket
and 2 patch pockets. This tote is perfect for a busy, active woman for
everyday use or travel.
Cost: $25

Learn to use your BERNINA to it’s full potential!
BERNINA PLAY DAY: CORK TOTE!
Friday, March 20th • 10am to 3pm
Step out in Style! Chose open or zippered, with 6 pockets inside to
keep you organized
Cost: $15 plus supplies & pattern.
BERNINA PLAY DAY: FAB FOLIO
Friday, April 17th • 10am to 3pm
Arrive prepared, carry files, papers, wallet, keys, phone and glasses. Fits
Surface Pro and iPad Pro. Finished size 15in x 12in. Roomy pocketed
interior and two zippered pockets.
Cost: $15 plus supplies & pattern.

Join us for Longarm club and Ruler of the Month
Every 4th Saturday
LONGARM CLUB
Saturday, March 28th • 10am to 12
Open to anyone that has or is interested in owning a longarm or
midarm. Any brand is welcome! Bring Show & Tell and your questions. Our program for this month will cover the new Ruler of the
Month club and quilting a Shoo Fly Block with the new Curvy Ruler.
Cost: Free
LONGARM CLUB
Saturday, April 25th • 10am to 12
Open to anyone that has or is interested in owning a longarm or
midarm. Bring Show & Tell and your questions. Our program using the Righty Ruler to quilt Flying Geese and Ruler of the Month
continues.
Cost: Free
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Eustis, Lady Lake, Mount Dora

Come Quilt (and Cruise) with Us!

Autumn Thoughts Upon...

Become Inspired

A Mea Culpa
of an Article
Quality Quilting Fabrics • Thread/Notions

I apologize for this article. The
the Muses
Sewing Cabinets/Chairs • Classes •Awaiting
EQ8 Products
following topics are ones you almost read
about:
There is a quiet terror
• What will come of our fermenting
in waiting for words
cabbage?
that may or may not arrive.
s!
• Why an old rebuilt
house in
I sit at the edge of my chair,
Join uGerman
Staunton, Virginia brought tears to my
my skirt smooth, blouse neatly tucked,
eyes.
hair pulled back into a twist
• Why we sing “Stille Nacht” instead of
with all the ends secure.
March 6th–21st
“Silent Night.”
The doorbell shall ring triumphant.
For some unknown reason, a sentence
They’ll sweep in and lay images and
just didn’t sit like proper prose should.
metaphors in my evenly pressed lap.
Wads of paper later, I finally decided to
save a tree and revised the poem on the
I wait through lunch and begin to
right from a few years ago. It fictionally
slouch in my chair. By dinner-time,
shows through the “muses” the qualities
my hair has fallen to my shoulders,
I believe helps a writer to trust the words
and at last, I accept that they aren’t coming
and follow where they lead. I’ve found
and throw on a long t-shirt and
the words—and sharing them-—are
my grandfather’s long underwear.
always, always worth the wait.
I pour a coffee into my favorite mug
However, as a responsible and welland go outside to look at the stars.
intentioned writer, I cannot end this
I am thinking how rare a night it is
article yet.
that the moon seems to be in its proper place
Fullcome
Service
Because I know you truly, truly want
when the muses
clattering up the back steps,
to know about our fermented cabbage.
laughing and
lugging
suitcases behind them.
Quilt Shop
As I write, there is a crock in the garage
In the Barn,
with layers of sliced cabbage and salt,
First, a short gray-haired lady
at the Farm
topped with cabbage leaves, a wet cloth,
wearing a purple jumper and carrying a flowered
and a weighted-down plate. The man at
suitcase,
offering
the old German house in the Frontier
hugs me andNow
says with
a gush of a sigh,
Longarm
Culture Museum showed us their crock
“You should have seen the traffic on the highway.”
Services—
and explained how to preserve the
Behind her is a little boy, in tan shorts, tennis
accepting
quilts!
Available
Classes:
cabbage.
shoes, and an orange shirt.
It has been about
a month
now, and
Double
Wedding
RingHe throws his arms around my waist and hangs
we’ll see how ours tastes.
Isabel’s Flower Patch on.
The German house had been a home
Then,“I’m hungry. Did you make anything to
for over twoSquare
centuriesDiamonds
in Germany,and
and more.
eat?”
Beginner
Classes
its presence was the
main impetus
for
He brushes past me into the kitchen and sits
going to the site.Also,
We have
never
seenRental
my
down
Long
Arm
great-grandmother’s childhood home in
at the table while the lady pulls out her knitting.
available.
Northern Germany, save for a few
Errol Flynn’s twin stands a few steps away from
photographs.
me.
“Hello, Spring!” Shop Hop
We went to feel the essence and energy
me as Robin Hood looks at Marion
Participating Shop He looks atSq
of this farmhouse similar to where Nanna
uare Diamonds
and
6–21
was raised and the wallsMarch
so like where
she
traces a finger gently down my cheek.
once lived.
36844
Ranch
Road • Eustis,
FL 32736
And where she
sangHart
“Stille
Nacht.”
“I struggled
to get here,” he murmurs gruffly,
407-252-2539 • www.materialgirlfl.com
"I’m not leaving until I’ve told you everything.”
Mon–Sat
to 4pm
–Kerri Habben is a Hours:
writer, photographer
and10am
He takes my hand, and I let him lead me
Located
Central
crochet teacher living in Raleigh,
NC.in
An
avid Florida
into the kitchen where the lady is making a
crocheter and knitter, she learned these skills from
sweater,
redhartquilt.com/
her grandmother and mother. She donates many
of
the boy is devouring cookies,
her yarn creations to those in need. Kerri has youtube

“Hello Spring” Shop Hop

By Annice Bradley Rockwell

Decorating, Entertaining and Living
in the Early American Style
Spectacular Season of Splendor
As the days become noticeably shorter
and the holidays approach, there is a
vibrant shift in the air.Excitement over
the spectacular season to come seems
contagious and our desire to decorate our
homes in honor of the time is a way to
celebrate and share our joy. As we look
ahead to special
gatherings
with
family and friends,
we find ourselves
wanting to create the
war mth
and
splendor that has
become
the
trademark of this
festive time of the
year.
Welcoming
Illuminated
Interiors
The
aesthetic
beauty of the season can be appreciated
up close and from afar.
Travelling New England back roads at
dusk, one can see homes alight with the
soft glow of Christmas. From candles
glowing in windows of an early cape, to
the unexpected lit pine in a farmer’s field,
there is a simple joy found in a deliberate
drive to become inspired.
Quaint shops take on a warmth as
displays change to a bountiful array of
decorative pieces and special gifts that
beckon us to come in and browse. And
when we do, we are enticed to stay longer
as the scents of the season embrace us.
Hot cider spiked with spice and candles
that surround with the captivating classic
scents that stir fond memories give us
occasion to happily linger.
Our own homes can be set to reflect
the soft glow of the season as well. Our
fireside hearths now gleam and the pop
and spark of the wood fire reminds us
of the coming Christmastide. From live

balsam trees twinkling with white to early
lighting casting a peaceful glow, we can
artfully recreate the early ambiance of a
true New England Christmas in our own
home interiors. Illuminating our dwellings
with nature’s light creates a simple
setting—welcoming and warm.
A Comforting Return to the Past
Using antiques to
complement your
interiors, you can
create comforting
settings that are
reminiscent of the
past. Early boxes can
be filled with greens
and adorned with
lights and accents to
add depth to any
room
display.
Greens can be
tucked in and among
stoneware
and
baskets on an early cupboard to create a
festive, yet simple look. Early sleds can
be transfor med to interesting
centerpieces or risers to hold a petite
holiday tree.
Without a doubt, our favorite antiques
often remind us of a simpler time. They
provide us comfort as we remember that
they have stood the test of time. As we
appreciate them still, we are as caretakers
of these early treasures and are in fact
keepers of the past.
This season, take time to embrace the
inspiration that comes from within. Share
the warm ambiance that you create with
those you hold dear. Remember that as
we use and enjoy our antiques we are
forever linked to a simpler time as we
bring the past to the present.

Hello there, fellow quilters! Judy Hansen here, owner of the Quilt Shop
of DeLand. As many of you know, I have closed the downtown DeLand
shop but have kept a very active online store at www.quiltshopofdeland.
com. I also continue to teach and lecture and arrange wonderful quilting
cruises and retreats throughout the year.
Why go on a cruise? Why not! I started teaching on cruises about ten
years ago and have continued to enjoy the experience throughout the Caribbean and even in Alaska. Cruising is a great way to focus on quilting without having to stop and cook or plan your day. Delicious meals are provided
in a casual or formal atmosphere —
 you decide! The quilting cruise allows
you to enjoy all the amenities and still have time to sew. We’ll be sailing the
Caribbean on the Harmony of the Seas out of Port Canaveral. I always plan
projects that you can pop open and get started right away...I love precuts for
getting you sewing on a beautiful, brand new machine we bring onboard for
you! That’s right! A certified instructor is present at all times and is happy to
help get you into the quilting fun of the cruise.
The next cruise is planned for Nov 15–22, 2020 and has two very special projects all kitted and ready for you to explore. I like to take a twist on
traditional patterns and introduce new products too…there will also be a
fun pack of kitted projects to explore new ideas and techniques. If you don’t
have a quilting buddy to bring along then bring a friend or spouse — no
quilting fee for them.
I team up with the fun Bunny Nelson of Quilting Corners to plan a great
sewing schedule and shore excursions too. Bunny arranges any special
requirements, your room locations and parties too! We plan dinners together
but your day in ports of call is your own. You’ll meet lots of like-minded
quilters and make new friends.
Contact Bunny Nelson at 815-715-8483 or myself, Judy, 386-748-1488
or quiltshopofdeland@hotmail.com. We are happy to answer any questions,
schedule your cruise and send you a Cruise Flyer with all the details! We’re
filling up fast and it’s only a few months away! See my ad on this page for
more details too and let me know you read about it in The Florida Register.
Let’s Bon Voyage together!

Nov. 15-22, 2020 • Sunday to Sunday

Cruise from the beautiful Port of Canaveral!
Just 45 minutes from Disney World

Kitted Projects & Fun Classes
with Judy Hansen

Sew on a
brand newt
Janome a
sea!

Quilt At Sea & Play in Ports
For pricing and a flyer, email Judy Hansen at
quiltshopofdeland@hotmail.com or call 386-748-1488.
To book, call Bunny Nelson at Travel Connections,
815-715-8483 to arrange all your cruise needs!

Visit www.quiltshopofdeland.com, your online shop for
quilting, FREE tutorials and more! Join our email newsletter
to stay up-to-date on new products & FREE YouTube videos.

National
Quilting Day
2020
is

March 21ST

Over 6, 500 Square Feet
of Beautiful Inspiration!
More than 3,500 bolts of fabric, patterns,
books, notions, threads and LOTS of inspiring classes.

–Annice Bradley Rockwell is an educator and
owner of Pomfret Antiques. She is currently
working on her book, New England Girl.
NewEnglandGirl2012@hotmail.com

Where customers value

great service

and 22 years of

experience!

Come see why Bernina Sewing Centre is

and words are flying everywhere.

“Where Creativity Begins!”

3593 Lake Emma Road
Lake Mary, FL 32746
407-805-9300
www.sewithappens.com

Country Register Recipe Exchange
Cherry Cheesecake Dip

1 pack soften cream cheese
1/2 jar marshmallow fluff
1 small tub Cool Whip
1 can cherry pie filling
Pack of graham crackers

–Submitted by Joan Krutz of Salem, NJ

Quilting at Sea
Caribbean Cruise!

By Judy Hansen

732 S. US Hwy. 27/441 • Lady Lake, FL 32159
352-751-0405 • AQuiltingPalette@gmail.com
by Keri Habben
Check out our online store at www.AQuiltingPalette.com
HOURS: Mon • 12pm–4pm Tues–Thurs • 9am–6pm Fri–Sat • 9am–4pm

Directions:
Mix cream cheese and marshmallow fluff until smooth. Fold in Cool Whip.
Spread into dish. Cover with cherry pie filling. Break graham crackers
into sticks.
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Q
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gathered a decade of essays she is working to
publish. She can be reached at
elhserenade@earthlink.net.
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Bring in this coupon and receive

20% off

Easy to get to from anywhere!
Just 1 block off of I-4 (Exit 98)
Next door to Office Depot

One item on your next
purchase of $20 or more!

Mon–Fri 9:30am to 6pm
Sat 9:30am to 4pm
Sun 12pm to 4pm

Some Exlusions Apply!
In Stock only.
April 30th, 2020
Central Florida’s
Premier Dealer
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Check sewing.net
for 100's of
upcoming classes!!
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Kissed Quilts

by Marlene Oddie
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purchasing Pyrex.
There are those who are looking to replace a broken piece or to fill out a set. Others
purchase Pyrex for purely family-related nostalgic reasons. Recently we have seen an
uptick in those who feel that using glass is a healthier option than using plastic. Then
there are those who have extensive collections.
by Jeanne Quinn
The condition of the piece is the primary consideration for these collectors. They
are looking for complete designs, with minimal scratches or wear, and especially want
bright shiny colors. They also like to have “complete sets." That is, they want to have
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-Dave
Emigh
his wife Jill are the owners of Shady Lawn Antiques in Walla Walla, WA,
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in particular
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from
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professionally
trained
woodworker,
Dave
and
his
son,
Nick,
specialize in
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the restoration of oak furniture. Shady Lawn, in its 25th year, has become a regional
destination for oak furniture but is also known for a well-curated display of country, rustic, and
rare and unique “small” antiques. Glimpses of the ever-changing Shady Lawn inventory can be
seen on Facebook and at www.shadylawnantiques.com.
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Declutter

Resolve to Conquer Paper Clutter!

Great Aunt Emily Recipe Collection
Lobster ala Tom Thumb
Probably from prohibition days.

COME TAKE A SEWING CLASS WITH US!!
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Melt a piece of butter the size of an egg. Add 1 teaspoon finely chopped onion
and 2 tablespoons chopped mushrooms. Fry together for 3 minutes, moistening
with 1/2 glass of wine. (Of course you can get wine. Don't be silly!)
Now put in your lobster, finely chopped, adding 3 tablespoons bread crumbs
and 1/3 pint of cream. Simmer until thick. Serve on toast. Dance your head off
after you have eaten it!
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Bringing your Quilting ideas to life...
Orlando, FL • 816-898-4379
Follow us on Facebook & Instagram

www.AnniesLongarmQuilting.com

Our Store

–Deb Heatherly
is a designer
forhome
r Creative
Grids® rulers
not in herquilting,
studio,
–Gayle
Cranford writes
from her
in Pennsylvania
whereand
shetools.
enjoyWhen
golf, mahjong,
she
is
on
the
road
doing
Creative
Grids®
lectures
and
workshops
for
guilds
and
shops
across
the
Tuesand
thru
and spending time with her family. She writes about her life memories
is anSat
avid contributor
country. She is the designer of the Creative Grids Cat’s
Cradle
tool,
Strippy
Stars
tool,
Turbo
4
to her local papers to
with letters to the editor.
Patch, Ultimate Flying Geese tool, and the new Cat’s Cradle9am
XL. She4pm
is the author of the
books ‘Cat’itude, Strippy Stars, 4-Patch Panache, The Ultimate flying Geese Book, and
Catitude XL. Visit her website at www.Debscatsnquilts.com. Creative Grids® fans are
invited to join her Facebook group page- Grids Girls, for tips and inspiration. You can contact
her at Debscatsnquilts@aol.com.

Your Unique T
own
’s Event Here
Town
own’s

Let us bring you a crowd! Our readers enjoy
traveling to great shows and events!
Call or email with your info
Call for Entries
to see how affordable by Jeanne Quinn
our adsAnnual
are. Quilt Show
For 36th Three Rivers
–See Page 2 for

Entries are needed and are being acceptedcontact
now information.
for the 2019 Three Rivers Quilters Annual Quilt
Show. This year’s theme is “Circles” with two
categories for theme quilts, along with 12 other
categories, from appliqué to potpourri, and every type
in between. The 36th annual Three Rivers Quilt show
will be at The Meadows Racetrack & Casino on May
9-11.
More than $5000 in prize money will be awarded,
with Best in Show earning $300. First place in each
category wins $150.
Entry forms are due by Thursday, April 4. Please
visit the guild’s website at www.threeriversquilters.org for details and submission forms.
Email questions to Quiltshow@threeriversquilters.org.
Raffle tickets are available for the 2019 Show Quilt. The quilt will be on display in
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Bushnell, Celebration, Clermont, Kissimmee and Online

Sebring
Furniture Restoration for Spring Sales

Reuse • Repurpose • Recycle

Book Review - Register to Win

MONDAY
Quilters Anonymous

Over
4,000
Bolts of Fabric!!
Over
The
Tea
Cup
By Janet Young
Cut Goods, Patterns & Yardage

Wake Up
to AAnonymous
New Beginning
Quilters
is located at

9225 Pine Island Road, Clermont, Florida 34711
By
now the majority of people who made New Year’s
Open Monday through Friday 9a-3p.
resolutions
have
discovered that while they had good intentions,
Please call 352.267.6132 before you come.
somehow those good intentions began to wither away until the
our
NEW
Website:
desireVisit
to carry out your
wishful thinking
dissolved, but,
with the
www.QuiltersAnon.com
full intentions
of renewing those goals again next year. But why
wait?
With each passing day signs and evidence of a winter’s thaw
has begun and the earth begins to awaken after a long winter’s
nap. So, as the earth warms and the trees and flowers begin to
Quilt Show
Redcommitment
Oaks RV Resort
bloom, why can’t we begin
anew at
our
to lifeIn Boots Hall, Off Hwy.48
enhancing resolutions.
5551 S.W. 18th Terrace • Bushnell, FL
When a new year dawns there is much enthusiasm to make
Please join us on Saturday, March 7, 2020
positive changes in our lives.
Then
when
we fail,
we think
we have to wait for another
Doors
open
at 9am
& close
at 2pm
new
year
to
re-commit
again.
Remember
each
morning
when
you
it is the
ADMISSION: Non-perishable food items or monetary donation
(towake
localup,
charity)
beginning of aSHOW
new day.
It
is
another
chance
to
start
anew
and
refuel
your
enthusiasm
INCLUDES: Quilts Galore (Modern and Vintage),
Made
Raffle, Vendors, Demonstrations,
for whateverBeautiful
your goalClub
might
haveQuilt
been.
Boutique,
Silent
Treasure
Auctions
more!Perhaps the
Perhaps Fabulous
your resolution
didn’t
work&out
through
no faultand
of much
your own.
FOOD
AVAILABLE
FOR
PURCHASE:
Morning
•
Coffee
&
Muffin
or Doughnut
door was closed on an opportunity you thought you should have. Remember
a lot of
Lunch • Sandwich, Chips, Soda & Dessert
times when that happens, there are better things waiting around the corner for us. We
just have to be patient, and push ahead.
Wake up each morning with a grateful heart. If you find the good in people and in
things or circumstances, you will begin to think in a more positive stream of thought.
And positivity begets a spirit of enthusiasm and a can-do attitude. Just remember to
begin each new day by leaving yesterday’s issues behind.
Perhaps with a new season, you will choose to make a commitment of another type.
For example, you always wanted a beautiful flower garden. Now is the perfect time to
get started on this project. Remember flowers are the gift that keep on giving. So,
when the flowers begin to blossom and bloom, you can treat yourself to a beautiful
bouquet of hand-picked flowers from your own garden. What is more rewarding
than that?
Remember, being thankful for what you have, does not allow room for negative
thinking. Thanking God that He has given you yet another day is a perfect way to start
your day.
So, as we are reminded that each new day has a beginning and an ending, what will
you accomplish this day that will further you along in reaching your re-committed
resolutions?

The Oaks Quilters

–Janet Young, Certified Tea and Etiquette Consultant, is a founding member of MATB
Association and freelance writer/national tea presenter. www.overtheteacup.com.

Quilting With Barbara

By Barbara Conquest

Make A Difference - The World Needs Us!

Here we are – not only a new year but a new decade. We
brace ourselves for a spate of optical (20/20) witticisms!
To many of us, even though we wouldn’t enter the world
until much later, “the twenties” brings to mind the 1920s,
often referred to as the Roaring Twenties. The first part of
that decade was spent recovering from the losses and deprivations of four years of the deadliest war the world had
ever known, then morphing for many into the time of prosperity, excess and conspicuous consumption portrayed so
vividly by F. Scott Fitzgerald in his books about the rich. However, 1929 brought this
to a crashing halt (pun more or less intended).
What will people of the future call our twenties? For those of us entering this
decade the future is uncertain. The number of homeless people, veterans and refugees
is increasing. Food banks report higher usage every year. Worldwide, political leaders
manipulate their people; we feel powerless.
What can we do as quilters and makers? As a rule, we are neither rich nor influential.
We can make ourselves aware of problems in our communities and abroad, and do
our bit to help as many ways as possible. Remember …in this world of darkness, let
us shine, you in your small corner, and I in mine
As quilters we can support new housing for homeless veterans and such programs
as Habitat for Humanity, Blankets Canada and so many others. These places need
bedding and furnishings as do temporary residences for victims of misfortune like
cancer patients and their families. A colourful quilt or wall hanging beats a grey institutional blanket any day! There are innumerable organizations and situations that
welcome and need contributions. We can inquire at elementary schools if there are
needy children lacking the warm mittens and toques so necessary in our cold winters.
Their teachers may well be grateful too, as many of them quietly supply these items to
some children in their classrooms, paying for them out of their own pockets.
We can spend time with a lonely or isolated young mother or an elderly friend (and
maybe persuade them to join the quilting sisterhood?). One of our guild members
teaches a quilting class at a local seniors’ residence, a regular event anticipated by all
concerned. Our seniors are from a giving/volunteering generation; they appreciate
the opportunity to continue.
As citizens we can volunteer or contribute to food banks, even though we wish it
were not necessary for them to exist. As citizens we can make ourselves aware of
what our political leaders do, not what they say – and react appropriately. We can
actively search for places where our actions – no matter how small – will make a
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Quilting
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The Homestead Canning Cookbook

by Julie A. Druck

A Slice of Life – Journaling Idea
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that I’ve practiced called “A Slice of Life.” It’s not my
original idea but was introduced to me by my longtime pen pal. The practice consists of writing a specific
type of monthly journal entry. Since I was born on
the 3rd of August, the 3rd of each month served as
the trigger to record my monthly journal entry. On
the 3rd of each month, I would consider and record
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Book written by Georgia Varozza
by Kim Keller
• Simple, Safe Instructions
I’d seen these vintage Easter eggs made
• Over 150 Homemade Recipes
with pages from old books. I thought they were
• Create a Sustainable Lifestyle
really neat
Certified master food preserver
and so I decided to give them a try.
While
people
cooking enthusiast Georgia Varozza wants to cut up the pages from old
books, your
I just can’t bring myself to cut up a book!
to show you how safe and easy canning
Therefore,
favorite foods can be. She will teach
you the I used some old Country Registers I
had around!
It worked
great. You could probably
basics,OUNTRY
including how toEGISTER
fit the process
into
ECIPE
XCHANGE
your busy life, the equipment you’ll
need,
and
use
magazines,
pictures or pages of music too.
step-by-step instructions for bothThere’s
water-bath
lots of options!
and pressure canning. 1. As mentioned above, you can use
Submitted by Caroline Riepler, Mead, CO
Enjoy wholesome
recipes
for canning
fruit,
old books,
magazines,
newspapers,
vegetables,
meat,
soups,
sauces,
and
so
much
1 Big Cauliflower pictures etc. Cut them into
1 Eggstrips of
more. Save money by different
preservingsizes,
your widths
own and lengths.
1 1/2 Teaspoon Mustard
1 1/2 Teaspoon Salt
food and gain valuable peace of mind by
Using
a sponge brush,
brush
Pinchexactly
Pepperwhat’s2.going
1 Cup
Milkthe
knowing
into the meals
back
of
the
strips
with
Mod
Podge.
1/2
Cup
Whipping
Cream,
liquid
you’re serving.
3.favorite
Cover
each egg
strip
by strip.
150theGrams
of your
Cheese,
grated
Join
growing
number
of households
who are
embracing the pioneer lifestyle.
Overlap
the
strips
and
place
themagain.
at This cookbook can
It’s time
for
you
and
your
family
to
feel
good
about
food
Cook cauliflower in a steamer or boiling water until
done. Place
in baking form.
different angles to add character.
help.Mix egg, mustart, salt,
pepper, milk, whipping cream and grated cheese.
4. Pick your favorite
stamps andPublishers. Shop online at
Note: Books for contest
by Harvest
Spread the mixture overprovided
cauliflower
and bakeHouse
at 390° for 20-30 minutes.
www.harvesthousepublishers.com.
place stamps around each egg. I
used black but you can use any color!
– Enter to win your own copy of this book by mailing your address along with a favorite recipe
eggs are
with
and your book choice to5.ourOnce
us or bythe
emailing
your covered
name, address
and a favorite recipe to our
the
paper
strips
and
stamped
how
use your information for anything else!)
email address.
Contact infoEGISTER
is near the top of page
2. (We do notXCHANGE
OUNTRY
ECIPE
you’d like them, cover each with
another coat of Mod Podge
6. Display the eggs how you choose!
Submitted by Rita Van Dyne, Fort Collins
I put them on a little “nest” on some
vintage1 candle
holders!
Grate 4-8 carrots (about
per person).
Make a vinaigrette from 2/3 cup olive
oil, 1 Tablespoon dijon mustard, 1/2 cup red wine vinegar, 1 Tablespoon
balsamic vinegar, salt and pepper. (Or buy balsamic vinaigrette.) Put 1/4 to
1/2 of the dressing on the grated carrots, depending on the quantity of carrots.
Stir and serve.
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Book Review - Register to Win

The Family Garden Plan

C

R
R Book Ewritten by Melissa K. Norris
Mocha Mint Coffee

Do OUNTRY
something good EGISTER
for your loved ECIPE XCHANGE
ones by learning how to plant a garden
that will yield wholesome, organic
fruits and vegetables
in surprisingly
Submitted
by Irene less
Thompson, La Junta, CO
space than you would think. Melissa
Norris,
fifth-generation
homesteader
6 cups
hot brewed coffee
2 packets instant hot cocoa mix
and host
of
the
popular
Pioneering
Today
1/2 cup dulce de leche
4 teaspoons sugar
podcast,
walks
you through
eachbaking
step chips OR mint chocolate chips
1/4 cup
peppermint
crunch
of the
process,
including
how to decide
1 cup
miniature
marshmallows
1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon
which food crops are best for your area
a 3-quart
slowyour
cooker,
combine
and Infamily
plan
garden
to first 5 ingredients. Cook covered on low until
hot (2 the
- 3 space
hours).you
Ladle
into
mugs and top with the miniature marshmallows
maximize
have
protect
yourand
garden
fromwith
common
pestsMakes
and 8 servings.
sprinkle
cinnamon.
diseases naturally determine when your
fruits and vegetables are ready to be
harvested improve soil health with
simpleOUNTRY
techniques likeEGISTER
crop rotation ECIPE XCHANGE
and backyard composting
Sharing the same practices and
techniques from her homestead,
Submitted by Ann Terrazas, El Paso, TX
Melissa shows you how easy it can be to raise a year’s worth of produce at home.
Simple-to-follow
worksheets,
and photographs
are provided
2 pounds red charts,
potatoes
(medium size)
3 Tbsp. extra-virgin
olive oilthroughout to
helpSalt
youand
through
every
phase
of
the
gardening
process.
pepper to taste
1 teaspoon dry Rosemary leaves
You
enjoy good
and greater well-being
for fresh
you and
family.
1/4can
teaspoon
garliceating
powder
3 - 4 Tbsp.
mintyour
leaves
Note: Books for contest provided by Harvest House Publishers. Shop online at
3 Tbsp. real butter, melted
2 Tbsp. fresh lemon juice
www.harvesthousepublishers.com.
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Free Pattern

Place potatoes in baking dish. Drizzle oil ove potatoes and sprinkle with salt,
juice. Blend and spoon over baked potatoes and serve.

COUNTRY REGISTER RECIPE EXCHANGE
Bruschetta
Submitted by Irene Thompson, La Junta, CO

Free Embroidery Pattern
May not be sold or used for commercial purposes.
For more fun and creative inspiration visit:

www.JacquelynneSteves.com

by Dave Emigh

Activity slows to a crawl in our area during
the cold, grey and often foggy months of
January and February. That is not so in the
Shady Lawn Antiques workshop. Every
weekday morning, the huge wooden sliding
security doors, which cover the end of our
workshop, are opened. Natural light pours
into the workshop through a ‘second wall’
made entirely of glass French doors and
windows.
The heat is turned up, banks of overhead lights are turned on, coffee is made and
another day of our Annual Winter Furniture Restoration Break is started. Each year,
our Restoration Break extends from Christmas Day through February.
During this break, the sales area is closed and our entire focus is on the complete
restoration of antique furniture—especially oak. As we enter our twenty-sixth year as
an antiques shop, this break has become an important part of our business plan.
It takes time to completely restore a piece of antique furniture. Our process includes
taking each piece apart as much as is possible. Each cracked or broken part gets repaired
and the old finish is removed. Drawer bottoms and runners are repaired or replaced—
classic problems even in newer furniture. The piece is re-glued, re-assembled, a new
finish is applied and then appropriate matching hardware gets installed. The included
photo is a work in progress – a beautiful Oak Parlour Table.
When we have completed a piece, it looks and functions as good as—and sometimes
better than—when it was new. In fact, the quality of our hand-restored furniture is
perhaps better than what can be found in any new furniture store. We are essentially a
furniture store offering like-new 100-year-old antique furniture, which will last for at
least several more generations.
Back to the Winter Break. We found that without our restoration break we were
unable to maintain even our basic furniture inventory. But with us working together,
we are able to actually enhance and expand our inventory.
sses
Personally, I find these winter breaks quite refreshing. Furniture
is my
Free Clarestoration
ur and selling
r yopricing
passion, but during the sales year, I spend the majority of myfo
time
sedback into the
antiques. When we start our break each year, it takes me awhile
toaget
purch
e! step. But at
in
h
c
a
furniture restoration process. I have to really think about eachmrestoration
some point, the thinking stops and the work begins to flow.
The steady hum of saws, sanders and the dust
removalDealer
system of:
are the sound track
Certified
of our daily activities. Each week begins with three or four pieces of dark colored
and we have a stack of
furniture inCrough
andBrother
sanding later,
ome condition. Days of gluing
Handi-Quilter
Machines
repaired furniture.
in for a
FinishingdDay
emois! kind of magical! When we wipe on the finish, the wood grain
comes alive. That day we are rewarded by the sight of glowing, warm, rich furniture
that always looks even better than we could have imagined. This year’s break went well
and we have completed at least a dozen new pieces.
That’s the report from the Shady Lawn workshop where it is always light, bright and
warm—even in January!

The Friendly & Helpful Shop!

-Dave Emigh and his wife Jill are the owners of Shady Lawn Antiques in Walla Walla, WA,
perfectly located in the 1870s wood frame creamery buildings that Dave’s great-grandfather
on your
domestic
machine
purchased in 1897. AQuilt
professionally
trained woodworker,
Dave
and his son, Nick, specialize in
Westalee
Rulers.
the restoration of oakwith
furniture.
Shady Lawn,
in its 25th year, has become a regional
destination for oak furniture but isClasses
also knownavailable!
for a well-curated display of country, rustic, and
rare and unique “small” antiques. Glimpses of the ever-changing Shady Lawn inventory can be
Call the shop
info and
seenfor
on Facebook
and atdemo.
www.shadylawnantiques.com.
1422 Prosper Ave. • Sebring, FL 33870 (near corner of Kenilworth & Sebring Pkwy)
863-382-1422 • 863-991-5544 • fabricandsewing@centurylink.net
Open Monday–Friday 9am–5pm • Saturday 9am–4pm
Gift Certificates Available
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Red Potato Bake

– Enter to win your own copy of this book by mailing your address along with a favorite recipe
pepper, garlic powder and Rosemary leaves.. Bake in 350° oven for about
and your book choice to our us or by emailing your name, address and a favorite recipe to our
minutes,
or until
Mixtopmelted
and fresh
lemon
do not fresh
use yourmint
information
for anything
else!)
email45address.
Contact
info isdone.
near the
of pagebutter
2. (Wewith

Use this pattern for
embroidery, wool applique,
punch needle or rug
hooking, painted projects or
whatever your imagination
can dream up! Reduce or
enlarge pattern as desired.
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5 minutes
Under Broil
400°
Roma Tomatoes, chopped
Garlic Toast or French Bread
Mozzarella Cheese
Chopped Basil
A wonderful snack before the main meal.

This space
cOuld Be
YOurs
Advertise in
our next issue.
For more information
call 1-866-825-9217 or email
ads@theregisterweb.com.
Or visit our website at
www.theregisterweb.com.
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Winter Haven
all roads lead to Heart

to Heart

Quality Quilting Fabrics • supplies
Repairs & Service of all Makes & Models
Lots of new Fabrics & Classes
Sewing Machine Sales
We have expanded our
sewing supplies, tapes, braids,
zippers and threads!

New at
heart to
heart:

glide thread
Kids Club

Heart to Heart
Qu i l t s ho p

Now in ONE Location in Winter Haven:
high pointe business center
6310 Cypress Garden Blvd., SE • Winter Haven, FL 33884
863.298.8185 • www.myhearttoheartquilting.com
Monday–Friday: 9am–4pm • Saturday: 9am–2pm
“The Quilt Shop Where Everybody Knows Your Name!”

Over The Tea Cup

By Janet Young

Wake Up to A New Beginning

By now the majority of people who made New Year’s
resolutions have discovered that while they had good intentions,
somehow those good intentions began to wither away until the
desire to carry out your wishful thinking dissolved, but, with the
full intentions of renewing those goals again next year. But why
wait?
With each passing day signs and evidence of a winter’s thaw
has begun and the earth begins to awaken after a long winter’s
nap. So, as the earth warms and the trees and flowers begin to
bloom, why can’t we begin anew our commitment to lifeenhancing resolutions.
When a new year dawns there is much enthusiasm to make
positive changes in our lives. Then when we fail, we think we have to wait for another
new year to re-commit again. Remember each morning when you wake up, it is the
beginning of a new day. It is another chance to start anew and refuel your enthusiasm
for whatever your goal might have been.
Perhaps your resolution didn’t work out through no fault of your own. Perhaps the
door was closed on an opportunity you thought you should have. Remember a lot of
times when that happens, there are better things waiting around the corner for us. We
just have to be patient, and push ahead.
Wake up each morning with a grateful heart. If you find the good in people and in
things or circumstances, you will begin to think in a more positive stream of thought.
And positivity begets a spirit of enthusiasm and a can-do attitude. Just remember to
begin each new day by leaving yesterday’s issues behind.
Perhaps with a new season, you will choose to make a commitment of another type.
For example, you always wanted a beautiful flower garden. Now is the perfect time to
get started on this project. Remember flowers are the gift that keep on giving. So,
when the flowers begin to blossom and bloom, you can treat yourself to a beautiful
bouquet of hand-picked flowers from your own garden. What is more rewarding
than that?
Remember, being thankful for what you have, does not allow room for negative
thinking. Thanking God that He has given you yet another day is a perfect way to start
your day.
So, as we are reminded that each new day has a beginning and an ending, what will
you accomplish this day that will further you along in reaching your re-committed
resolutions?

Quilting With Barbara
Quilting & Sewing
Destination!
Make A Difference - The World Needs Us!

By Barbara Conquest

TWO GREAT SHOPS, ONE LOCATION

NOW

Here we are – not only a new year but a new decade. We
OVER
brace ourselves for a spate of optical (20/20) witticisms!
To many of us, even though we wouldn’t enter the world
Fabrics • Classes • Books & Patterns • Sewing
& Service
until Machine
much later, Sales
“the twenties”
brings •toLongarms
mind the 1920s,
SQ. FT.
often referred to as the Roaring Twenties. The first part of
that decade was spent recovering from the losses and deprivations of four years of the deadliest war the world had
ever known, then morphing for many into the time of prosperity, excess and conspicuous consumption portrayed so
vividly by F. Scott Fitzgerald in his books about the rich. However, 1929 brought this
to a crashing halt (pun more or less intended).
What will people of the future call our twenties? For those of us entering this
decade the future is uncertain. The number of homeless people, veterans and refugees
increasing.
Food banks report higher usage every year. Worldwide, political leaders
Call ahead for usismanipulate
to
prepare...
355 5th St. SW • Winter Haven, FL 33880
their people; we feel powerless.
bring a bus load or
a van
863-299-3080 • www.heartfeltquilting.com
• Winter
What
can wefull!
do as quilters and365
makers?
AsSW
a rule,
we are neither
influential.
5th St.
Haven,rich
FLnor
33880
Monday–Friday 9am–5pm
•
We can make ourselves aware
of problems inwww.heartoffloridasewing.com
our communities and abroad, and do
863-875-5675
Plenty of parking.
Tuesday 9am–8pm • Saturday 9am–4pm
our bit to help as many ways as possible.
Remember …in 10am–4pm
this world of darkness, let
Monday–Friday
us shine, you in your small corner,Discount
and I in mine
Garment Fabrics
Quilting Fabric $9.99 and less
As quilters we can support new housing for homeless veterans and such programs
as Habitat for Humanity, Blankets Canada and so many others. These places need
Best Prices on machines
bedding and furnishings as do temporary residences for victims of misfortune like
cancer patients and their families. A colourful quilt or wall hanging beats a grey institutional blanket any day! There are innumerable organizations and situations that
welcome and need contributions. We can inquire at elementary schools if there are
needy children lacking the warm mittens and toques so necessary in our cold winters.
Their teachers may well be grateful too, as many of them quietly supply these items to
some children in their classrooms, paying for them out of their own pockets.
We can spend time with a lonely or isolated young mother or an elderly friend (and
MARCH 3–5
maybe persuade them to join the quilting sisterhood?). One of our guild members
teaches a quilting class at a local seniors’ residence, a regular event anticipated by all
with Donelle McAdams
Original
Quilt Expo
concerned. Our
seniors Sewing
are from a&giving/volunteering
generation; they appreciate
Ruler and Template Quilting
the opportunity to continue.
March 19–21
As citizens we can volunteer
or contribute
with Westalee / Sew Steady
Lakeland,
FL to food banks, even though we wish it
were not necessary for them to exist. As citizens we can make ourselves aware of
what our political leaders do, not what they say – and react appropriately. We can
actively search for places where our actions – no matter how small – will make a
difference. If each of us makes a difference for only one other person, that alone
could change the lives of thousands of people. We have more power than we think.

Quilting &
Sewing

The Florida Register

Award Winning
Customer Service

10,000

Heart

of Florida
Sewing
Machine

Group Discounts
for 5 or more!

Home of the 5th
Saturday Sale!

A SEASON OF NATIONAL EDUCATORS • Call the shop for more information

Join us!
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Lakeland

MONDAY

–Janet Young, Certified Tea and Etiquette Consultant, is a founding member of MATB
Association and freelance writer/national tea presenter. www.overtheteacup.com.
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than a bright and colorful bunch of flowers, especially
when that person is stuck in a bland hospital room? Flowers
can also comfort those grieving, which is why there are
always plenty of arrangements at wakes and funerals.
And no matter how pretty the tablecloth, china and
silverware, a holiday table just isn’t complete without a magnificent floral centerpiece.
And what would Valentine’s Day be without flowers? Sometimes, a single bloom can
say everything that’s in one’s heart.
Also, would a wedding be as special without the bride and bridesmaids carrying
beautiful bouquets of flowers? And speaking of marriage, a certain television show
would just not be the same without those red roses that are handed out at the end of
each episode to let contestants know who is still in the running. You know the one I
mean.
Of course, flowers are a wonderful way to bring nature indoors, but flowers are also
important outdoors. Many gardeners would have idle hands in the spring
summer
by and
Julie
Pirtle
without the joy of planting daisies, sunflowers, peonies, and otherSpecializing
plants. Many
insects
in
would most likely die off, including those industrious and all-important honey bees.
What a dismal world it would be without honey to put in our tea and dessert. Plus,
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more
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just aof pollination as well. Other insects and
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in many
other
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It
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the
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to would be bereftFeaturing
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withoutthe
the nectar of
close
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lid
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a
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time
and
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about,
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However,
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are alike
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or maybe
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with
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color
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Life Celebrate
in SkunkNational
Hollow Flower
by Julie Day
A. Druck

A Slice of Life – Journaling Idea

Clutter Happens

by Susan Baldani
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to number
we may
heartappreciation
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daythat
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asidegain
fora the
of
wisdom.” --flowers.
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on especially
than a bright and colorful bunch ofborn
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the 3rd of August, the 3rd of each month served as
when that person is stuck in a bland hospital room? Flowers
the trigger to record my monthly journal entry. On
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a
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everything
one’s heart.
gain somesay
wisdom
in the that’s
doing.inHopefully
you will find this productive in your jouraling.
would a wedding be as special without the bride and bridesmaids carrying
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they have a starring role in many other types of pollination as well. sprinkles
Other insects and
for dessert
birds, such as butterflies and hummingbirds, would be bereft without the nectar of
Feeling: Encouraged in the growth of several relationships; confident in my new
those bright and fragrant flowers.
clothes & the reminder that dressing in a pretty, attractive manner is a way to draw
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people to Beauty,
to time
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see how
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interview
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maybe
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Surround
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week and more forecast for next week – winter doesn’t want to release it’s grip!; the 1st
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arelives
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areabout
passing
song books
is and
–Susan
Baldani
in Newand
Jerseytheandsnowdrops
writes articles
smallaway;
town bird
life, décor,
louder each morning
food for various publications across the U.S., Canada, and the UK. You can contact her at
Around the House: Our kitchen project is getting closer to being finished! Spring
suebaldani@yahoo.com, through her website at www.mywritingwall.com, or on Twitter
cleaning is being done in parts of the house, including cleaning out and organizing
freezers & pantry; making idea lists for breakfast & lunch, along with supper@mywritingwall.
starter
ideas
Thinking/Learning About: How nuns have had to process the reason(s) they do or
don’t wear habits; that Laura Ingalls Wilder prophesied that if World War I wives
didn’t give the factory jobs back to the men and, thereby, didn’t do the equally important
job of running their homes, that this land would fall apart; what the phrase, “Nature
abhors a vacuum” means; the importance of pushing through conflict to good things
on the other side; how to view the book of Psalms from a personal perspective .
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Get “Phototastically” Organized this Year!
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Fine Matting & Framing
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respect and make them easier to access. (Yes,
@mywritingwall.
those loose photos are blurred so that individuals can not be identified.)
Oh, no, I hear you grumbling already! To get you on board with the idea, I will first
set you up for success for the present.
First, you will need an accordion file. Label it 2020 and then label each divider inside
with a different month. As the year progresses, you will use this file to store all of the
ticket stubs, heart touching greeting cards, vacation brochures . . . (you get the picture!).
At the end of each month, take a moment to copy your calendar and place it in the file
as well. This will be invaluable information down the line since you will have exact
event dates at your
fingertips.
If you
keeprecipe.
an electronic calendar, screen shot it on
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all have
stir having
in milkthem
thenprinted
add vegetable
oil. Whisk
5 1/2
BREAD
DOUGH
thousands
of
pictures
on
our
phone.
(Yes…this
includes
me!)
But,
in
the
end,
this is
cups
and
baking
powder
together,
add
flour
6 eggs
where
they
usually
stay.
Take
the
time
to
edit
your
shots
weekly
and
create
a
file
of
the
mixture
to
wet
mixture,
combine
well.
Stir
in
1
cup
1 1/2 cups sugar
of flour.
Onend
your
cutting
boardyou
orcan
counter
add
ones
that
you
want
to
actually
print.
At
the
of
the
month,
easily
upload
1 cup milk
the
1 cup
flour (130
grams)
make
a
those
pictures tovegetable
an online
andremaining
have them
sentofdirectly
to you.
Once
received,
6 tablespoons
oilsitewell
in the
centre
and
add the month.
bread dough from
label
them
with
the
event/date
and
file
under
the
appropriate
7 1/2 cups flour (divided)
the large is
bowl.
Knead Iall
a
As far as electronic photo organization
concerned,
liketogether
to take ittotoform
a different
6 teaspoons baking powder smooth dough. Shape as desired and bake for
level.
When I upload my picturesapproximately
to the computer,
I create files for each event. I date
VANILLA GLAZE
45-60 minutes, until golden, or until
it and tag it as follows: year–month-event
(example:
Jan New
Years Eve).
Once
toothpick comes out 2020
dry. Cool
completely
before
1 1/2 cups icing sugar
I have printed them, I add “PT”drizzling
to the end.
Because
I
scrapbook,
I
change
the
PT
to
with glaze.
3-4 tablespoons milk
“SB” at the end once I have completed
those
pages
(example:
2020
Jan
New
Years
VANILLA GLAZE - In a medium bowl whisk
1 teaspoon vanilla
Eve SB). This is easy to do andtogether
gives quick
at yourthen
picture
the reference
powderedwhen
sugarlooking
and vanilla
Instructions
slowly
whisk
in
the
milk,
stirring
continuously
to
files.
Pre-heat oven 350°
make
a
smooth
glaze.
Pour
over
cooled
bread.
While I am on the topic of scrapbooking, many scrappers chide themselves for
“being behind” with their books. Listen up. There is no “behind” when it comes to
art, which is exactly what you are creating when you archive your family memories. Let
that guilt go! Instead, start with the current year. With the tips above, it will be easy to
do. When you are current, then you can tackle some of the backlog that you may have
while still feeling accomplished!
OK. So you are still reading this which means that you might not be grumbling as
much. Let’s discuss the boxes of photos and stacks of souvenirs that are hiding in
your closets and drawers. For this process, you will need some banker’s boxes, hanging
–Julie Druck is from York, Pennsylvania, and writes from her farm in Skunk Hollow. She’d
files with tabs, large manila envelopes, a notepad and a photo pencil. (A photo pencil
A delicious sweet
recipe.at thedrucks@netzero.com.
welcome bread
your comments
is usually a blue crayon like lead that allows you to write on the back of pictures
Preparation
Ingredients
without ruining them.) With this process, you will have multiple boxes representing
BREAD DOUGH -Beat eggs and sugar together,
multiple decades.
stir in milk then add vegetable oil. Whisk 5 1/2
BREAD DOUGH
Place 11 folders in each box and label one for each year, as well as one in the front
cups and baking powder together, add flour
6 eggs
that says “unknown." If you know that you will have a ton to sort, split the files
3030
Floridabetween
Ave.two
• Lakeland,
FL 33805 • 863-680-1325
mixture to wet mixture, combine well.
Stir inN.
1 cup
1 1/2 cups sugar
boxes for that decade. As you sort, place the items in the appropriate
of flour. On your cutting board www.fabric-warehouse.net
or counter add
•
fwarehouse@tampabay.rr.com
year. If you run across an item that you know was in that decade but can’t determine
1 cup milk
the remaining 1 cup of flour (130 grams) make a
the year,Premier
place it in the
“extra” Anita
file. As you organize,
be sure to
put pictures in envelopes
6 tablespoons vegetable oil well in the centre and add the bread Husqvarna
Viking
Dealer
Goodesign
Dealer
dough from
and label them with the event/date if you know it. In addition, keep a list by decade/
7 1/2 cups flour (divided)
the large bowl. Knead all
together
to form
a
Hoop
Sisters
Dealer
year
Over
4,000 Bolts of Fabrics! Sewing Machine Repair
of important events that happened. You will want this later.
6 teaspoons baking powder smooth dough. Shape as desired Exciting
and bake for
New Class
for Sewing,
Embroidery
OnceProjects
you have emptied
the houseQuilting
of floating &
photos
and paperwork, pat yourself
VANILLA GLAZE
approximately 45-60 minutes, until golden, or until
After
School
Sewing
Classes
for
7+
on
the
back.
You
have
corralled
your
memories
and
it
is
now time to do the major
toothpick comes out dry. Cool completely before
1 1/2 cups icing sugar
organizing—by
year.
This
time,
prepare
a
box
with
13
files.
Label them by month and,
drizzling with glaze.
3-4 tablespoons milk
again, one that says “unknown." Start with one of the decade boxes and pull out a
VANILLA GLAZE - In a medium bowl whisk
1 teaspoon vanilla
year. Sort the year into the box of monthly files. When you come across those Disney
together the powdered sugar and vanilla then
Instructions
& 4 notepad. Once you
Visit continuously
us at Booth to
#39
March
19–21
tickets but realize
you don’t
have pictures printed, writeApril
it on3your
slowly whisk in the milk, stirring
Pre-heat oven 350°
have completed that year, pull out the collection from each month and place it in a
make a smooth glaze. Pour over cooled bread.
manila envelope. Label the envelope with the year, month and any special events that
happened that month (i.e., the trip to Disneyland). Take a peek at the unknown file
and try to combine into the monthly files (which should now be easier as you may
similar items already filed
Use this pattern for
When
you are done
with Educator
that decade, do the same with the unknown file in that box
embroidery, wool applique,
Husqvarna
Viking
punch needle or rug
and assimilate
the
items
into
the proper year and month. Use the notes you took of
Mickey Hudson in store
hooking, painted projects or
special eventsMarch
for reference.
The
puzzle pieces will start to fit together even if the
25 & 26
whatever your imagination
memory
is
failing
you!
When
you
are sorted and your years are all packaged up by
Warehouse
can dream up! Reduce Fabric
or
month, it will be so easy to access your memories. You will also be able to reference
enlarge pattern as desired.
your list of pictures that need printed and start that process.
Whether you scrapbook or not, future generations will appreciate your efforts. As
Free Embroidery Pattern
the archivist of my family history, there is nothing sadder to me than to see antique,
May not be sold or used for commercial purposes.
Off visit:
Coupon
unlabeled photos of lovely people who have lost their families. Do yourself and the
For more fun and creative inspiration
www.JacquelynneSteves.com
When you spend $20
or more.
generations after you a favor by taking the time to identify your pictures so they don’t
In-store use only.
end up in an antique store.
Use Code: EPIC 2
Venture forth to the office supply store and get those boxes. C’mon…you’ve got
this!

Recipes From Susan’s Kitchen
Family Favorite Easter Bread

One-Stop
RecipesShop
From Susan’s Kitchen
for All
Family
Favorite Easter Bread
Your Sewing
Needs!

Free Pattern

Check out these upcoming events!

$5

–Julie Pirtle is a Professional Organizer and Owner of Clutter Happens in Mesa, AZ
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Plant City

Make
us a
destination
spot!

101 N. Collins Street
Plant City, FL 33563
813-704-4867

www.inspirequilting.com
Mon–Fri: 10am–5pm
Sat: 9am–4pm
Online store open 24 hours

Fabrics, Notions, Books, Patterns,
Classes, Sewing & Embroidery Machines
Shop online at InspireFabrics.com

Florida’s uilt
q
ti
s
de natiocnated
o
shop. L m I-4 in
o
minutes fro
wntown
D
c
ri
Histo
Plant City.

Email Lisa@InspireQuilting.com
to receive our weekly
news update!

We carry �he
�est fab�ic in town!

FA B R I C WA R E H O U S E

Come shop our over 10,000 bolts of fabric!

NAME BRANDS AT $5.99/yard

Lots of local
restaurants
are nearby!

Andover
MODA
Benartex
Northcott
Hoffman
Riley Blake
Michael Miller
Robert Kaufman
Lots more!

• Batiks
• Civil War
• Flannels
• Panels
• Novelties
Rachael’s
Picks

Over 100
Fabric
Families
at $4.99/yd

Quality unbranded at $4.99/yard
Over 300 bolts of 108" backing fabric
at $8.99/yard
Over 800 bolts of batiks
eWe offer edg rized
te
u
p
m
co
e
g
to-ed
2 cents
quilting from inch.
re
a
u
sq
per
Hundreds of
patterns!

Subscribe to our weekly newsletter to
get the most current class information delivered
to your email box. Our class calendar
is also on line at www.inspirequilting.com

Check our
dar
online calen t
a
for lots of gre !
ts
n
e
v
classes & e

Countryberries Designs

We love to
serve groups
of 10–50
people!

Order online 24/7
with $6 shipping nationwide.
Open to walk-in customers:
Tues. 9:30am–12:30pm
Thurs. 1pm–5:30pm
Sat. 10am–3pm

ts
300 Boflfe
of Ka
ts
150 Bonl ge
of Gru

Button The Bunny

s
Pre-cut
Fat
rs
Quarte
Fabric
Strips

This pattern is free for you to use. Please give the artist credit. Not for commercial
use. Enlarge this pattern to your desired size. Paint on wood or canvas. It would also
be cute appliqued in wool. You can do it with a punchneedle too. Whatever technique
you choose, have fun! Designed by Kathy Graham

Becky’s Quilts & Designs • Rachael’s Deals & Finds

Countryberries LLC

Call (352) 507-8458 to schedule your group’s outing.

Whimsies and necessaries for your country home and garden

330 North Road Deerﬁeld, NH 03037
603-463-7615

www.countryberries.com Like us on Facebook

QuiltedTwins.com • Over 150 Free Patterns on the website
13829 US Hwy 98 Bypass • Dade City, FL 33525 • Just 25 miles north of Tampa
Facebook Group: Quilted Twins — Scrap Quilting and More with Becky
Facebook Page: Quilted Twins — Fabric Deals with Rachael
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Brooksville, Dade City, Zephyrhills

Quilter’s Quarters

100% cotton fabric, books, patterns & notions.
We offer a variety of Quilting classes.
Longarm quilting services on site.
Let our friendly staff help and inspire you!

MARCH SPECIAL
All notions, books, patterns
40% Off

Random
Acts

Stop in often to see our daily specials
for March & April

4833 Allen Road, Zephyrhills, FL 33541 Z 813-779-2615
(Located off SR54 in the Hillvest Center)
quiltersqrtrs@verizon.net Z www.quiltersqrtrs.com
Mon-Fri 10am–5pm Z Sat 10am-3pm

Quilts On Plum Lane
Friendly, Knowledgeable Staff, Patterns,
Name Brand Fabrics, Books, Wool
Notions, Classes, New “Stuff” Arriving Daily!!

Reading
35%
OFF Love
by Maranda K. Jones

• BRAZILIAN

Storewide
Sale
Winter is the perfect
time to fall in love again!
The bootsthe
are off next to the door,
during
Mittens dry above the wet floor.
Month
of lamplight
Marchis glowing warmNow Available
The soft

EMBROIDERY

MATERIALS

•OVERDYED
WOOL

as snow piles up outside.
Reading on a frosty day is always worth the time.
14215
7th my
Street,
352-518-0003
With
favorite mug full of Phone
warmth,
Dade City, FL 33523
Fax 352-518-0022
I head straight
for the www.quiltsonplumlane.net
couch.
Open Monday thru Saturday
10am-5pm
My feet
land- on
the
in perfect slouch.
(Thursday
Open
‘til table
8pm) with my socksplumlanedl@cs.com
I open my beloved book
to the place the feather marks
Mon–Fri
10am–5pm
and
instantly I once again begin to feel those sparks.
352-796-0011
Sat 10am–3pm
I glance at the pages in my left
Praising the width of pages read
And carry on to the end with a soul that is well-fed.
The
words
have
spoken
and I have
18851
Cortez
Blvd
• Brooksville,
FL listened
34601
To the characters’ predicaments and pain,
Authorized Brother
Dealer
• Authorized
Brother
Service Center
Shared their
losses
and celebrated
gains.
Authorized
APQS
Dealer
My right hand holds just a few more—
Super low prices on all Brother Sewing & Embroidery Machines
it seems reading has done its part.
Over 2000 Bolts of 100% Cotton Fabrics, Patterns,
My first love is still close to my heart.

Books, Notions & much more

© 2019 Maranda K. Jones

• Check out our website for classes & events: www.nanasquiltshop.com
• Long-Arm quilting service on-site, including classes and long-arm
machine rental

Maranda Jones’ new book Random Acts
is now available at amazon.com.

S

The book includes her readpring
er-acclaimeF
d aling
rticles froS
m ale
the last decade.
30% OFF STOREWIDE
March 27th • 10am–5pm
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Wesley Chapel
Visit
our
store

Visit Us
w
at Our Ne!
n
Locatio
6308 Gall Blvd., Suite B • Zephyrhills, FL 33542
813-782-0999
Check us out on Facebook!
Tues–Fri 10am–3pm • Sat 10am–2pm

T he Dropped Stitch
by Sharon Greve

Quit or Persevere
It’s alright and often good to step out of your comfort zone. That’s how many
fiber artists reach the next level. But—how do I know when it’s time to let go? Do I
stay with this project or do I quit—find another yarn, another pattern, another design?
Red flags to help knitters and crocheters decide when to surrender are:
1. If you spend most of your time trying to fix, alter, or cope with a project,
there’s a good chance it’s not the right one for you. Joy and pleasure should be an
outcome of the fiber work process. If you are struggling, it’s time for a change.
2. If you feel obligated, but not excited, to stay with the project, did someone
give the yarn to you? Was the project requested by a loved one or dear friend? If
you don’t want to do the project, you won’t be able to give yourself to it for
success. Bitterness and resentment can set in, slowing progress, causing mistakes,
with no time donated to it.
3. If you and your work don’t feel valued, your heart is not in the project. When
you give your all to a project but can see as plain as day how little it matters to
the recipient, it’s time to stop. Rip it out! Exit!
4. If fear is holding you back because the pattern requires a level you don’t
know, or stitches you don’t know, fear no more. Seize the opportunity to advance
your level by learning. Yarn shops and advanced knitters are always happy to
teach you. The internet even has demonstration videos. Challenges are often good;
recognize when you are in way over your head.
Warning Signals:
1. The color in the stitch pattern or the yarn is a disappointment.
2. Boredom sets in with the stitch pattern or the overall project.
3. Workshops end with your having to do the finishing at home, alone, which is
often very frustrating. This always adds to the UFO (unfinished objects) situation.
4. Panel and strip work becomes tedious and time consuming due to joining
and seaming. Time you may not have.
5. A new fascinating pattern or yarn offers more excitement or challenge
triggering your escape button.
6. Life becomes busy, consuming fiber time.
Project Guidelines to avoid UFOs:
1. Select yarn and design patterns right for you and recipients. Be sure they are
the materials you want to work with.
2. Be committed to elevate your time and interest to the end. Set deadlines,
enroll in a finishing class or join friends.
3. Knit a gauge swatch. Ugh, I know—it’s not what most of us like to do.
Continue to check gauge as you work. Knowing a sweater will fit properly makes
for quick stitching and enjoyment. Some blocking and finishing techniques can
correct a right or loose gauge. Depending upon the type of project, felting can
cover uneven stitches and unplanned holes. Yea!
Remain calm but diligent; always keeping in mind we will never be without a
few UFOs. It’s just our nature. So, go ahead and add PHD (projects half done)
behind your name.
Escape without guilt!
©2020 Sharon Greve…Fiber Artist, Writer/Author, Historian

(Excludes Machines & Services)
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Become Inspired

by Annice Bradley Rockwell

Decorating, Entertaining and Living in the
Early American Style

Win A $25 Gift Certificate

Beautiful Hints of Spring
As the long season of winter reaches its final
We
awaygifted
two $25
chapter
wegive
are often
withGift
daysCertificates
that carry each issue to redeem at a local
advertiser’s
shop!
You
can
register
online at www.theregisterweb.com
with them the beautiful hints of spring. The
with of
theour
linkfavorite
“Register
to Win”
orchirping
complete the form (photocopy is acceptable)
sounds
birds
happily
in the early morning
breeze,
snowy
and mail
to:the
P.O.
Box vestiges
365, New Market, MD 21774.
of winter melting
intoinclude
the earth
and therecipe,
light quote, tip or a craft project
Please also
a favorite
of our day expanding into
an evening
you want
to sharehour
with other readers.
confirms to us that spring is almost ours.
The drawing
will be made prior to the next issue. The winners will be mailed
Abundant
Blessings
information
redeeming
theirthis
certificate
The
blessingsonthat
accompany
time ofand also announced in the next issue.
Note:
We
do
not
place
your
mailing
year are abundant, not only within ourinformation
landscapes,on
butany
within
ourlist.
souls. We have
anticipated these luxurious glimpses into sunlit spring and as we stop to enjoy each
the Winners
are...
and every one, we knowAnd
we are moving
toward the stretch
of the year when the beauty
ofOur
new life
canwinner
be seen from
all around
Daffodils
breaking
through
the now
earth,
first
lastus.issue
is Linda
Kohn.
Linda
will softer
receive
our
of thymetoinspend
our herb
slowly
becoming
more vibrantLinda
green and
a plantings
gift certificate
atgardens
The Quilt
Place
in Rockledge.
theenjoys
trees beginning
to awaken
once
suggestfabric
a time collection.”
to begin anew.
this shop
because
ofagain
theirall“great
Nature’s
Nurturing
Hand
Congratulations Linda!
As country homeowners we typically feel drawn to be outdoors a little more whether
second
winner
Debrawinter
Bowman.
Debraour
picked
it Our
is to clean
our yard
after aisblustery
or to decorate
home’sKathy’s
exterior for
Quilt
Studio
in
Titusville.
Debra
picked
this
shop
because
they
spring. Seasonal wreaths or topiaries of green can beautifully adorn the inside
of our
have
“so
much
good
stuff.
I
want
it
all
but
my
wallet
won’t
let
homes as well along with candles with fresh scents such as Country Wash Day or Colonial
Herb
meGarden.
buy it.” Enjoy spending your gift certificate, Debra!
As we bid goodbye to winter our hearts lift as we take ownership of a new season
symbolic of change. As we see the outdoors being coaxed back to life through nature’s
Thehand,
Florida
Register
Gift
Entry
nurturing
we cannot
help but feel
ourCertificate
own nature being
broughtForm
yet another
ITEMS
MUST BE COMPLETED TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THE PRIZE DRAWING
chance ALL
to feel
renewed.
Name_________________________________________________________________

–Annice Bradley Rockwell is an educator and owner of Pomfret Antiques. She is currently

Street________________________
________________
State____ Zip__________
working on her book, NewCity_
England
Girl. NewEnglandGirl2012@hotmail.com
Phone_______________________________ Email_____________________________

Kissed Quilts

by Marlene Oddie

Where Will You Be Dwelling in 2020?
Enter to Win Free Pattern

Have you ever visited Mesa Verde National Park
in SW Colorado? I had the opportunity several
years ago and enjoyed the cliff dwellings of the
Pueblo people, said to date from 600 to 1300 A.D.
In 2011, I designed a quilt starting with a set of
charm squares and named it Charmed Network.
When the latest Island Batik collection “Mesa
Verde” was shared with the designers, I quickly
thought of the cliff dwellings seen at Mesa Verde
National Park.
So, here is that design revamped to work with
the “Mesa Verde” collection that is scheduled to
ship in April. The design idea for this pattern is to
start with a set of 5” squares from a single
collection.
Considering the fabrics, select a light or dark background and two contrasts–one
will be the ladder connectors and the other will go around the squares, creating a
‘churn dash’ block.
The idea of a ‘Cliff Dwelling’ emerged in the context of these fabrics. In this
collection there were three fabrics with the same motif and made for a beautiful
combination of the background and the two contrasts.
If the collection has fabrics that lend themselves to being used as border prints
based on the repeat of the motif, then choose a smaller repeat for the inner border
and a larger one for the outer border.
This particular collection didn’t, but I have included the information in the pattern
so you can still incorporate that with whatever collection you choose. My pattern is
available now and can be picked up on my website digitally or you can order it to be
mailed. I’ve posted a variety of versions—different fabric styles and project sizes—in
my Facebook photo album ‘Charmed Network.’ Let me know by March 31what
collection you’d make this in to be entered for a free pattern.

Old-fashioned
Fun for Big and Little Kids
_____________________________________________________________________

–Marlene Oddie (marlene@kissedquilts.com) is an engineer by education, project manager by
profession and now a quilter by passion in Grand Coulee, WA, at her quilt shop, KISSed
Quilts. She enjoys long-arm quilting on her Gammill Optimum Plus, but especially enjoys
designing quilts and assisting in the creation of a meaningful treasure for the recipient. Patterns,
kits and fabric are available at http://www.kissedquilts.com. Follow Marlene’s adventures via
http://www.facebook.com/kissedquilts or http://kissedquilts.blogspot.com.

When many of us think back to our
childhood toys, we don’t think of computers
or video games. The majority of our toys didn’t

Wit and Wisdom

My favorite advertiser in this issue is:_________________________________________

Homemade Toys Spark Creativity

I enjoy visiting this shop because:___________________________________________
Please tell us about a local business you’d like to see advertising in The Florida Register.
_____________________________________________________________________
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Come
visit a
Real Country
Shop!

Over 3,000 Bolts of Fabric • Tons of Patterns
Wool Applique Supplies • Commercial Embroidery
Custom-Made Quilt Hangers • Custom Long-Arm Quilting
Now an Eclipse Long Arm Dealer!
$8 Classes Every Day. Classes fill up fast so sign up soon!

Kimberbell’s
Kitchen
March 21 & 22

Clas�
P������
M�� 7 & 9
N��
of����n�
g����n�
���n�
�la�e�
�n� ��i�
f���ic�!

Semi-Annual Sale
Saturday G April 25th, 2020 G 10-5

30% Off Storewide!
Excludes Classes, Clearance & Consignment

Pre-cutting Mon thru Fri, April 20-24, 2020

It’s A Birthday Tea Party!
3rd Wednesday of Every Month
You’ll Be Invited, If We Know Your Birthday!
Food, Gifts for All, Show & Tell, Drawing for $25 Store Credit

AND…15%

Authorized Baby Lock & Brother Dealer
Accuquilt Dealer
Sewing & Quilting Supplies
Fabrics • Patterns • Classes
Onsite service of all machines
Long Arm Quilting
Full line of professional grade and personal
embroidery, sewing & quilting machines

Join us for these
fun upcoming events!

Lots of new things for the spring!
Fabrics galore and sales to drool over!

off Your Shopping That Day!

Summer Session Classes!
Class Preview: May 6, 5-7 pm
26240 Wesley Chapel Blvd, Lutz FL ◆(813) 994-2994
sweetdarlingquilts.com ◆ Mon-Sat 10—5

Kimberbell Day
at the Fair
April 25
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Brandon, Temple Terrace

Quilt ‘Til You Wilt
“Home of the Binding Buddy”
Pat Wilkinson, Proprietor
9609 Fulton Ave. • Hudson, FL 34667
727-862-6141 • pipsqeak@verizon.net
Tues–Fri 10–5 • Sat 10–3
Visit our brand new website: www.quilttilyouwilt.net
Check out our Facebook page and follow us!
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–Janet Young, Certified Tea and Etiquette Consultant, is a founding member of MATB
Association and freelance writer/national tea presenter. www.overtheteacup.com.

Holiday, Hudson, Lutz

Feeling: Encouraged in the growth of several relationships; confident in my new
clothes & the reminder that dressing in a pretty, attractive manner is a way to draw
people to Beauty, to Him; excited to see how (our son’s) interview turns out
Outside My Window: Rain today & cold; we had several inches of snow earlier in the
week and more forecast for next week – winter doesn’t want to release it’s grip!; the 1st
patch of wild daffodils are in bloom and the snowdrops are passing away; bird song is
louder each morning
Around the House: Our kitchen project is getting closer to being finished! Spring
cleaning is being done in parts of the house, including cleaning out and organizing
freezers & pantry; making idea lists for breakfast & lunch, along with supper starter
ideas
Thinking/Learning About: How nuns have had to process the reason(s) they do or
don’t wear habits; that Laura Ingalls Wilder prophesied that if World War I wives
didn’t give the factory jobs back to the men and, thereby, didn’t do the equally important
job of running their homes, that this land would fall apart; what the phrase, “Nature
abhors a vacuum” means; the importance of pushing through conflict to good things
on the other side; how to view the book of Psalms from a personal perspective .

3307 US Highway 19 • Holiday, FL 34691
727-232-6718
www.AAWhiteSewingCenter.com
Follow us: facebook.com/sewhappy2016
M, T, W, F 10-5 • Th 10-7 • Sat 10-4

AccuQuilt
First Date with Bob
March 26 • 10am

DIME Stitch
Lab Event
April 4 & 5

AccuQuilt Mastering
GO! Cubes
March 26 • 2pm

Call the shop to sign up today!

Town and Country Cooking

by Janette Hess

Hot Sandwiches

As winter transitions into spring, why
not craft hot and hearty sandwiches
around three favorite meats -- ham, pulled
pork and beef brisket?
Perfect for brunch, lunch or dinner,
Open-faced Ham Sandwiches offer a
delightful combination of ham, steamed
broccoli and made-from-scratch cheese
sauce on English muffins. As a bonus,
any leftover cheese sauce may be tossed
with cooked pasta or vegetables.
In Pepperoni Pork Sliders, pepperoni
is used in place of a traditional rub to
season the roast. The pepperoni also adds
visual interest to the shredded pork. With
Savory Brisket Sandwiches, highly
flavored liquid ingredients – consommé,
soy sauce, Worcestershire sauce, liquid
smoke and red wine vinegar – work
together to season the beef. If even more
dramatic flavor is desired, the sandwiches
may be served with Horseradish-Mustard
Spread.

Pepperoni Pork Sliders

1 3-ounce package sliced pepperoni
1 3- to 4-pound pork roast (shoulder
or butt)
½ teaspoon salt
¼ cup brine from jarred pepperoncini
peppers
¼ cup diced, drained pepperoncini
peppers
2 dozen slider buns (count may vary
with size of roast)
Butter (for toasting buns)
Barbecue sauce, if desired
Using kitchen shears, cut sliced
pepperoni into thin strips. Place roast
in slow cooker and sprinkle with salt.
Add pepperoni and drizzle with brine.
Cook on low for 9 to 10 hours, or
until meat shreds easily. Transfer meat
to cutting board; shred with two forks,
removing and discarding visible fat.
Place meat back in slow cooker. Stir
in diced peppers. Serve on buttered,
toasted slider buns. Offer sauce, if
desired.

Horseradish-Mustard Spread

2 tablespoons jar red, grated
horseradish
2 tablespoons grainy mustard with
whole seeds
2 tablespoons sour cream
2 tablespoons mayonnaise
Combine and serve on sandwiches
–A trained journalist, Janette Hess focuses
her writing on interesting foods. She enjoys
collecting, testing and sharing recipes.

Quilting With Barbara

By Barbara Conquest

Make A Difference - The World Needs Us!

Here we are – not only a new year but a new decade. We
–Julie Druck is from York, Pennsylvania, and writes from her farm in Skunk Hollow. She’d
brace ourselves for a spate of optical (20/20) witticisms!
welcome your comments at thedrucks@netzero.com.
To many of us, even though we wouldn’t enter the world
until much later, “the twenties” brings to mind the 1920s,
often referred to as the Roaring Twenties. The first part of
that decade was spent recovering from the losses and deprivations of four years of the deadliest war the world had
ever known, then morphing for many into the time of prosperity, excess and conspicuous consumption portrayed so
vividly by F. Scott Fitzgerald in his books about the rich. However, 1929 brought this
to a crashing halt (pun more or less intended).
What will people of the future call our twenties? For those of us entering this
decade the future is uncertain. The number of homeless people, veterans and refugees
is increasing. Food banks report higher usage every year. Worldwide, political leaders
manipulate their people; we feel powerless.
What can we do as quilters and makers? As a rule, we are neither rich nor influential.
We can make ourselves aware of problems in our communities and abroad, and do
our bit to help as many ways as possible. Remember …in this world of darkness, let
us shine, you in your small corner, and I in mine
As quilters we can support new housing for homeless veterans and such programs
as Habitat for Humanity, Blankets Canada and so many others. These places need
bedding and furnishings as do temporary residences for victims of misfortune like
cancer patients and their families. A colourful quilt or wall hanging beats a grey instiUse this pattern for
tutional blanket any day! There are innumerable organizations and situations that
embroidery, wool applique,
welcome and need contributions. We can inquire at elementary schools if there are
punch needle or rug
needy children lacking the warm mittens and toques so necessary in our cold winters.
hooking, painted projects or
Their teachers may well be grateful too, as many of them quietly supply these items to
whatever your imagination
some children in their classrooms, paying for them out of their own pockets.
can dream up! Reduce or
by
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enlarge pattern as desired.
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Begin your meal planning with an Irish Stew. Add a mashed potato dish with a few
–© Barbara Conquest writes her column from Blue Sky Quilting in Tofield, AB.
drops of green food coloring to keep with your theme. Normally, I would say to mix
your food colors, but on this occasion, ‘green’ is the theme! Include a couple of green
vegetables: any of your favorites such as, green beans, Brussels sprouts, peas, broccoli,
or salad. And stay with your green theme for dessert. Something made with Pistachio
pudding or a green jello parfait with green tinted whipped cream on top.
Set your dining room table with a green or white table cloth and green napkins. If
you don’t have green napkins, there are a large variety of
napkins
on the market
23paper
years
1997–2020
these days. I always love to decorate the dining room, so use some of the ideas above.
If you have any Irish music (records, etc.) have some background music playing and
I’m sure your guests will be happy and enjoy your special event!
Easter Sunday
5405 E. Fowler Ave. • Temple Terrace, FL 33617
Another wonderful occasion to celebrate with family or friends is Easter Sunday
which falls on April 12th. Spring is the perfect time to plan a special event and get
people together again. Some preplanning and organizing is all it takes for a successful
dinner party.
Start your preplanning list with your guest list, your menu and what food needs to
be purchased. Add to your list what can be done ahead of time to make it easier on
yourself. Decide if you will decorate or not, and will you have any entertainment such
 Authorized Bernina Dealer, entire line of Bernina
as games after dinner, or just some background music.
Your meal should be planned with your guests in mind. Do they have favorite foods,
machines on the floor ready for you to test drive.
and are there any allergies of which you are aware? Our special Easter dinner always
starts with a glazed ham and pineapple rings. You may also want to have a second meat  Service by Gregor Sidler, a Swiss-born mechanic.
dish of your choice for variety. Next choose your starchy food, such as potatoes, rice
or pasta, followed by a couple of vegetables, and a bread group, possibly an Easter  Lots of classes in our huge 1,200 sq. ft. classroom.
bread. I always like to add a pickle dish and my deviled eggs for the Easter meal.
 2,000 bolts of beautiful quilting fabrics by Moda,
Your dessert should be something light after a hearty meal.
Food always tastes better when it is attractively served. Bring out your best serving Hoffman, Kaufman, Timeless Treasures, Art
dishes and set your table with your best china. Dress up your table with a yellow or Gallery, Tula Pink, Kaffee and more.
cream colored table cloth, and matching napkins. Decide on a table center piece. I
always like to use rose bowls with floating daffodil heads. I buy a couple bunches of  Floriani threads and stabilizers
daffodils and use the rest around the room in vases. It really adds beauty to a room!  HORN sewing machine cabinets
If you are having children attend, a ‘hard boiled’ egg hunt before dinner could be
arranged, and then have them decorate the eggs and place them in a basket or container and use that as your table center. The kids would be happy to see their painting
FLETCHER AVE
skills displayed.
Whatever you plan for your holiday parties, do so Monday–Thursday
with love and the enjoyment of 10am–6pm
family or friends. Have fun and as I always say --- “a laugh a day keeps us happy, and
Friday
10am–5pm
275
75
it’s also the secret to happiness and longevity!” Be happy and enjoy
your party!

Free Pattern

It’s Party Time with Lesley

Holiday Parties-St. Patrick’s Day & Easter
Open-faced Ham Sandwiches
¼ cup (½ stick) butter
¼ cup flour
¼ teaspoon salt
¼ teaspoon garlic powder
1¾ cups milk
½ cup (2 ounces) sharp cheddar
cheese, shredded
½ cup (2 ounces) Gruyere cheese,
shredded
1/8 teaspoon cayenne pepper
4 English muffins, split and toasted
8 large, trimmed broccoli spears,
steamed
16 to 20 ounces sliced, smoked ham
In medium saucepan or skillet, melt
butter over medium-low to medium
heat. Add flour, salt and garlic powder.
Cook 1 minute, stirring constantly.
Slowly stir in milk; cook over medium
heat until thick. Remove from heat.
Add cheeses and stir until melted. Add
cayenne pepper. To assemble
sandwiches, divide warm ham among
hot, toasted English muffins. Top
with broccoli spears and hot cheese
sauce. Makes 4 large or 8 small
servings. These sandwiches also are
good with roasted or smoked turkey.

Savory Brisket Sandwiches

4- to 5-pound trimmed beef
brisket half flat
1 tablespoon whole black
peppercorns
2 teaspoons garlic powder
1 can (10½ ounces) condensed
beef consommé
2 tablespoons soy sauce
2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce
2 tablespoons liquid smoke
2 tablespoon red wine vinegar
Split, toasted hard rolls
Place brisket, fat side up, in large
glass baking dish. Sprinkle with
peppercorns and garlic powder.
Combine liquid ingredients and
pour over brisket. Cover with foil
and refrigerate overnight, or at least
12 hours. Bake at 300 degrees for
approximately 6 hours, until meat is
fork tender. Transfer to cutting
board to cool slightly before slicing.
Slice thinly across grain, removing
and discarding any visible fat.
Strain and skim broth. Broth may
be used to moisten meat, or it may
be served as a dip for the
sandwiches. To serve, place
generous portions of warm brisket
on split, toasted rolls along with
Horseradish-Mustard Spread

www.JacquelynneSteves.com

813-969-2458
www.berninatampa.com

9am–4pm
–©Lesley R. Nuttall is the Author of Secrets of Party Planning andSaturday
lives in Dryden, ON
Canada with her husband.
DEVILED EASTER EGGS
6 hard boiled eggs, cooled
2 teaspoons mustard
3-4 tablespoons mayo (enough to moisten)
1 teaspoons honey
2 tablespoons your choice:
chopped onion, chives, celery or pickles

EXIT 51
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bouquet of hand-picked flowers from your own garden. What is more rewarding
than that?
Remember, being thankful for what you have, does not allow room for negative
thinking. Thanking God that He has given you yet another day is a perfect way to start
your day.
So, as we are reminded that each new day has a beginning and an ending, what will
you accomplish this day that will further you along in reaching your re-committed
resolutions?

FOWLER AVE

EXIT 265
5405
BERNINA SEWING

Only 1 mile off I-75 in the same
shopping center as Carrabba’s.

March–April, 2020

Clearwater, Gulfport, St. Petersburg

Quilt Appraiser on site
Raffle Quilt, Silent Auction
Quilts of Valor Display
30+ Vendors

Featuring Two Special Quilt Exhibits
ST. PETERSBURG TRANSITIONS: an art quilt exhibit
TRANSITIONS IN ThE CITY: a modern quilt exhibit

Fabrics for Sewing & Quilting
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Open Mon-Sat 10am-4pm 727-461-4171
Batiks, Wools, Civil War, Flannels, Quilters’ Cotton, Children’s Prints,
Quilt Kits, Classes, and all the latest quilt books and patterns!

801 Pasadena Ave. South
St. Petersburg, FL 33707
727-381-6600
hours: Mon–Sat: 9am to 5:30pm
www.jaysfabriccenter.com
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Designer Cuts $5.50
per yard
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Quilt Fabrics
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Couture Fabrics
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Home/Decorating
Fabrics–Free Shop
at Home Service
New Arrivals Weekly

Scissor sharpening here!
Plus check out exciting new instructional classes
by Ellen Osten & others!

Spring into your favorite shop & tell them
you saw their ad in

The Florida Register

Directly across from John Deere Tractors.
South side of road in Colonial Center.
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town our school and Church were in and 40 miles from each of three surrounding
Classes weekly with Ellen Osten, garment teacher
towns that
were big enough for groceries, dealerships, shopping and bars.
Every Thursday 6pm–9pm and Friday 10am–1pm
Yes, I said bars. While they did NOT play a part in my family’s lives, they DID
Michael
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evenings
6pm–9pm
play an Campbell,
important part
in lifeclasses,
on the ranch.
Ranch
hands were
hard to come by
Kathy Peel,
quilting
because
the ranch
was,classes,
basically,Wednesdays
almost in the 10:30am–1:30pm
middle of nowhere. Forty miles was
a hard distance to cover for someone prone to wanting a drink but with no transportation to any town in any direction.
Dad had two bosses at the ranch: Sr. and Jr. They did the picking and choosing of the
hired hands. It might’ve been Jr. who went into the bars and found someone who
was down on his luck—no funds, no car, no job. Bingo! Dad’s next hired hand. He
would be driven to the ranch, introduced to Dad and dropped off at the bunk house.
The hired hands were quite a cross-section of life. There was the young, spoiled, but
good-looking boss’s son that used to saddle up his dunne-colored horse and ride off
to check cattle with a smile, a wink and singing a song about his little “Sunny-mare.”
Later, the boss’ stepson also came to work on the ranch. He was a quieter, shy sort
who ended up being at the mercy of five kids living close quarters to his room in the
bunk house. (Looking back, I’m sure that working for my Dad was a “rights-of-passage”
for the sons as young adults.) My Dad was a hard worker and expected a good
day’s work from his hired hands. He was a fair man and a good one to learn from.
When I say “at the mercy of five kids,” it was because we felt comfortable
enough to kid around with the stepson, “Sam”. He was around 18, quiet, shy and
blushed easily. He was an innocent part (or victim) in one of our family’s stories.
The ranch house and the bunk house were pretty close together with a sidewalk
between them. There was no such thing as a lawn. There was buffalo grass in
some areas of our yard, but right around the house and bunk house was all sand.
We five kids could’ve vouched for the durability of Tonka Toy products! We had
Tonka trucks, trailers, etc. Equipped with shovels, garden hose and hoses, we had
ponds, roads, hills, pastures and fields. We played happily for hours.
One day, in the yard, we decided to test what we had heard—“if you dig deep
enough, you’ll reach China.” By day’s end, we had a respectable 3’ by 4’ deep hole.
We hadn’t given any thought to WHERE we had dug it! We looked forward to the
next day of more digging fun. Sam, an exception to the rule of most hired hands
not having a vehicle, actually had one. He went to town early on his day off and
came home late that night on wobbly legs. We kids had no idea of the whole story,
but I remember a very red-eyed, blushing young man at the table the next
morning and Mom and Dad trying not to grin too much. We knew his eyesight
wasn’t so good, because he had glasses with pop bottle-thick lenses. Being kids,
we just figured he hadn’t seen the hole. With good humor, we decided to help him
“see” better the next time he came home after dark. Somewhere we found a pair
of bright yellow fake sunglasses with a frame about a foot wide and Mom actually
let us get them for him as a joke. Thankfully, he put them on and laughed with us.
When he left, we never saw him again, but I still remember him fondly and hope
we didn’t deter him from someday having a family.
As I said at the beginning, our hired hands were a most interesting cast of
characters that came and went on the ranch. As I’ve written about them, a thought
came to my mind and gave me pause to think. You know! For all of them who
came and went (except for my cousin), I can’t remember ever seeing ANY of them
ever again. Hum . . .

• Exceptional Fabric Selection • Outstanding Customer Service
• Knowledgeable and Friendly Staff • Specializing in Color Coordination

The Modern Sewist is your Exclusive
BERNINA Sewing Machine Dealer in Sarasota

Monday-Saturday from 9:30-4
www.quiltershavenandmore.com

Authorized Sales & Service of Husqvarna Viking
Sewing Machines & Sergers

Check out our Class Schedule online or
stop by the shop for more details.
open
tues-sat
10-5

Country Quilts
www.CountryQuiltsAndBears.com

925 10 St. E (US Hwy 301), Palmetto, FL 34221

Admission: $10, Free Parking
Sponsored by the Suncoast Quilting Circle
facebook.com/suncoastquiltingcircle • www.suncoastquiltingcircle.org

1983 Drew St., Clearwater, FL 33765

(941)729-0511 • (800)775-4445
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“When You’re Ready for the Best”

2264 Gulf Gate Drive, Sarasota, Florida 34231
Phone: 941-706-3846

Cotton Patch Quilt Shop

www.themodernsew.ist

Back Porch Break

8480 Cooper Creek Blvd • University Park, FL 34201
Near 175 and University Parkway/Sarasota Airport Exit 213

941-359-3300

by Nancy Parker Brummett

JOIN THE SUNDAY SOIREE at 7pm eastern

Puppy Tales

See what’s new, watch live demos, and see the hounds!

Spring is a great time for adopting a
new puppy! My guest author for this issue
is a four-month-old Golden Retriever and
Australian Shepherd mix.
F-I-Double N-E, G-A-N spells Finnegan.
That's the name my family gave me when
they rescued me from the adoption fair at
Wag-n-Wash. My middle name is Tails
because the adoption lady couldn't decide
which of two families to give me to so she
flipped a coin. My human brother Liam
called out "tails" and tails it was, so I got to go home with him and his family—and
got my middle name.
One of my favorite things to do is go on a walk. Someone named Grancy stayed
with me and my human brothers while my human parents were away recently.
When we went on walks she said I was a connoisseur of all of God's creation. I
don't know what that means; I just know there is so much to sniff in this world.
My favorite things to put in my mouth are sticks and rocks, but everyone makes
me drop the rocks. Sometimes I see a plane in the air, a magpie in the scrub oak,
or a bunny crossing the road very fast. I'm fascinated by all these things. I'm also
very interested in the deer that come into our yard, and even more curious about
the poop they leave behind! No one in my family will let me eat it for some reason.
I spend a lot of time in my crate where I can sleep or watch everything that
goes on in my new household. When I'm out I get to play around the house with
cool toys and my favorite thing: a plastic bottle. It's amazing how easy it is to chew
up a toy, however. They just don't seem made to last!
I like to help around the house when I can. Once when Grancy was folding
laundry, I grabbed a pair of underwear out of the laundry basket. Then I raced all
around with it as fast as I could go! Eventually Grancy caught me and made me
give the underwear back. I have to say she moves pretty well for a woman her age!
My day is made up of crate time, play time, walks, many potty breaks, and of
course--meal time. I get fed twice a day and I never miss a meal. One of my
favorite times of day is when I go to meet the school bus. I get so excited when I
see my human brothers Peter and Liam get off the bus, and then we run up the
hill to our house together. They play with me and try to train me to do things
before it's time for my afternoon nap.
My other human brother, Jack, is good about taking me out for potty breaks late
at night and sometimes takes me to visit his friends. Everyone says I'm something
called a "chick magnet," so maybe that's why. I know my human sister, Ellie,
thought I was pretty cute when she was home from college.
Well, that's pretty much the story of my life so far. Finnegan, that's me!
Nancy Parker Brummett is an author and freelance writer in Colorado Springs, CO. “Like” her author
page on Facebook, or to learn more about her life and work, visit www.nancyparkerbrummett.com.

Cotton Patch Facebook Live!
Exclusive pricing & products.

Grab your favorite beverage, get comfy, and have some fun!
LOG ON TO OUR FACEBOOK PAGE AS EARLY AS 6:55pm
TO JOIN THE SOIREE EVERY SUNDAY
Preregister at: cottonpatch.commentsold.com
CHECK OUR CLASS LIST ONLINE • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!

www.cottonpatchquiltshop.com
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Emiline’s

10th St E (301)

10th St E (301)

1415 10th Street West • Palmetto, FL 34221
941-729-5282
Open Monday–Saturday • 10am–5pm
Sunday 12pm–5pm
Follow us on Facebook

I75 Exit 224

Learn the techniques of quilting,
pillow cases, clothing construction
and tote bags

•
•
•
•

I75 Exit 224

Sewing Classes
Tuesdays 6pm–8pm
at Shore Acres Recreation Center

Traditional, Modern & Art Quilts
Quilts for Sale
Modern Baby Boutique
Demonstrations

301 Overpass
301 Overpass

Longarm Quilting Services
Wide Back Fabrics • Zippers by the Yard
Beginner Quilt Classes Available

•
•
•
•

THE MODERN SEWIST
THE MODERN SEWIST

8 Ave

6393 Dr. M.L.King St. N, Suite 101
Saint Petersburg, FL 33702
727-543-7265

Palmetto, Sarasota, University Park

10th Ave

A Quilt and Fiber Arts Show

March 20-21, 2020 • Friday 10am–6pm • Saturday 10am–5pm
At the historic Coliseum • St. Petersburg • 535 4th Avenue North
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by Jeff Cappis

Snow on the Roof

I haveOver
no patience
for winter.
It’s lots
cold.of books, patterns, notions & gifts!
2000 bolts
of fabric,
It keeps you in the house. It comes fast
by our Vendor’s Booth at
and it stays too long. Oh sure,Stop
it’s beautiful
Venice
in the beginning with the trees
andQuilt Show
March
grounds covered in a soft white. We
have 6th & 7th
Veniceof
Community
hundreds of post card images
a first Center • Venice
snow that was so beautiful we just had to
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Ave.,
snap a picture. What 337
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never
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a Venice, FL 34285
www.debsquiltbasket.com
picture of the carnage that
goes on
afterwords.
941-488-6866
You’ll never see pictures
of
the skid
Monday-Friday,
10am-5pm
marks on our snowy driveway that
stop at 10am-2pm
Saturday,
a tree, or the yellow and brown spots our
dog Max left in the snow not too far from
the front door. (We don’t need
thermometers, we can tell how cold it is by the distance Max is willing to go). We live
close to the mountains so we’re used to digging out after a snow.
One year though, it snowed for 3 weeks straight. Inside we could hear the roof
creaking under the weight. Aw #%$&! Constantly plowing the driveway and digging
out the dog was bad enough, now I had to climb a ladder up to a cold and windy roof ?!
OnceClasses,
up there events
I was shocked
to find the
there was
upPenny
to my chest!
and supplies
forsnow
Applique
and
Rug work.
Luckily the snow was sitting on a layer of ice pebbles that had formed in the fall. All
31 Chailett
• Suite
& 3grunting, push them off
I had to do was cut out large
blocks ofRoad
snow and
with a2little
Rotonda
West, well.
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the roof. The first couple of
blocks worked
From where I stood, I could see
941-828-1799
• and
searsportrughooking.com
these snow mammoths
slide away
disappear over the edge followed by a loud
Hours:
Tues–Sat
womp! Unfortunately with
the third
one I got 10am–5pm
to see all this up close when I went off
the roof with it.
We
specialize in rug hooking, applique and Oxford punch needle,
About a half hour later, Cathy let Max out to do his business. He took two steps
plus
more.
Learn
lots of
our classes.
(because it was
cold)
and was
finishing
up techniques
on a snowbankin
before
he realized there was
a hand New
stickinghand-dyed
out of the snow.
That
was
the
warmest
my
hand
had been all day.
Merino yarns for stitching & punching.
Luckily Max likes to dig so I was back up on the roof within 20 minutes. Thanks pal.\
The next 20 cubes rumbled off the roof without a hitch. It took me the rest of the
afternoon but when I was done, a great feeling of accomplishment came over me. The
roof was clear. I’d beat the snow! I was a real man among men! Maybe I could make it
Ali all.
Strebel
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through winter after
Suddenly
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so much.
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I
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Rebekah Smith Workshop • March 12 orthat
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I’d
covered
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our website at
and doors. Only the roof and a few chimneys were sticking out of the snow. The sun
searsportrughooking.com
was setting and I began minding the cold again.
Aw @#$%&!!!!!!!
I dug a tunnel to the frond door. As I opened it to go in, Max raced out past me.
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Inside Cathy was waiting for me with her arms crossed. I closed
theost
door and started
uare feet
sq
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to cry. Max scratched to come back in.
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Well, there is always tomorrow and the next day I awoke
and
refreshed. I
rg
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lu up forean hour, but
started to get a little disillusioned when I realized the sun hadpbeen
!
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Classrome
no light was coming in through any of the windows. Cathy showed
great support
and encouragement by throwing my winter clothes on me, putting a coffee in my hand
and shoving me out the door.
The best course of action seemed to be digging a trench around the outside walls,
then work at shoveling all the rest away. Three hours of digging later, I had trenched
half way down the living room wall when the trench collapsed. I was solidly stuck
between the snow and the house. Couldn’t move. Couldn’t breath. That could have
been the end of me, but luckily Cathy was vacuuming the living room carpet and saw
my face and hands pushed up against the window. She opened it and let me in. Then
she gave me heck for getting snow on the carpet.
Well, needless to say, I gave up. We could get in and out of the house O.K., but the
view out the windows sucked for about 2 more months. The heat from the house
melted the snow that froze into a block of ice that encased the place. It did eventually
melt away by July though, washing away any evidence that either Max or I had been
there.
Maybe I have no patience for winter because it’s cold and it keeps you outside the
house.

Searsport Rug Hooking

JOIN US

+

–Copyright 2020 by Jeff Cappis. Email: jcappis@telus.net.

Building Harmony

by Jeff Cappis

Everybody needs some time alone. Cathy
went on a trip to see her sister for a week.
Knowing how much I love my sister in law,
Cathy decided to leave me alone at home
with the dog, but to tell you the truth, I was
looking forward to it. I haven’t lived on my
own as a bachelor for years.
Imagine, sleeping in and staying up ultra
late- guilt free. I could put on all the guy
movies I could handle. Crumbs could
actually live on our counter for days instead
of minutes. I could even pass wind without
apologizing.
There was of course the list of things I
needed to get done while she was gone.
Cathy seems worried that I will become lazy and she’ll have to train me all over again,
(she’s probably right), so she keeps me busy.
I came up with a plan. I would work my tail off for 6 of those days, then relax and
do nothing for the last day. Just watch movies all day in my robe and underwear. That
is something I haven’t done for years. It’s a guy thing.
In this plan, when Cathy got home she would be amazed at all I’ve gotten done,
bestow heaps of praise and gratitude upon me, and forgive the fact that I spent a day
watching movies in my robe.
First job: keep the house clean. No problem, I would just “clean as I go” right?
Right. That was the first plan to go off the rails. I am more of a slob than I thought.
Eventually I decided to just leave all the house cleaning to the end. Just do it once to
save time and effort. Sounded good on paper, but it’s amazing how fast a house can
become a dump.
Water the flowers every day: Cathy has flowers everywhere outside and it generally
takes an hour and 20 watering pots of water. I not only did that, but as an added bonus
I sprayed synthetic coyote urine on all the pots to keep the deer away. That stuff stinks
real bad, but it works. I wouldn’t eat around it either. Problem is, the nights were hot
so I would open the windows to cool the house off. With flower pots by each
window, the house instantly smelled like a coyote’s bathroom. Drove the dog crazy.
Laundry: Another job that Cathy usually does, but I’ve watched her do it and I’ve
washed my blue jeans before so how hard can it be? Well, we now have matching pink
sheets and towels all throughout the house. Also, who knew that some clothes shrink
if you don’t dry them properly. It wasn’t my fault. Quite frankly, all those knobs on the
dryer are confusing. O.K., it’s actually only one knob and one button but it’s still
confusing. At least the dog has some new sweaters to wear in the winter time.
I decided as a bonus to do maintenance on the hot water tank. This is a 20 minute
job that took me 20 hours including the time it took to fix the water damage. I couldn’t
shower for 5 days. I got to smelling so bad that the dog actually preferred hanging
around the flower pots.
After 5 days, the house was a disaster, there was no hot water, the place stank of me
and coyote urine, and I ran out of groceries. The dog and I were fighting over the last
of the cereal. If I knew how to cook, we could have eaten any number of dishes, but
unfortunately I tried to make noodles and I burnt the water so I gave up cooking. I’d
also been wearing the same bright purple jeans and pink T-shirt for 4 days.
On day 6 the push was on. If I could get everything fixed in 1 day, I could still have
a day of relaxation and bask in Cathy’s impressitude when she got home. I started
early and worked through the day.I cleaned, I scrubbed, I air freshened and finally,
fixed the hot water tank and took a shower. By midnight I was exhausted and collapsed
on the bed.
On the seventh day even God rested. That was my plan too, but funny thing, I
couldn’t do it. I felt guilty and couldn’t relax. I guess years of keeping busy and always
having something to do was catching up with me. After half of a guy movie, I got off
the couch, put on some pants and went to find something to do. I guess my bachelor
days are long since gone. Watching movies in a pink robe and matching underwear just
isn’t my thing anymore.
I really missed Cathy for a lot of reasons. Me, the dog, and our home just can’t do
without her. So, the next time she decides to go away, I’ll go with her. Even if we’re
going to see her sister because, (as they say), a man alone is in bad company.
–Copyright 2020 by Jeff Cappis. Email: jcappis@telus.net.

Can You Find This Ad?
Grace and a
friend from
school.
Rachel
(far right)
and her
roommates
at an event
at Clemson.

Pictured in the magnifying glass is a
small portion of one of our ads. Can
you find the ad that it came from?
If you can, Just fill in the form
below and send it to us at:
Advertiser’s Name
My Name
Address
Telephone

I love these mini cheesecakes for several
reasons! I like cheesecake, but sometimes it
seems like a pain to crush the crumbs for the
crust. No Crushing needed for this recipe!!
Another thing that can be a deterrent to
cheesecake is…. the calories! But with these
cute miniatures portion control is automatic
and easier than slices of cheesecake, in my
opinion
This recipe came from my Philadelphia
Cream Cheese cookbook. I’ve made it many
times, but you know me – I have changed the
original recipe each timed in my quest for
healthy eating while preserving the flavor.
Before you start, line a cupcake baking tin
with paper cupcake liners. Put an oreo cookie
in each liner. See! I told you the crust was
Southwest
easy– you’re already
done!Florida’s Only Complete Counted Thread Shop
Fine beat
Cross
titCh •cream
Cross stitCh ACCessories
For the filling,
thessoftened
We carry
a finetogether.
selection of charts, a broad range of fabrics,
cheese, sugar,
and vanilla
fibers,
Rainbow
I likespecialty
using a trigger
iceincluding
cream scoop
to put Gallery, Crescent Colours,
Caron,
Weeks
Dye
Works & Gentle art.
the cream cheese filling
into the
cupcake
paper
liners.
Monday–Friday
9amtoto
5pm • Saturday 9am to Noon
Bake until
just barely set–I tend
overbake
Twodecorate
floors the
for top
your
stitching pleasure!
my cheesecakes. Then
with
some colorful jelly beans or bright
color
941-743-4410
sprinkles for your Easter dessert.
www.goldeneedle.com
Let cool,
then eat! I love the flavor of •theLisa@goldeneedle.com
oreo cookie on the bottom.
Tamiami
Unitrefrigerate
A-3, Port
Charlotte,
33953
If you 1225
don’t eat
them all Trail
right away,
after
completelyFL
cooled.
(across from Charlotte Honda)
–Liberty Brammer is a homeschooling mother of two children. She lives in southern York
County, Pennsylvania. Liberty blogs about this and other projects at www.B4andAfters.com.
Contact her at b4andaftersblog@gmail.com, and can be found on Instagram and Pinterest.
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When She’s Gone

Deborah’s Quilt Basket
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Rotonda West, Venice

Building Harmony

Mini Oreo Crust Cheesecakes
by Liberty Brammer
Perfect for Easter Brunch!

The Florida Register
PO Box 365
New Market, MD 21774
Page #:

Yes! There is a prize for one of the correct entries.

1109 Tamiami Trail
Port Charlotte, Florida 33953
941.235.3555 • www.CharlotteSewingStudio.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30am to 5pm & Sat 9:30am to 3pm

Charlotte Sewing Studio is proud to be a
Singer, Pfaff, BERNINA, Husqvarna Viking &
Janome dealer offering machine sales & service.
• Large selection of sewing accessories, notions, quilting
and garment fabric. Over 2000 bolts of fabric in stock.
• Certiﬁed service center, with experienced technicians
who work on all makes & models.
• Oﬀering extensive guide classes, along with creative
project classes.
• Large variety of classes, taught by outstanding education
specialists, that are designed to be informative, fun and easy!
• We share tips that will increase your sewing success, along with
helpful hints and suggestions to spark your creativity!

Fabric by Moda, Hoffman, Benartex, Timeless Treasures,
Andover, Island Batik, South Sea Imports & More
Sewing Notions & Clubs
Classes: Sewing, Quilting, Machines, Specialty, Software,
Garment Construction and others
Now
offering
Machine
Longarm
Sew Trendy MN MA20.qxp_LayoutSewing
1 2/9/20 6:00
PM Page 1Repairs by
Quilting
Service Appointments
Serv
ices

Th��� y�� f�� ���n� u� T�� Bes�
S���n� S�u�i� �� Ch���ot�� C��n��!

Recipes from Liberty
Mini Cheesecakes

Submitted by Liberty Brammer (See her article in this edition.)

3- 8 oz. boxes softened cream cheese
3/4 c. sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
3 eggs
12-20 Oreo cookies
Directions: Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Beat cream cheese, sugar, and vanilla
until well blended. Add eggs one at a time, beating on low speed after each egg
just until blended. Place 1 cookie into each paper lined muffin tin. Fill 3/4 full
with batter. Bake 20 min. or until centers are done. Cool and refrigerate 3
hours or overnight.

Visit the website!
SewTrendyMN.com

S e w Tr e n d y MN

LIVE Fabric shows on Facebook

Shop from the comfort of your home!
Every show is new and different!

Fabrics by FreeSpirit, Andover, Art Gallery, Robert Kaufman,
Shannon Fabrics, Windham, Majestic Batiks,
Dear Stella, Birch and MORE!

Join us on Facebook “Sew Trendy MN” for LIVE shows!
Free on
Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 7:00pm
ing
p
p
i
h
S
100 Trendy Fabrics, Kits & Bundles, Patterns, Notions, Demos & More
$
s
r
e
ord ore
Great Giveaways during the show • Enjoy shopping from home!
or m
Make sure to see the Minky Room! V
V
The BIGGEST collection of Minky fabric around!

1964 Rahncliff Court Suite 600 •Eagan, MN
651-387-1815 • www.sewtrendymn.com

Mon - Thur: 12pm-5pm • Fri: 10am-4pm
Sat & Sun: By Appointment
Early morning and evening appointments available!
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Tropical Fabrics
Notions
Art Supplies
Scrapbooking
Yarns

Needlework
Stamps
Buttons & Beads
Gifts
Sewing Machine Rentals

HEART OF THE ISLAND SHOPS • 1628 Periwinkle Way • Sanibel, FL 33957
www.threecraftyladies.com • info@threecraftyladies.com • 239-472-2893
Open Daily

Koreshan
3800 Corkscrew Rd.
Estero, FL 33928
239-992-0311
www.ﬂoridastateparks.org/park/Koreshan

by Jeanette Lukowski
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Certified Husqvarna Viking and PFAFF Dealer
Attend our
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Husqvarna Viking

SEWING BOUTIQUE
SEWING BOUTIQUE
Sewing & Embroidery Machines
Classes, Clubs & Events
Machine Service & Repair
Fabric, Notions & Accessories
Friendly & Helpful Staff

(239) 656-4489
SewingBoutique.com

Connect with us: @SewingBoutiqueFL

Southwest Florida’s Destination Quilt Shop

MoreaThan
of Florida!
Fabric!
Worth
road8,000
trip Bolts
to SW
Large
Selection
of Wool and Flannel
Come
see
our beaches—Fort
Myers
Valdani
Thread
Beach and Sanibel—and spend time
Books
and Notionsshop.
at ourPatterns,
beautiful,
revitalized
Lucy Boston
English Paper Piecing
Civil War Reproduction Fabric
Precuts Classes
Longarm Quilting Service
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Quilt Lovers’
Hangout
3323 N Key Dr
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Daddy Dee’s
ice Cream

NC

Dr

239.995.0045

wn La
Marinato

Beau

Welcome to our
“Happy Place!”

N Key Dr

QuiltLoversHangout.com

N Cleveland Avenue
Fort Myers, Florida 33903
3323 13494
N. Key
Drive • UnitNorth
I • North
Fort Myers, FL
239-995-0045 • QuiltLoversHangout.com
hours:

Charity
Quilt Auctio
Saturday n
at 11am

Tackling Unfinished Projects

State Park

M, T, Th 10am–5pm • Wed 10am–6pm • Fri 10am–4pm
Sat 9am–4pm • Sun 12pm–4pm

Follow us on Instagram, Facebook, & Pinterest!

We now have 5 granddaughters and 5 grandsons. They bring us such joy!
SUNDAY
Because Ohio is a fair journey and I didn’t want to miss this monumental birth, I

by Lydia E. Harris

A Spring Fling Par-TEA

Charity Quilt Auction & Quilt Rafﬂe to beneﬁt local organizations
www.naplesquiltersguild.org

March 14 • 8am-1pm & March 15 • 8am-1pm

8001 Dani Drive, Unit #2
Fort Myers, FL 33966

A Cup of Tea with Lydia

200 Member Quilts • Cafe • Merchant Shopping
Judged Entries • Boutique • Door Prizes • Demos • Special Exhibit

Quilt, Art and Antique Engine Show

Designer Epic 2 Event
with Mickey Hudson
on March 27–28.
Stop in or call
for details.

New Hope Ministries • 7675 Davis Blvd. • Naples, FL
Friday, March 6th – 9am to 4pm
Saturday, March 7th – 9am to 4pm

In my January/February article, I extended the challenge to fully embrace your
creativity. Turning inward, then, I tackled my small collection of “unfinished
projects” (often referred to as UFOs).
First, there were the two 12” blocks I started as part of a shop’s Block of the
Month Club. Having never really ventured beyond squares and the occasional
rectangle at that point, I was very excited by the prospect of building a Garden
Quilt. January’s flower was the Carnation, and members of the “club”received a
free pattern and a discount on 4 fat-quarters to construct the block. I learned how
to make flower “petals” (corner-square-makes-a-triangle) January 2016.
Returning to the shop during February’s meeting with my completed January
square, I received February’s free pattern—a Star Flower—and a discount on two
additional fat-quarters required for the design. I learned how to make half-square
triangles in February 2016.
Days before the March meeting, I went into the shop to purchase fabric for
another project—and saw the March flower block being ironed in preparation for
the meeting. Sadly, that was the closest I ever came to that flower, as the store had
a fire the night after my visit, and never re-opened. I mournfully placed the bag
with my two 12” flower blocks, and the remainder of those six fat-quarters into one
of my fabric boxes, and waited for inspiration.
December 28, 2019, I finally committed to a plan: a lap quilt for my mother. I
created three more of the Carnation blocks, incorporating fabrics from my stash to
complement the two existing flowers (fat-quarters only go so far), fussy-cut four
other floral-theme fabrics for alternating blocks, backed the entire project with a
pretty flannel, tied it with yarn from my stash—and popped it in the mail.
My second UFO project: a quilt top also constructed several years ago, from
Alexander Henry fabric I had purchased during a shop hop. Characters reminding
me of the Addams Family made me smile, so I purchased a half-yard each from
three different bolts, and took them home without a plan. At home, I noticed how
two of the pieces shared the same characters, connected by what appears to be a
Rube Goldberg type of mechanism. Not wanting to cut it into pieces (I feared losing
Rube), I constructed a quilt top with three sections of 18” x width-of-fabric, a bit of
sashing to break it up, and a “border” of random 4-patch blocks using coordinating
fabrics from my stash.
Once the top was together, I couldn’t figure out how I was going to finish it—so
it went into the storage box with my bag of block-of-the-month. In early November
2019, however, after it was too late to use this somewhat macabre-looking quilt
top for anything Halloween related, I committed: a steel grey fabric with black
typing running at random angles for the back, and a squared-off design the longarm quilter had in stock.
By the time I got the quilt back, though, I was—like many of you—too far into
Christmas projects to do anything other than shove the quilt into a closet.
I was surprised how long finishing it would actually take. Of course, the binding
would be black. I purchased the binding fabric at the quilt shop, washed it, dried it,
folded it, and put it in the closet on top of the quilt.
In January 2020, I worked on several other quick projects: mini doll quilts for a
friend’s granddaughter, placemats for a thank-you gift, a wall-hanging for my living
room, other placemats for an upcoming birthday gift, an I-Spy for the quilt guild to
donate (using fabric from my stash).
Nearly every day, I thought about the quilt in the closet. Why not work on that?
Turns out I was scared. Intimidated, once again, by my rookie status. I had never
done official binding. How to start? Cut the strips to what size? What if I mess up?
I divided the work—which also eased my stress—across four winter nights. Watching
a re-run of Roger Moore as “The Saint” on TV, I cut and machine-sewed strips together,
and pinned the binding onto the back of the quilt before calling it a night. (Yes, to
the back. It is a “faux-binding” technique I’d recently seen someone demonstrate. A
quilt for me, not a contest or show; I thought it might be less intimidating.)
Evening two: I machine-stitched binding to quilt, and went to bed.
Super Bowl Sunday: I set the ironing board up in the living room so I could iron, pin,
and prepare the binding for finishing while watching the game and its many commercials.
And Monday night, I finally finished the quilt. What a feeling!
Will Spring 2020 be a good time to tackle your UFOs?
© Jeanette Lukowski 2020
Jeanette is a mother, grandmother, teacher and author; she is inspired by the lives of strong women.
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by Kelly Illick

Showstopper
Mr. Hubs (PaPa) and I (Gramum) just became grandparents to our tenth grandJacksonville
baby. Little Oliver was born on New Years Eve in Ohio. His birth kept the tally even.

Estero, Fort Myers, Naples, North Fort Myers, Sanibel

Stitches In Time
Quilt
Show 2020
by the Naples Quilters Guild

Chic

After winter’s chill, it’s time to spring into the
warmth of a new season. With chicks hatching,
bunnies hopping, and daffodils blooming, let’s
celebrate the new life around us with a Spring Fling
tea party. You could plan your par-TEA around one
of these spring holidays: St Patrick’s Day, Easter,
Cinco de Mayo, or Mother’s Day.
Colors of Spring
Whatever the occasion for your Spring Fling, colorful flowers add beauty to your tea
table. You’ll find many choices among the blooming bulbs and budding trees. My
friend Barbara likes to include pussy willows in her spring decor.
I often group primroses in a basket for a showy table centerpiece. After we finish
our tea, I send each guest home with a potted primrose. Tulips and/or daffodils also
make cheerful bouquets. Years ago, I planted perky daffodils in my front yard and
named them “Claradils” after my first granddaughter, Clara. Sunny daffodils make me
smile as I think of her.
Themes and Menus
After you choose the occasion for your Spring Fling, plan a menu to go with it. My
cookbook, In the Kitchen
Grandma,
includes themes and menu suggestions for
bywith
Dave
Emigh
holidays
in
each
season.
Here
are
a
few
ideas
for spring:
Perhaps it’s not appropriate to say that
St.
Patrick’s
Day:
Host
a
green
cuisine
par-TEA
with green tea, 7-UP Shamrock
everyone loves Pyrex. However, it is safe to
Biscuits tinted green, cobb salad with mixed greens, and key-lime pudding. Since my
say that (most) everyone knows what it is. In
preschool grandson Peter loved my baked custard, I was sure he would love key-lime
fact, when you hear the word Pyrex, a visual
pudding. He took one bite, shuddered, and said, “Grandma, it’s too green for me!”
image instantly comes to mind.
That recipe didn’t make the cut, even though adults often like the flavor. My husband
My image is of the primary colored mixing
caught on fast. Whenever I served green veggies he didn’t like, he would say, “Grandma,
bowl setit’swith
yellow,
green, red and blue
toothe
green
for me!”
bowls thatEaster:
my mother
had.
others,
might food in a basket. You’ll find inexpensive ones
Consider For
serving
eachit guest’s
be the measuring
cup
(with
the
red
markings)
at the Dollar Store. Include some of the food in plastic Easter eggs, such as small
that looks
more grapes,
like a small
carrots,
and glass
Easterpitcher.
candy. Children especially enjoy this. An easy, delicious
Whatever
visual
image
comes
to mind,
it is Melts (recipe included). Sparkling cider and fruitsandwich is Ham and Swiss
Cheese
likely to flavored
be familyherbal
related.tea could round out the menu.
Pyrex branded
glassware
been
around
a
Cinco de
Mayo:has
How
about
offering
a taste of Mexico for your Spring Fling?
lot longer
than
you
might
imagine.
In
the
early
Serve your favorite Mexican foods, or check out these recipes in my cookbook:
1900s, the
CorningSkillet
GlassPie,
Works
developed
Sombrero
Mexican
Veggie Flag, Cinnamon Chips, Fiesta Fruit Salsa, and
industrialApple
glass Enchiladas.
that was resistant to sudden
extreme heat
and temperature
changes.
Mother’s
Day: Mothers
love a break from cooking. Try serving brunch with quiche,
Corningbacon
then used
glass
to produce
clear or
Pyrex
glassand
cookware
1915.
knots,this
fresh
fruit,
a tasty pastry
dessert,
a Chai in
latte.
Prepare her favorite
In 1947,
Pyrex even
introduced
thetea.
first colored kitchenware. It was the primary
beverage,
if it’s not
colored mixing
bowl set
I remember.
Thatoccasion
was the or
beginning
of plan
the colored
Of course,
youthat
don’t
need a special
holiday to
a Spring Fling for
kitchenware
is so
your that
family
or popular
friends. today.
You can simply gather to celebrate sunshine, friendship, and
Corning
newGlass
life. had an excellent marketing program that included changing the
colors of their
Pyrex products
to match the times. In 1956 they produced pink,
Delivering
Spring Surprises
turquoise Iand
yellow
colored
products.
remain
of theit’s
most
enjoy
hosting
a Spring
FlingThose
at home,
but some
sometimes
funpopular
to deliver a spring
colors today.
Orange,
green and gold were introduced in the 1960s.
surprise
to someone.
Pyrex marketing
also included
production
a promotional
line. The
majority
For St. Patrick’s
Day, linethe
a basket
with aofgreen
napkin or tissue
paper
and include a
of the promotional
pieces
were
produced
from
the
mid-1950s
through
the
midshamrock plant, pretty napkins, and cupcakes or muffins decorated with shamrocks
1960s but
thefrom
line continued
throughAdd
1983.
Each
piece
was only
available for a
made
green gumdrops.
a few
green
teabags
as well.
limited time.
It
was
released
in
the
spring
for
the
“wedding
gift-giving
season”
If you’re delivering an Easter surprise, use a basket with a handle
and and
add shredded
in the fall
for
the
“holiday
gift-giving
season."
The
fall
release
often
featured
holiday
grass. Fill it with a box of tea, a package of cookies or hot cross buns, and
a few Easter
themes candies.
such as snowflakes or pinecones.
For Mother’sitems
Day,seem
line to
a basket
with aserving
pretty type
tea towel
add flowers, fancy
These promotional
be primarily
piecesand
or casseroles,
strawberry-chocolate
and a unique
homemade
Hugs
and Kisses
especiallychocolates,
the type with
a divider in it. Theytea,
featured
colorstreat.
and(Consider
designs that
were
for Mom
never used
again.from
This my
has cookbook.)
made the promotional pieces popular with collectors.
Since spring
lasts forinventory
three months,
there’s
time
for more than
one Spring
We maintain
an extensive
of Pyrex
glass
kitchenware
at Shady
LawnFling. The
more
the merrier.
Let’s turn
chill ofthat
winter
the thrill
of of
spring
and celebrate
Antiques.
Therefore
we interact
withthe
shoppers
haveinto
a wide
variety
reasons
the beauty
and new life with a Par-TEA—or two or three!
for purchasing
Pyrex.
There are those who are looking to replace a broken piece or to fill out a set.
–Lydia E. Harris holds a master’s in home economics and has been writing this tea column for
Others purchase Pyrex for purely family-related nostalgic reasons. Recently we
20 years. No wonder her five grandkids call her “Grandma Tea.” She is the author of
have seen an uptick
in those
who feel
that using glass isand
a healthier
optionwith
thanGrandma:
Preparing
My Heart
for Grandparenting
In the Kitchen
using plastic. Then there are those who have extensive
collections.
Stirring Up Tasty Memories Together.
The condition of the piece is the primary consideration for these collectors. They are
looking for complete designs, with minimal scratches or wear, and especially want bright
shiny colors. They also like to have “complete sets." That is, they want to have the
lids for the pieces that originally had lids, such as casseroles and refrigerator dishes.
At least initially, collectors seem to be searching for patterns that they remember
Ham
andtheir
Swiss
Cheese Melts
from their youth. Since Pyrex
colors andtopatterns
Easychanged
to make;
yummy
eat. over time, each
generation is looking for different pieces. Then they branch out into collecting the
Gather:themes.
different Pyrex
Prep time: 20 minutes
12 Hawaiian sweet rolls (small dinner-size rolls)
We have
seen
collectors
who
focus
on
specific
design
patterns,
colors20orminutes
on a
Baking time:
1/2 lb. ham, thin-sliced
Gluten-free
option:
Make with
range of similar
colors.
Sets
of
mixing
bowls
are
also
popular,
most
likely
because
6 slices Swiss cheese
gluten-free
or rolls.
they nest 1/3
together.
Recently
there was an individual who was
looking bread
for only
the
cup butter,
melted
Makes 6 servings with two buns
3/4 tsp. Worcestershire
sauce
half-pint covered
casseroles in different
patterns. She was developing
a
consistently
per person.
3/4 that
tsp. Dijon
sized display
didn’t mustard
take up a lot of shelf space.
1 tsp. minced dried onion
There is,
in fact,
much the
to oven
love to
about
can in
cook
it and it also
looks
Make:
1. Preheat
350°.Pyrex.
2. SliceYou
the rolls
half inhorizontally.
3. Cut
each slice of
good when
it
is
used
as
a
serving
piece.
The
glass
is
durable
and
the
color
is,
too,into layers
cheese into four squares, and put two squares into each roll. 4. Fold slices of ham
placeit one
slice inside
each roll. my
5. Place
the buns inused
an ungreased
unless youand
wash
in afolded
dishwasher.
Additionally,
grandmother
a Pyrex 9 x 13-inch
pan. a6. large
In a saucepan,
combine
and heat
the butter,
and mustard.
measuringbaking
cup and
Pyrex bowl
to mix
up batches
ofWorcestershire
cookies. Whosauce,
doesn’t
Stir them until well blended. Then add the dried onion. Spoon some of the mixture over
love cookies
along
with
a
dash
of
nostalgia?
each bun. 7. Bake for 15 to 20 minutes, until the rolls are browned and the cheese is melted.

Everyone Loves Pyrex

From Lydia’s Recipe File

Dave EmighRemove
and his wife
are the
of Shady
in Walla
Walla,
WA, perfectly
the melts
theJillpan
of owners
rolls from
theLawn
ovenAntiques
and place
it on
a cooling
rack.located
Enjoyinthese
1870s wood frame creamery buildings that Dave’s great-grandfather purchased in 1897. A professionally
while
they
are
still
warm.
Refrigerate
the
leftovers.
They
also
taste
delicious
cold
or
reheated.
trained woodworker, Dave, along with his son Nick, specialize in the restoration of oak furniture. Shady Lawn,
Tip:
You
can
make
the
melts
the
day
before,
cover
them
with
foil,
and
refrigerate
them.
When
you’re
ready
in its 25th year, has become a regional destination for oak furniture and is also known for a well-curated display
bakeand
them,
the foil
and bake.
It’s Glimpses
easy to double
recipe also. Shady Lawn inventory
of country,torustic
rareremove
and unique
“small”
antiques.
of thethis
ever-changing
can be seen on Facebook and at www.shadylawnantiques.com

arrived well over a week before the due date. It was a wonderful time with my daughter
The
Lesson
oftimethe
Bird’
s different
Nestways. We washed baby
and her hubby.
We spent the
preparing
in many

cloths, precooked meals, shopped, cleaned, organized
and had lots of fun.
www.ladybugquiltshop.com
Barbara
Being gone from home for so long (goingE-Mail:
on three
weeks) by
really
messes Polston
with the
ladybugquilts@comcast.net
One Saturday
in
early
summer,
rhythm
of1400
life. Cassat
Itmorning
doesn’t
help
that
my
daughter
broadened
my
horizons
while
I was
Hours: Mon, Tues, Thurs, Fri 10am–5pm
Ave., #4
my
son-in-law,
Eric,
and
I
spent
time
Sat
10am–4pm
•
Wed
&
Sun
Closed
visiting
for
those
weeks,
I
watch
more
TV
while
in
Ohio
than
I
think
all
total
in
my
Jacksonville, FL 32221
watching
bird
build
a
nest
in
our
Palo
lifetime.JustaI 1little
know
it
might
be
hard
for
you
to
believe,
but
Mr.
Hubs
and
I
are
not
TV
½ miles south of I-10
Verde
tree.In904-527-8994
We
precarious
watchers.
ourlaughed
33 years at
of the
wedded
bliss,
we have
television
programming in our
Bring
your
quiltshad
in to
be Long-armed!
place
her work.
It seemeddon’t
that how we would have time to watch it. I’m
homeshe
lesschose
than for
3 years.
We honestly
there
washas
little
support to
forour
thewedded
nest. What
sure this
attributed
bliss.
Fabrics–Featuring
& 108”
wideinfor
backings!
would
happen,
we
wondered,
during
My broadened horizons while 118”
in
Ohio
resulted
hours
spent watching and
Books
Patterns
Notions
Rulers
monsoon
storms?
Surely,
the
nest
would
thoroughly enjoying The Great British Baking Show. While there I watched the earlier
blow
to (working
the ground
were
seasons
on as
mythe
4th)branches
and cannot
bring myself to watch the newer ones after
whipped
about
by
the
wind.
they departed from the BBC. I have gotten quite attached to the team of Paul, Mary,
Our
Palo
Verde
is mature
the those
canopy
should
be“foodie”
thinned.inEric
had
Mel
and
Sue.
I can’t
imagineand,
the admittedly,
show without
four.
The
has
4220
Hood
Road me
already
employed
his
new
chain
saw
to
chop
up
branches
that
had
plummeted
to
the
learned so much, and every-once in a while I found myself
wishing
I
could
give
advice
Jacksonville,
FL 32257
ground
due
to
their
weight.
We
wanted
to
advise
her
to
pick
a
more
stable
and
suitable
to the contestants. I’d find myself calling out, “no...
no... don’t do it that way, it’s not
www.cinnamonsquilts.com
spot.
this tinyIt’sbird
was
and she continued
to build
throughout
the day.
goingYet,
to work!”
nice
to undeterred
know I’ve acquired
a little wisdom
gained
in the years
I’ve
904-374-0532
By
evening,
the
nest
appeared
to
be
complete.
spent in the kitchen. I also find myself thinking what fun it would be to be a participant.
Mon-Thu
10am–5pm
We
hercleaning,
come and
go for alaundry,
time. Wediaper
assumed
that eggs
were
laid
and
hatched.
So, watched
amidst the
cooking,
changing,
loving
up
our
sweet
little
Storms,
although
they
were
few,
came,
did
their
worst,
and
left.
All
too
soon,
Fri-Sat
10am–4pm
Oliver, attending to this new mama, and watching more TV than I’ve ever watchedshe
in
stopped
visiting
and
we saw
no
activity. me.
Weeks
later,Sun
the 12:30pm–4pm
nest
remains,
empty
and
my life, that
show
inspired
and
motivated
In
those
weeks
(and
since)
I
have
baked
Fabricthe
• Notions
• Classes
abandoned,
branches
the tree.
pies, pastries,adorning
meringue, and
artisticofedible
creations I haven’t made in years.
Thoughts
about
what
we
observed
linger.
Whyover
was this
bird soepisode
willing
One of the recipes that came to my memory
and little
over brown
as I watched
Cinnamon’s
carries
to
place
her
home
and
raise
her
children
in
a
seemingly
risky
place?
What
knowledge
after episode of The Great British Baking Show was my Gramma Carlson’s Flapper
did
thatrich
eludes
Was
there
aThe
message
what we
saw my
andgramma
how we made
worried
Reproduction,
30’s,
Pie.she
It’s have
unique,
andme?
super
yummy!
familyinlegend
is that
so
over
the
nest?
many of Flannel,
these her first month
of coming
into the recipe that the entire family tired of
College
Prints,
I must
conclude
that,and
in some
way, shedelightful
calculated
and decided
it was worth
them.
This
pie is rich
wonderfully
to the
the risk
taste-buds.
I especially
love it
taking.
It
seems
to
me
that
she
also
had
faith,
a
belief
that
this
was
the
right
andit
Batiks,
Wool,
Kits,
Valdani
with a good strong cup of coffee. Once when I made it for someone, they place
told me
the
right
time
and
that
all
would
be
well.
12risks
wt.
Pre-Cuts,
reminded
them
ofThreads,
an old-fashioned
butterscotch pie. I can just imagine making this
We
take
every
day.
Some
are
small.
Beating
it through
the intersectionI hope
when you
the
for MaryNotions
Berry and Paul
Hollywood.
IMore.
think
it would
be a showstopper!
and
Much
light turns yellow. Hoping that the bobbin
thread will last until the end of the seam.
take the time to make this pie sometime. Enjoy!
Drinking the milk that is more than a few days beyond the freshness code.
SomeIllick’s
risks column
are bigger.
Starting
a new business.
Buying
a house and
–Kelly
features
fresh seasonal
recipes from
the northwoods
of obligating
Wisconsin. ourselves
Kelly loves using l
to
30 years
payments.
married.
Having Second
a child.Wind
Every
time aforrisk
taken,
Second
WindofCountry
Inn inGetting
rural Ashland
Wisconsin.
is known
its is
rustic
elegance an
there is no guarantee what the result will be. Just like the little brown bird, we assess
the risk and decide it is worth taking. We have faith that the positive will outweigh the
negative. We believe that all will be well.
As you go about your day, and calculate the risks both great and small, I hope that
the branches will be stable enough to hold you.

Check online for our class
schedule and shop online too!

Ann’
s Lovin’ Ewe
by Ann Stewart
–Barbara Polston is the author of Quilting with Doilies: Inspiration, Techniques, and Projects

Books,
2015) and an award-winning quiltmaker. When not quilting, Barbara is the
A(Schiffer
Cut
Above
Grants Manager for Child Crisis Arizona, a child welfare agency. She lives in Phoenix, AZ.

In March,
aboutPhoenix,
a monthAZ,
before
lambing,
our sheep are sheared.
©Barbara
Polston,
November
2019.
Shearing is an entertaining event to watch. The shearer hoists the
ewe on her bottom where she’s rendered helpless, then removes
her wool in minutes. A great shearer can keep the fleece whole
and takes pride in her craft.
My husband tried to shear a sheep. Only once. He claims, “It
looked like the sheep went through the blender.” We haven’t tried it again. But if we
did, I would want a great mentor to guide my hands through the process. Someone
with experience and a love for sheep and the art of shearing. Shearers make little
money, their interest in the flock is unique and genuine.
I think we all have something like that. A skill, talent, craft, knowledge that makes
us little money, but we know how to do it and we know how to do it well. The question
is, can we teach it to someone else?
To keep skills and hobbies and crafts and arts going, we can hand them down to the
next generation, or share across to our friends, or even up to our parents and
grandparents. It’s a beautiful thing to be taught and it’s a beautiful thing to teach.
When my 82-year-old mother visited me, she brought multiple copies of a special
family recipe. She then invited my friends over to learn to make homemade English
muffins. Not only did our group appreciate learning a new skill, we loved the warm
fellowship, and enjoyed eating the hot muffins just off the griddle, spread with butter
and Mom’s homemade raspberry jam.
I’ve baked bread, but recently learned new twists when volunteering in a kitchen
and testing new recipes and techniques. I imitated what I saw. After dumping cups of
flour into a huge bowl, I formed a deep well in the middle of the flour, which I filled
with yeast, sugar, salt and warm water. I waited as the yeasty center bubbled. To stir
the mixture with my bare hands instead of a mixer or a bread machine was satisfying.
I folded and kneaded the dough, turning it out onto the counter, all the while chattering
with the other women in the church kitchen.
That’s just why my aunt Lydia Harris wrote In the Kitchen with Grandma: Stirring Up
Tasty Memories Together. Her book was inspired by her love for cooking with her
grandchildren and passing along stories and truths. How many of us have something
to share? Country Register readers especially! They can teach quilting, spinning wool,
crocheting, knitting, gardening, cooking, quilting, or painting.
Perhaps instead of a book club, form a group and have each member teach the
others one skill. The collective talents are a cut above! Or invite others in to share their
expertise. Reach out and share and reach out and honor someone by asking to learn
from them. There is connection in sharing and giving and it’s richer than just reading
DIY on the internet.
This spring, we’re not personally studying sheep shearing. But I have other interests.
I would like to learn how to draw something that looks better than a stick figure and
have my talents appreciated in Pictionary. I would love to draw out an artist who
would enjoy teaching an interested student. Teaching and learning is such a joy and a
way to form a flock in our busy communities.
–© 2020 Ann Marie Stewart All rights reserved Author of award-winning Stars In The Grass
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As the long season of winter reaches its final
chapter we are often gifted with days that carry
with them the beautiful hints of spring. The
sounds of our favorite birds happily chirping
in the early morning breeze, the snowy vestiges
of winter melting into the earth and the light
of our day expanding into an evening hour
confirms to us that spring is almost ours.
Abundant Blessings
The blessings that accompany this time of
year are abundant, not only within our landscapes, but within our souls. We have
anticipated these luxurious glimpses into sunlit spring and as we stop to enjoy each
and every one, we know we are moving toward the stretch of the year when the beauty
of new life can be seen all around us. Daffodils breaking through the now softer earth,
our plantings of thyme in our herb gardens slowly becoming more vibrant green and
by Julie Pirtle
the trees beginning to awaken once again all suggest a time to begin anew.
Nature’s Nurturing Hand
As country homeowners we typically feel drawn to be outdoors a little more whether
decade
is so after
muchamore
thanwinter
just a or to decorate our home’s exterior for
it isAtonew
clean
our yard
blustery
spring.
Seasonal
wreaths orthetopiaries
of green
new year.
It represents
opportunity
to can beautifully adorn the inside of our
homes
as well
along
with candles
scents such as Country Wash Day or Colonial
close the
lid on
a period
of timewith
andfresh
throw
Herb
openGarden.
a door to new adventures and goals.
As we bidifgoodbye
winter
heartsyou
lift as we take ownership of a new season
However,
you are tolike
mostour
people,
symbolic
of change.
As on
we yet
seeanother
the outdoors
being coaxed back to life through nature’s
are also closing
the lid
decade
nurturing
we cannot help
of photoshand,
and memorabilia
thatbut
youfeel
planour
to own nature being brought yet another
chance
to feel
renewed.
organize
“some
time." Perhaps sometime is
now! Let’s show those memories some
–Annice Bradley Rockwell is an educator and owner of Pomfret Antiques. She is currently
respect and working
make them
access.
(Yes,Girl. NewEnglandGirl2012@hotmail.com
on hereasier
book,toNew
England
those loose photos are blurred so that individuals can not be identified.)
Oh, no, I hear you grumbling already! To get you on board with the idea, I will first
set you up for success for the present.
First, you will need an accordion file. Label it 2020 and then label each divider inside
with a different month. As the year progresses, you will use this file to store all of the
ticket stubs, heart touching greeting cards, vacation brochures . . . (you get the picture!).
At the end of each month, take a moment to copy your calendar and place it in the file
as well. This will be invaluable information down the line since
will have
exact
byyou
Susan
Baldani
event
dates
at
your
fingertips.
If
you
keep
an
electronic
calendar,
screen
shot
it on
When many of us think back to our
your
phone
and
print
it
out.
childhood toys, we don’t think of computers
Another
key The
function
of of
thisour
accordion
or video
games.
majority
toys didn’tfile is to store the pictures that you have
taken
that
month.
Yep.
That
means
having
make noises or light up, and we often
had them
to printed on a regular basis. We all have
thousands
of
pictures
on
our
phone.
(Yes…this
includes me!) But, in the end, this is
use our imaginations to have fun.
where
they
usually
stay.
Take
the
time
to
edit
your
shots weekly and create a file of the
Parents and caregivers can bring back this
ones
that
you
want
to
actually
print.
At
the
end
of
the month, you can easily upload
same kind of joy and wonder for their children.
those
pictures
to
an
online
site
and
have
them
sent
directly to you. Once received,
Yes, a lot of kids love the latest and loudest
label
them
with
the
event/date
and
file
under
the
appropriate
month.
products as seen on television commercials and
As
far
as
electronic
photo
organization
is
concerned,
I
like
to
take it to a different
store shelves, but many don’t realize the
level.
When
I
upload
my
pictures
to
the
computer,
I
create
files
for
each event. I date
entertainment value of quiet, simple and even
it
and
tag
it
as
follows:
year–month-event
(example:
2020
Jan
New
Years Eve). Once
homemade toys.
I As
have
printed
to at
themy
end.
Because I scrapbook,
I change
thethere,
PT to
a little
girl,them,
I spentI add
a lot“PT”
of time
grandmother’s
house. I loved
playing
even
a lotcompleted
of money those
for anything
But IJan
do remember
“SB”though
at theshe
enddidn’t
oncehave
I have
pages extravagant.
(example: 2020
New Years
her
together
little
of extra
fabricwhen
and filling
them
withpicture
dried
Evesewing
SB). This
is easy
to square
do andbags
givesout
quick
reference
looking
at your
beans.
files. She would then take a basket and have us toss these bean bags in there for
points.
While I am on the topic of scrapbooking, many scrappers chide themselves for
There behind”
is an abundance
ideas for
simple,
homemade
to be when
founditonline,
“being
with theirofbooks.
Listen
up. There
is no toys
“behind”
comesinto
library
books
and inwhat
magazines.
of when
theseyou
are archive
made with
in our
art, which
is exactly
you areMany
creating
your items
familyalready
memories.
Let
homes
or go!
evenInstead,
in our start
backyards.
Making
toys
is also
great
to recycle
all easy
thoseto
that guilt
with the
current
year.
Witha the
tipsway
above,
it will be
plastic
bottles
cans.
do. When
youand
are soup
current,
then you can tackle some of the backlog that you may have
Letting
help with making these toys enables them to feel a sense of
while
still children
feeling accomplished!
accomplishment
andstill
pride
in what
These
are also
a great wayas
OK. So you are
reading
thisthey’ve
which created.
means that
youprojects
might not
be grumbling
for
parents
children
spend
together
in a meaningful
way.that are hiding in
much.
Let’sand
discuss
the to
boxes
of time
photos
and stacks
of souvenirs
Hereclosets
are some
ideas forFor
parents
and children:
your
and drawers.
this process,
you will need some banker’s boxes, hanging
Want
to tabs,
do a large
handmanila
puppetenvelopes,
show witha notepad
your kids?
somepencil.
old socks
and make
files
with
andGrab
a photo
(A photo
pencil
faces
on them.
If you
wantlike
to lead
get really
fancy, glue
some
buttons
eyes
is usually
a blue
crayon
that allows
you or
to sew
write
on the
backfor
of the
pictures
and
nose ruining
and maybe
some
yarnthis
for process,
the mouth
Have
kids color
big piece of
without
them.)
With
youand
willhair.
have
multiple
boxesa representing
cardboard
(even a pizza box will work) to make the “stage” that the puppets will
multiple decades.
appear
Placeabove.
11 folders in each box and label one for each year, as well as one in the front
Speaking
of cardboardIfboxes,
the ideas
endless.
Havea children
paintsplit
or color
that
says “unknown."
you know
thatare
you
will have
ton to sort,
the the
files
outside.
These
can
become
playhouses
for
kids
or
dolls,
blocks
to
stack
on
top
of
each
between two boxes for that decade. As you sort, place the items in the appropriate
other,
or you
evenrun
a toy
box for
all those
toys.inMost
kids (and
boxes.
year. If
across
an item
that homemade
you know was
that decade
butcats)
can’tlove
determine
Have
your
kids
find
some
smooth
rocks,
paint
or
color
on
animal
faces,
and
they’ll
the year, place it in the “extra” file. As you organize, be sure to put pictures in envelopes
have
their
own
set
of
pet
rocks.
Or
use
seashells;
these
can
become
sea
pets.
and label them with the event/date if you know it. In addition, keep a list by decade/
Holiday
themed toys
arethat
alsohappened.
fun. MakeYou
ornaments
outthis
of later.
old costume jewelry or
year
of important
events
will want
cutOnce
out pictures
from
last
year’s
Christmas
cards.
A
simple
hole
puncherpat
andyourself
some
you have emptied the house of floating photos and paperwork,
yarn
and
you’re
ready
to
hang
it
on
the
tree.
on the back. You have corralled your memories and it is now time to do the major
Start collectingyear.
things
now
forprepare
future toy
making.
Rinse
andthem
storeby
bottles,
organizing—by
This
time,
a box
with 13
files.out
Label
monthcans,
and,
and
other
odds
and
ends
for
fun,
easy
and
inexpensive
projects.
Remind
your
children
again, one that says “unknown." Start with one of the decade boxes and pull
out a
to be on the lookout for anything that can be used in your next creation. Make it a
year. Sort the year into the box of monthly files. When you come across those Disney
family event, one that will foster great memories now and into the future.
tickets but realize you don’t have pictures printed, write it on your notepad. Once you
have
completed
thatinyear,
collection
fromsmall
eachtown
month
and books
place and
it in a
–Susan
Baldani lives
New pull
Jerseyout
andthe
writes
articles about
life, décor,
manilafood
envelope.
the envelope
year, month
and any
events
for variousLabel
magazines
across thewith
U.S.,the
Canada,
and the UK.
You special
can contact
her atthat
happened that month
(i.e., the trip to Disneyland).
Take aatpeek
at the unknown file
suebaldani@yahoo.com,
through her website
www.mywritingwall.com.
and try to combine into the monthly files (which should now be easier as you may
similar items already filed
When you are done with that decade, do the same with the unknown file in that box
and assimilate the items into the proper year and month. Use the notes you took of
special events for reference. The puzzle pieces will start to fit together even if the
memory is failing you! When you are sorted and your years are all packaged up by
month, it will be so easy to access your memories. You will also be able to reference
your list of pictures that need printed and start that process.
Whether you scrapbook or not, future generations will appreciate your efforts. As
the archivist of my family history, there is nothing sadder to me than to see antique,
unlabeled photos of lovely people who have lost their families. Do yourself and the
generations after you a favor by taking the time to identify your pictures so they don’t
end up in an antique store.
Venture forth to the office supply store and get those boxes. C’mon…you’ve got
this!
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in SW Colorado? I had the opportunity several
years ago and enjoyed the cliff dwellings of the
Pueblo people, said to date from 600 to 1300 A.D.
In 2011, I designed a quilt starting with a set of
charm squares and named it Charmed Network.
When the latest Island Batik collection “Mesa
Verde” was shared with the designers, I quickly
thought of the cliff dwellings seen at Mesa Verde
National Park.
So, here is that design revamped to work with
the “Mesa Verde” collection that is scheduled to
ship in April. The design idea for this pattern is to
start with a set of 5” squares from a single
collection.
Considering the fabrics, select a light or dark background and two contrasts–one
will be the
laddersee
connectors and the other will go around the squares, creating a
Come
Like us on...
‘churn dash’
block.
what all
The idea
a ‘Cliff Dwelling’ emerged in the context of these fabrics. In this
theof buzz
collection there were three fabrics with the same motif and made for a beautiful
is about!
combination of the background and the two contrasts.
If the collection has fabrics that lend themselves to being used as border prints
based on the repeat of the motif, then choose a smaller repeat for the inner border
Fabrics
 Notions  Private Class Room
and a larger one for
the outer
border.
Classes
Forming
Now
Longarm
Quilting
Services
This particular collection didn’t,
butI have
included
the information
in the pattern
so you can still incorporate that with whatever collection you choose. My pattern is
We are now a Bernina Dealer
available now and can be picked
up on
my website
digitally or you can order it to be
with an
on-site
technician!
mailed. I’ve posted a variety of versions—different fabric styles and project sizes—in
a Brother
Dealer!
my Facebook photo album And
‘Charmed
Network.’
Let me know by March 31what
collection you’d make this in to be entered for a free pattern.
NEW! 1975 Old Moultrie Road  St Augustine, FL 32086 NEW!
@kissedquilts.com)
is an engineer by education, project manager by
–Marlene Oddie (marlene
904-826-4007
 beesquiltshop@att.net
profession and now a www.beesquiltshop.com
quilter by passion in Grand Coulee, WA, at her quilt shop, KISSed
ee
Come senjoys
Quilts. She enjoys long-arm quilting on her Gammill Optimum Plus, but especially
u
o
t r
us aPatterns,
designing quilts and assisting in the creation of a meaningful treasure for the recipient.
NEW
kits and fabric are available at http://www.kissedquilts.com. Follow Marlene’s adventures
via
location!
http://www.facebook.com/kissedquilts or http://kissedquilts.blogspot.com.
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Chocolate Cake Appreciation Day
Celebrate National Flower Day

by Susan Baldani

Every year, one day is set aside for the appreciation of
flowers.
This
year that date is March
21. It .might seem
ONLY Store with TWO Full-time Certiﬁed Brother
Technicians
on Staﬀ
silly to some, but flowers are not only pretty to look at
We repair ALL brands of sewing
machines.
and great
to smell, but they are also a source of food and
an
important
ingredient
in some
medicines.
So, why • OESD
Authorized Dealer for: Anita Goodesign—Embroidery Designs • Brother
• DIME
• KOALA
Furniture
shouldn’t they have their own day?
Dealer Exclusive Shop: Kimberbell
After all, Designs
what brightens up a sick person’s day more
than a bright and colorful bunch of flowers, especially
when that person is stuck in a bland hospital room? Flowers
can also comfort those grieving, which is why there are
always plenty of arrangements at wakes and funerals.
And no matter how pretty the•tablecloth,
china and
1857 Wells Rd. • Orange Park, FL 32073 • 904-269-6911 • calicostationinc@bellsouth.net
www.calicostation.com
silverware,
a
holiday
table
just
isn’t
complete
without
a magnificent floral centerpiece.
Hours: Monday–Friday 9:30am to 5pm • Saturday 9:30am to 4pm
And what would Valentine’s Day be without flowers? Sometimes, a single bloom can
say everything that’s in one’s heart.
Also, would a wedding be as special without the bride and bridesmaids carrying
beautiful bouquets of flowers? And speaking of marriage, a certain television show
would just not be the same without those red roses that are handed out at the end of
each episode to let contestants know who is still in the running. You know the one I
mean.
Of course, flowers are a wonderful way to bring nature indoors, but flowers are also
important outdoors. Many gardeners would have idle hands in the spring and summer
without the joy of planting daisies, sunflowers, peonies, and other plants. Many insects
would most likely die off, including those industrious and all-important honey bees.
What a dismal world it would be without honey to put in our tea and dessert. Plus,
they have a starring role in many other types of pollination as well. Other insects and
birds, such as butterflies and hummingbirds, would be bereft without the nectar of
those bright and fragrant flowers.
So, next time you’re out and about, pick up some seeds or bulbs to plant in your
garden, or maybe buy a few posies for your sweetheart. Surround yourself and others
with flowers, and bring color and joy into the world around you..

WE ARE AN AUTHORIZED
DEALER / SERVICE CENTER
FOR BROTHER MACHINES!
Here you will ﬁnd the
best PRICE on Sewing Machines,
LET’S MAKE A DEAL!

Join
us! UPCOMING EVENTS

–Susan Baldani lives in New Jersey and writes articles about small town life, décor, books and
food for various publications across the U.S., Canada, and the UK. You can contact her at
suebaldani@yahoo.com, through her website at www.mywritingwall.com, or on Twitter
@mywritingwall.

Please call the shop for more details!

CLAUDIA DENNELL
POTTING SHED

March 14th–15th, 2020
This is an In the Hoop
Embroidery Event

ANITA GOODESIGN
EVENT

April 18th–19th, 2020
10am–5pm both days

CAMP CALICO
Recipes
From20–23,
Susan’2020
s Kitchen
August
$115
Family
Favorite Easter Bread

A delicious sweet bread recipe.

Ingredients

Preparation
BREAD DOUGH -Beat eggs and sugar together,
stir in milk then add vegetable oil. Whisk 5 1/2
cups and baking powder together, add flour
mixture to wet mixture, combine well. Stir in 1 cup
of flour. On your cutting board or counter add
the remaining 1 cup of flour (130 grams) make a
well in the centre and add the bread dough from
the large bowl. Knead all together to form a
smooth dough. Shape as desired and bake for
approximately 45-60 minutes, until golden, or until
toothpick comes out dry. Cool completely before
drizzling with glaze.
VANILLA GLAZE - In a medium bowl whisk
together the powdered sugar and vanilla then
slowly whisk in the milk, stirring continuously to
make a smooth glaze. Pour over cooled cake.

Watch for our
Kimberbell
Exclusive
Events
Quilting Services
coming
soon!
Custom/Computerized
Over 500+ designs!
CAKE DOUGH
6 eggs
1 1/2 cups sugar
1 cup milk
6 tablespoons vegetable oil
7 1/2 cups flour (divided)
6 teaspoons baking powder
VANILLA GLAZE
1 1/2 cups icing sugar
3-4 tablespoons milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
Instructions
Pre-heat oven 350°

Clutter Happens

Get “Phototastically” Organized this Year!

Homemade Toys Spark Creativity

Old-fashioned Fun for Big and Little Kids

–Julie Pirtle is a Professional Organizer and Owner of Clutter Happens in Mesa, AZ

Wit and Wisdom

by Cheryl Potts

The Doorbell Rang

Since my kitchen is situated in the back of
the house, I rarely hear someone knocking
on my front door. Quite often people will just
walk in, before I sprint to the front door out
of breath. Needless to say, I was thrilled when
a doorbell was finally installed! The chimes
could be heard throughout the house in spite
of the noise from the washer, dryer and TV.
However, I wasn't prepared for an incident
that happened several weeks later.
During the winter months, our Bible Study group was to meet at my house every
Tuesday evening. With much enthusiasm, our group of six was studying a particular
text, the "Prodigal Son." At one point, as someone related a personal comment (slightly
off topic), we began to laugh. Another member added a funny comment and we all
laughed harder. At the height of the laughter, the doorbell rang. I went to the door,
only to find no one standing there. I thought it was strange, shrugged my shoulders,
and sat back down in the recliner. Before long, we started laughing again and the
doorbell rang for the second time. I got up to answer the door. No one was there. This
time I stood puzzled, as everyone's eyes were on me. Suddenly, I burst out laughing as
I realized the doorbell control was sitting on the quilt display shelf above us. Apparently,
the laughter was vibrating the walls enough that it was setting off the doorbell! Then
we really laughed. We really had a good time that night. During our refreshments we
felt refreshed... "A cheerful heart is good medicine..." (Proverbs 17:22)
–Cheryl is a retired Reading Specialist and author from upstate New York. For more
information contact: witandwisdomwriters@gmail.com

FULL SPECTRUM
HEMP CBD OIL

ULTRACELL — CUTTING-EDGE FORMULA.
FABULOUS FLAVORS. ULTRA RELIEF.
WATER SOLUBLE
FOR ENHANCED
ABSORPTION

Supplement Facts
www.Zilis.com/CBDfromAmy
other biologically active compounds, each
one with its own potential for health benefits.
However, when the plant is consumed in its full
and natural arrangement, the potential for health
impact explodes. This phenomenon is known as
the “entourage effect” and it only occurs in full
spectrum hemp oil.

Serving Size 1 Dropper (1 mL)
Servings per
Bottle 7 or 30

Amount per % Daily
Serving
Value

• CBD (topical and water soluble oil)
• CBG
• Boosters (hemp free): UltraBurn,
UltraIce, Ultra Edge, UltraDream

DID YOU KNOW?

There is an intricate group of receptors
within the body called the endocannabinoid
system (ECS). This complex network impacts
many areas of health and is most abundant
in the brain and immune system. Studies
have shown the ECS to be responsible for
important functions such as sleep, relaxation,
inflammatory responses, and cognitive
ability. The ECS is normally fueled by the
healthy production of endocannabinoids.
The challenge arises when endocannabinoid
production becomes impaired or slowed.
The good news is that nature has gifted us
with a solution. Phytocannabinoids innately
occur in the hemp plant and can serve as a
replacement for the endocannabinoids your
body may be lacking.

INTRODUCING ULTRACELL

Available exclusively from Zilis, UltraCell is a
full spectrum, plant-based, and water soluble
hemp oil. Our team of experts delicately
extracts the complete oil profile of hemp
to make every bottle of UltraCell. Every
delightful serving provides phytocannabinoids,
flavonoids, terpenes, vitamins, minerals, omega
fatty acids, and more. UltraCell comes in three
all natural options: delicious Lemon flavor,
luscious Berry flavor, and hemp flavored Raw.

EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY

Hemp Oil Extract
(from aerial parts)

Cannabidiol (CBD)

16.67 mg

±

4.17 mg

±

± Daily Values not established.

OTHER INGREDIENTS (RAW): Purified Water, Glycerin,
Sunflower Lecithin, Polysaccharide Blend (from Xanthan Gum
and Acacia Gum), Citric Acid, Potassium Sorbate.
OTHER INGREDIENTS (BERRY): Purified Water, Glycerin,
Acai Berry Extract, Natural Flavors (from Plant Extract),
Stevia Leaf Extract (Steviol Glycosides), Sunflower
Lecithin, Polysaccharide Blend (from Xanthan Gum and
Acacia Gum), Potassium Sorbate.
OTHER INGREDIENTS (LEMON): Purified Water, Glycerin,
Natural Flavors (from Plant Extract), Stevia Leaf Extract (Steviol
Glycosides), Sunflower Lecithin, Polysaccharide Blend (from
Xanthan Gum and Acacia Gum), Potassium Sorbate.

Full Spectrum • Fabulous Flavors
Pet Friendly (UltraCell Raw)

THE NEWS IS OUT

Since ancient times, the hemp plant has been
revered for an abundance of health benefits.
Hemp is naturally rich in phytocannabinoids.
This amazing botanical includes hundreds of

As we all know, oil and water don’t mix. It’s a
widely known fact that oil-based supplements
are poorly absorbed by the body. Our proprietary
UltraCell technology has been developed by
our team of experts to make the product 100%
water soluble. Through our proprietary process,
every compound available is delivered deep into
your system. Bioavailability of 94% means more
health benefits and a faster onset of action.

DIRECTIONS: Shake before using. Take one (1) dropper
(1 mL) per day or as directed by a physician. Intended
for oral use only. Consult your qualified healthcare
provider prior to using this product, especially if you
have a medical condition or are taking any medications.
Not intended for use by pregnant or nursing women or
anyone under age 18. Keep out of reach of children.

Zilis products have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease or medical conditions. The information on the Zilis website,
marketing materials, product labels or packaging is not intended as medical advice and should not substitute advice from a healthcare professional. Please consult with your physician or other healthcare provider
if you have health-related questions before using any of our products or relying on any information you obtain from this website. You should discuss any medications or nutritional supplements you are using with a
healthcare provider before using any new medications or supplements. Always review the labels, warnings, and directions included with your product before using or consuming the product and do not rely solely
on the information shown above.
09.06.19

Amy Carter - Independent Ambassador
240-285-7656
cbdfromamy@gmail.com
www.Zilis.com/CBDfromAmy
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Miss D’s Quilts
Where you always feel welcomed!

We sell, train and service
Baby Lock Machines on site.

305 St. Johns Ave. • Palatka, FL 32177
386-385-5678 • www.missdsquilts.com
Mon–Fri 10am–5:30pm • Sat 9am–4pm

• Quilt-in-A-Day Classes every 2nd Saturday
of the month with a QIAD Certified Instructor
• Serger Group Classes twice a month
• Stash Buster twice a month
• Embroidery classes throughout the month
• Domestic Machine Quilting, every 3rd Saturday

7th Annual Quilts
by the River
April 17 & 18, 2020

Nationally Certiﬁed Judge, Best of Show
will receive $200 cash award with awards and
ribbons for other categories.

Just walking distance from the shop, this B&B was once
described, as perhaps the most palatial home in all of Florida.
The magnificent Sherman Conant House offers luxury, history and
convenience at a very affordable price. Available for events:
baby showers, weddings, receptions, and group tours. Call for details.

403 Mary Ave. • New Smyrna Beach 32168
386-402-8995
seasidesewing@cfl.rr.com
www.seasidesewingandquilts.com

Seaside
Sewing & Quilts 403
Mary

Exit 249

Rates are online at www.TheRegisterWeb.com
or contact us for more information...
Toll Free Phone 1-866-825-9217
email: ads@TheRegisterWeb.com

2-Days Serger Class with
Betty Mitchell Leggings
and Tunic
May 1st and 2nd

Byrd’s Nest Quilt Shop
156 E. Granada Blvd. • Ormond Beach, FL 32176
386-615-8789 • byrdsnestquilt@bellsouth.net
www.byrdsnestquiltshop.com
Monday–Saturday 10am to 5pm

Spring Fling Event

Bernina Spring Sale

$400–$800 OFF

0% Financing

March 21

4, 5, 7 & 8 Series

March 20–31

On purchase of $2,000 or more
for 60 months

National
Overlocker Sale
Please call us at 386.329.6166
for rates, availability and other
information, or visit our website
at www.grandgablesinn.com
and Facebook at grandgablesinn

April 17–30

Over 4,500 sq. ft. of Shopping with 5,000 Bolts of Fabric,
800 Bolts of Batiks, Kits & Jelly Rolls available
Samples on display • Large Selection of Bargain Fabrics
Machine Sales and Service • Classes Day & Evening
Mail Order Available • Buses Welcome • Quilts for Sale

Lytle Ave
Rt. 44

Atlantic
Ocean

Ave.

US 1
Frwy

The Grand Gables Inn.

Tues – Fri 10am to 5:30pm
Sat 10am to 2pm

Next issue: May-June Deadline: April 1
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After shopping at Miss D’s,
enjoy the luxury and ambiance of one of
the nation’s finest Bed and Breakfast’s,
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Check our website
for upcoming events
and classes!

e
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March 5th and 6th

Your Shop Would

Rig Fit
ht I
n!

Our Readers Love to Discover an Eclectic Mix of Interesting Shops
and Events..and they’ve been looking for Your Shop too!

Lots of exciting events happening all year at Miss D’s!
2-Day Floriani Embroidery
Software Training

New Smyrna Beach, Ormond Beach

I-95

Come join our Serger and Embroidery
project clubs. Each month we will cover
different techniques, feet and thread in
the various monthly projects.
Handi Quilter has added a new member
to its family,The Pro-Stitcher Designer.
This new software will let you create
designs and projects on your long-arm
and to print those same designs on paper.
The really great part is this software is
available for many other systems.
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We specialize in Tropicals, Batiks, Lights & Brights.
Also offering Long Arm Quilting Services.

With over 8,000 square feet and 1,000’s of bolts, there’s something for everyone.
• Featuring an excellent selection of Batiks, Orientals,
blenders and collections
• Machine Rental available, $10 per hour
• Great prices on all Baby Lock Machines
• Sign up for one of our great classes
• Handi Quilter Club Meeting, every 3rd Saturday, Free!
• Quilts of Valor, every1st Thursday

The Florida Register
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The Florida

tea.
Whatever you choose to
This is life at its best.
do with that time, I would
This is the time of year
encourage you to use it
when Mother Nature
wisely because in the
makes us slow down, when
morning you may find
Register
March–April,
2020
she causes the wind to
yourself outside shoveling the driveway
blow, and the snow to fall silently to the
as you prepare for another ordinary day.
ground. In the midst of this whirlwind,
–Janet Young, Certified Tea and Etiquette
we have choices to make. Are we going
Consultant, is a founding member of Mid-Atlantic
to fret and worry? Or, is this the time
Tea Business Association and freelance writer/
you are going to honor the promises you
national tea presenter. Visit her website at
www.overtheteacup.com.
have made to yourself over the last few

Melbourne, Rockledge, Titusville

Free Pattern

3550 Washington Ave., Suite 7 • Titusville, FL
Titusville Mall, Hopkins Ave. Entrance

321-529-0117

Tues-Fri 10am–7pm • Sat 10am–6pm

Fabric • Embroidery • Classes
Participating in the Hello Spring–
Notion Commotion Shop Hop
March 6–22
2020 Quilters Trek
Participating Shop!

575 Barton Blvd. • Rockledge, FL 32955
321-632-3344 • www.thequiltplace.com

Originators of

Block Art
Kits include everything you need
for a complete Art Blockincluding the stand!
What a great way to try a new
technique without a large
investment
Easy, decorative, fun!

Over 14,000 bolts
8,000
Square foot Store
8,000 square foot
store
Full Service Website
Notions • Kits • Patterns
Over
14,000
Bolts of Fabric
Over 50 Blocks of the
Month
available
Long Arm Services
and much
more! Block of the
Notions,
Patterns,
Long Arm Services and
Check out our Month,
newly expanded
BARGAIN NOOK More!
where no fabric is
Barton Blvd., Rockledge, FL 32955
over $8575
a yard!

Visit us to see for yourself the unique features of the Brother and Baby Lock Machines!

321-632-3344
www.thequiltplace.com
Store Hours Monday- Saturday 10 -5

Use this pattern for embroidery,
wool applique, punch needle or
rug hooking, painted projects or
whatever your imagination can
dream up! Reduce or enlarge
pattern as desired.

7720 N. Wickham Rd. • Suite 111• Melbourne, FL 32940
321-622-8602 • www.quiltsandlace.com • beth@quiltsandlace.com
Hours: M, W, Th, F 10am–5pm • Tues 10am–7pm • Sat 10am–2pm
We try our best to “under-promise and over-deliver.”

 Sewing, Quilting,

Embroidery and
Serger Machines

 Authorized, Full

Service Retailer for
Baby Lock® and
Brother® Machines

MONDAY

 Check website for  On-site Service and

Classes & Events

Repair, Certified
Engineer

Decorating Project & Recipes by Liberty

Mini Oreo Crust Cheesecakes
by Liberty Brammer
Perfect for Easter Brunch!
I love these mini cheesecakes for several
reasons! I like cheesecake, but sometimes it
Join
us forfor these
events!
seems like a pain to crush
the crumbs
the
crust. No Crushing needed for this recipe!!
Another thing that can be a deterrent to
cheesecake is…. the calories! But with these
cute miniatures portion control is automatic
and easier than slices of cheesecake, in my
opinion
This recipe came from my Philadelphia
Cream Cheese cookbook. I’ve made it many
times, but you know me – I have changed the
original recipe each timed in my quest for
healthy eating while preserving the flavor.
Before you start, line a cupcake baking tin
with paper cupcake liners. Put an oreo cookie
in each liner. See! I told you the crust was
easy– you’re already done!
For the filling, beat the softened cream
cheese, sugar, and vanilla together.
I like using a trigger ice cream scoop to put
the cream cheese filling into the cupcake paper
liners.
Bake until just barely set–I tend to overbake
my cheesecakes. Then decorate the top with
some colorful jelly beans or bright color
sprinkles for your Easter dessert.
Let cool, then eat! I love the flavor of the oreo cookie on the bottom.
If you don’t eat them all right away, refrigerate after completely cooled.

March is
National Crochet
Month!

–Liberty Brammer is a homeschooling mother of two children. She lives in southern York
County, Pennsylvania. Liberty blogs about this and other projects at www.B4andAfters.com.
Contact her at b4andaftersblog@gmail.com, and can be found on Instagram and Pinterest.

Recipes from Liberty
Mini Cheescakes

Free Embroidery Pattern!
May not be sold or used for commercial purposes. For more fun and creative inspiration, please visit:

Cozy Comforts www.JacquelynneSteves.com
from A Cozy Author

Three Little Things by Patti Stockdale:
The Story Behind the Story
by Cathy Elliott
I met Patti Stockdale a year or so ago in an online
writing class. She was so winsome, I longed to know
her better and we became friends. When her first
novel, Three Little Things, released in early February,
I read it with enthusiasm. It had such a ring of
authenticity, I had to know the story behind it. So, I
asked.
Cathy: Patti, how did you came up with the idea for
Three Little Things?
Patti: I returned to college as an adult and needed a
project for a creative writing class. At the same time,
my mom and her sisters uncovered a tin box
brimming with letters their parents had exchanged
during WW I. I knew my grandpa, but we never
talked about his war days. My grandma died two
months before my birth, but I met her through her
letters.
Cathy: What a precious, personal connection to the
story. Can you reveal three little things about you or
your book that might interest The Country Register
readers?
Patti:
-Although the hero and heroine in Three Little
Things are fictional, I honored my maternal
grandparents by naming them Arno and Hattie.
-Hattie belongs to the Knitting Brigade designed to
knit socks, scarves, and fingerless mitts for the American soldiers. The book opens
with Hattie handing Arno a pair of socks with a proverb tucked inside, sparking
their letter-writing campaign.
-The book highlights women’s roles on the home front during WW I and the
seldom discussed harassment of German-Americans.
Cathy: It’s so exciting to see your first novel come to publication. I’ve heard many
people say they would also like to write a book. Any words continued
of encouragement
on pageto34
share with hopeful writers about writing that first book?
Patti: Since I started writing the book over 20 years ago, I’m shocked I didn’t quit
at some point on my journey. I accepted a busy job at a nonprofit after graduation

pieced and the top row
sometimes mostly white.
of trees is appliquéd.
This was all long before I
These block shapes
began designing quilts, but
were chosen to mimic
this lap size treasure would
theThe
motifs printed
in
make
a fireside chat cozy. 2020
Florida
March–April,
the batik fabrics.
Island Batik has come out
Want the pattern? Would you like to
with two new Alpine lines of fabric—
take
a class on-line? Please write to me if
Alpine Ice (white/grey/blue) and Alpine
you’d like to be notified when it is
Jingle (red/gold/green). I’ve chosen the
available. I’ll take you through the making
white and grey colorways of Alpine Ice
of each block and fussy cutting details.
to create this row quilt, “Alpine Nights,”
Warm wishes during this typically cold
that would make a great five session Block
time of the year.
of the Month learning opportunity. It
includes using a couple of unique prints
–Marlene Oddie enjoys long-arm quilting on her
from the fabric collection to give special
Gammill Optimum Plus, but especially enjoys
effects between each row of blocks and
designing quilts and assisting in the creation of a
in the border. Various techniques are
meaningful treasure for the recipient. Follow
used, including diagonal stitching, paper
Marlene’s adventures via http://
of Start
Sewing Machines!
piecing, appliqueAuthorized
and fussyDealer
cutting.
www.facebook.com/kissedquilts
and her blog at
looking for
these
in theand
new
http://kissedquilts.blogspot.com.
Almost
3,000fabrics
Bolts of Cotton
Batikyear!
fabrics in stock! Northcott, Studio
E, In the Beginning,
Michael Miller, P & B Textiles, Riley Blake, Robert Kaufman,
Quilting Treasures, Andover Fabrics and more!

Register
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Greenacres, Jupiter, Port St. Lucie

1432 Cypress Dr. • Suite 1 • Jupiter, FL 33469
561-746-1005 • knitorknotyarns@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/knitorknotyarns

8615 South US Hwy 1 • Port St Lucie, FL 34952
www.PamsFabricNook.com • 772-800-3019 • pamsfabricnook@gmail.com
hours: Tues, Wed, Fri 10am–5pm • Thurs 10am–4pm • Sat 10am–3pm
See our Newsletter on Facebook

Yarn • Knitting & Crochet Supplies
Lessons
FuLL SeRviCe QuiLt Shop

Olde Barn Primitives Recipe

• Quality Cotton, Beautiful Batiks,
Wool, Fat Quarters, Kits, Patterns,
Books, Notions
• Longarm Quilting Services Available
• Classes in our NEW Larger Classroom
• Come in and see our large (110+)
collection of Wide Back Fabric

Chocolate Crunch Brownies

Brian & Shirley Huber serve these delicious brownies
at the Open House events at their shop in St Paul, IN
Ingredients:
1 c butter, softened
2 c sugar
4 eggs
6 T. baking cocoa
1 c flour

2 tsp vanilla
½ tsp. salt
Min. marshmallows
1 c. creamy peanut butter
2 c semi-sweet chocolate chips
3 c rice krispies

In a mixing bowl, cream together butter, sugar, add eggs and vanilla. Stir in
cocoa, flour and salt. Spread into a greased 9X13 baking pan. Bake 30 min. at
350 Spread a layer of marshmallows over the top and put back in the oven for a
couple of min. or until gooey looking. Take out and cool completely. In a
saucepan, melt chocolate chips and peanut butter. Add cereal.

This Innkeeper Chic
Showstopper

by Kelly Illick

Mr. Hubs (PaPa) and I (Gramum) just became grandparents to our tenth grandbaby. Little Oliver was born on New Years Eve in Ohio. His birth kept the tally even.
We now have 5 granddaughters and 5 grandsons. They bring us such joy!
Because Ohio is a fair journey and I didn’t want to miss this monumental birth, I
arrived well over a week before the due date. It was a wonderful time with my daughter
and her hubby. We spent the time preparing in many different ways. We washed baby
cloths, precooked meals, shopped, cleaned, organized and had lots of fun.
Being gone from home for so long (going on three weeks) really messes with the
rhythm of life. It doesn’t help that my daughter broadened my horizons while I was
visiting for those weeks, I watch more TV while in Ohio than I think all total in my
lifetime. I know it might be hard for you to believe, but Mr. Hubs and I are not TV
watchers. In our 33 years of wedded bliss, we have had television programming in our
home less than 3 years. We honestly don’t how we would have time to watch it. I’m
sure this has attributed to our wedded bliss.
My broadened horizons while in Ohio resulted in hours spent watching and
thoroughly enjoying The Great British Baking Show. While there I watched the earlier
seasons (working on my 4th) and cannot bring myself to watch the newer ones after
they departed from the BBC. I have gotten quite attached to the team of Paul, Mary,
Mel and Sue. I can’t imagine the show without those four. The “foodie” in me has
learned so much, and every-once in a while I found myself wishing I could give advice
to the contestants. I’d find myself calling out, “no... no... don’t do it that way, it’s not
going to work!” It’s nice to know I’ve acquired a little wisdom gained in the years I’ve
spent in the kitchen. I also find myself thinking what fun it would be to be a participant.
So, amidst the cleaning, cooking, laundry, diaper changing, loving up our sweet little
Oliver, attending to this new mama, and watching more TV than I’ve ever watched in
my life, that show inspired and motivated me. In those weeks (and since) I have baked
pies, pastries, meringue, and artistic edible creations I haven’t made in years.
One of the recipes that came to my memory over and over as I watched episode
after episode of The Great British Baking Show was my Gramma Carlson’s Flapper
Pie. It’s unique, rich and super yummy! The family legend is that my gramma made so
many of these her first month of coming into the recipe that the entire family tired of
them. This pie is rich and wonderfully delightful to the taste-buds. I especially love it
with a good strong cup of coffee. Once when I made it for someone, they told me it
reminded them of an old-fashioned butterscotch pie. I can just imagine making this
for Mary Berry and Paul Hollywood. I think it would be a showstopper! I hope you
take the time to make this pie sometime. Enjoy!

Hours:
Mon–Fri 10am to 5pm
Sat 9am to 4pm
Closed Sunday

2914 Jog Road
Greenacres, FL 33467
561-304-7211
QuiltABit.com
Check us out on Facebook
NE corner of 10th Ave &
Jog Road in Barclay Square Plaza

Recipes from 2nd Wind Secrets
Flapper Pie

Crust:
24 graham crackers squares
2 tablespoons sugar
1/4 cup butter, melted
Crush graham crackers and mix with sugar and melted butter. Line large 9-inch
pie plate with crust on side and bottom, saving a tablespoon or two of crumbs
for the top of the meringue. Bake crust for 12-14 minutes at 350 degrees. Allow
crust to cool. Note from Kelly...I do cut back a bit on the amount of sugar to a
tablespoon.
Filling:
13 tablespoons flour
2 cups dark brown sugar
2 cups milk
2 teaspoons vanilla
5 egg yolks, put aside whites for the meringue
2 tablespoons of butter
Whisk together, flour and brown sugar. Set aside. In saucepan whisk together
milk, egg yolks, and vanilla. Slowly add flour/brown sugar mixture. Bring to a
bubbling light boil stirring constantly over medium heat until thickened. Add
butter. Set aside until meringue is beaten to stiff peaks. Then fill baked graham
cracker crust with the filling.
Meringue:
5 egg whites
pinch of salt
2 tablespoon sugar (split)
Lastly, beat egg whites till they form stiff peaks, adding 1 tablespoon sugar gradually
(just at the end). Allow egg whites to come to room temperature for fluffiest
meringue. Take care not to over whip your meringue. It should be smooth and
glossy. Spread meringue over filled crust lifting up spatula to form soft little
mountains. Sprinkle the set aside graham cracker crumble over meringue and 1
tablespoon sugar. Put in a preheated 350-degree oven, now set on broil on a
lower rack in your oven. As you tuck the pie in the oven shut off broiler and leave
oven heat at 350 degrees. Leave in oven until golden brown but be ever so careful
not to burn your top. It usually takes only 10-12 minutes...but watch it closely!
Note: I often add a few extra egg whites in the meringue to make an impressive
sky-high mountainous meringue top. It’s quite impressive.

–Kelly Illick’s column features fresh seasonal recipes from the northwoods of Wisconsin. Kelly loves using locally grown fruits and vegetables grown here in the north. She and her husband Mark operate
Second Wind Country Inn in rural Ashland Wisconsin. Second Wind is known for its rustic elegance and yummy breakfasts. Check us out at www.secondwindcountryinn.com or find us on Facebook.
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Boca Raton, Margate, Tamarac

Lanark Village
Wandering Star
Quilt Guild Show

Are you organizing a local
arts, crafts, quilt or antique show?
Need exhibitors and crafters?
Need to tell shoppers about the event?

9:00am - 3:00pm
Chilas Hall
Lanark Village
Carrabelle, FL

Advertise right here with
The Florida Register classifieds.
$40 for 2 months of advertising!
Call by April 1st to be in our
May/June issue
Call Toll Free 1-866-825-9217

MONDAY

Mini Oreo Crust Cheesecakes
by Liberty Brammer
Perfect for Easter Brunch!
I love these mini cheesecakes for several
reasons! I like cheesecake, but sometimes it
seems like a pain to crush the crumbs for the
crust. No Crushing needed for this recipe!!
Another thing that can be a deterrent to
cheesecake is…. the calories! But with these
cute miniatures portion control is automatic
and easier than slices of cheesecake, in my
opinion
This recipe came from my Philadelphia
Cream Cheese cookbook. I’ve made it many
times, but you know me – I have changed the
original recipe each timed in my quest for
healthy eating while preserving the flavor.
Before you start, line a cupcake baking tin
with paper cupcake liners. Put an oreo cookie
in each liner. See! I told you the crust was
easy– you’re already done!
For the filling, beat the softened cream
cheese, sugar, and vanilla together.
An Elite Dealer
I like using a trigger ice cream scoop to put
the cream cheese filling into the cupcake paper
liners.
Bake until just barely set–I tend to overbake
my cheesecakes. Then decorate the top with
some colorful jelly beans or bright color
sprinkles for your Easter
dessert.
141 NW
20th St., D2 • Boca Raton, FL 33431
Let
cool,
then
eat!
I
love
the flavor of the• oreo
on the bottom.10AM–5PM
561-447-4147 • www.stitchcraft.com
Opencookie
Monday–Saturday
If you
don’t
eat
them
all
right
away,
refrigerate
after
completely
cooled.~ Yarn
Fabric ~ Notions ~ Classes & Events ~ Books & Patterns ~ Thread

We’ve
Moved!

2013

Buttons
Machine Service
~ Shop
–Liberty Brammer
is a ~homeschooling
mother &
of Repair
two children.
SheOnline
lives in southern York
Find
us
County, Pennsylvania. Liberty blogs about this and other projects atat www.B4andAfters.com.
Watch
StitchCraft
us Contact
on
her at b4andaftersblog@gmail.com, and can be found Boca!
on Instagram and Pinterest.

A bigger, better NEW StitchCraft!
Lots of new classes and clubs.
Recipes
from Liberty
We have yarn and supplies for knitting and crochet!

Mini Cheescakes

Be creative at StitchCraft!

Submitted by Liberty Brammer (See her article in this edition.)

3- 8 oz. boxes softened cream cheese
3/4 c. sugar
1 tsp. vanilla
3 eggs
12-20 Oreo cookies

Directions: Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Beat cream cheese, sugar, and vanilla
until well blended. Add eggs one at a time, beating on low speed after each egg
just until blended. Place 1 cookie into each paper lined muffin tin. Fill 3/4 full
with batter. Bake 20 min. or until centers are done. Cool and refrigerate 3
hours or overnight.

Cozy Comforts from A Cozy Author

Three Little Things by Patti Stockdale:
The Story Behind the Story
by Cathy Elliott
I met Patti Stockdale a year or so ago in an online
writing class. She was so winsome, I longed to know
her better and we became friends. When her first
novel, Three Little Things, released in early February,
I read it with enthusiasm. It had such a ring of
authenticity, I had to know the story behind it. So, I
asked.
Cathy: Patti, how did you came up with the idea for
Three Little Things?
Patti: I returned to college as an adult and needed a
project for a creative writing class. At the same time,
my mom and her sisters uncovered a tin box
brimming with letters their parents had exchanged
during WW I. I knew my grandpa, but we never
talked about his war days. My grandma died two
months before my birth, but I met her through her
letters.
Cathy: What a precious, personal connection to the
story. Can you reveal three little things about you or
your book that might interest The Country Register
readers?
Patti:
-Although the hero and heroine in Three Little
Things are fictional, I honored my maternal
grandparents by naming them Arno and Hattie.
-Hattie belongs to the Knitting Brigade designed to
knit socks, scarves, and fingerless mitts for the American soldiers. The book opens
with Hattie handing Arno a pair of socks with a proverb tucked inside, sparking
their letter-writing campaign.
-The book highlights women’s roles on the home front during WW I and the
seldom discussed harassment of German-Americans.
Three Little Things, cont. from page 32
Cathy: It’s so exciting to see your first novel come to publication. I’ve heard many
people say they would also like to write a book. Any words of encouragement to
share with hopeful writers about writing that first book?
Patti: Since I started writing the book over 20 years ago, I’m shocked I didn’t quit
at some point on my journey. I accepted a busy job at a nonprofit after graduation
and shelved my manuscript for 16 years. After I brought it out of retirement, I
completed more research and two rewrites. Hard work and perseverance are key to
achieving goals, so is maintaining a positive attitude during the highs and lows of
the writing journey.
Cathy: As a writer myself with three cozy mysteries published, I completely agree,
Patti. The writer journey is full of doubt, rejection, and not enough wins. It takes
courage to stay in the game. I learned perseverance is even more important that
talent. Though talent sure helps. Anything else you want to say?
Patti: Although the book no longer features my maternal grandparents, the makebelieve Arno and Hattie couldn’t feel more real to me. I hope readers fall in love
with them too.
Cathy: I’m sure they will, Patti. Thanks to your fine writing. Here’s a little summary
of Three Little Things, now available on Amazon.com and bookstores everywhere.
Hattie Waltz should forget the troubled neighbor leaving for boot camp in 1917.
He forgot about her ages ago. Arno Kreger is eager to prove his worth and stop
blaming himself for his brother’s death. Before entering the train, he bumps into
Hattie. He’s loved her forever, always from the sidelines, because nobody crosses
Hattie’s pa. One innocent letter soon morphs into many. They share three little
secrets in each letter and grow closer together until dangers on the home front and
battlefield threaten their newfound love.
I loved this book. In fact, I’m hoping for a sequel. My congratulations to you, Patti
Stockdale, on a beautiful novel.
– © 2019 C. Elliott - Cathy Elliott is a full-time writer in California whose cozy mysteries
reflect her personal interests from quilting and antique collecting to playing her fiddle with
friends. She also leads music at church and cherishes time with her “grand-gems” Cathy’s cozy
plot-twisters include A Stitch in Crime released in tandem with the RErelease (previously
published) of a companion book, A Vase of Mistaken Identity. She is also a contributing
author to Guideposts’ devotional books, Every Day Jesus, All God’s Creations and Chicken
Soup for the Soul books. For more information about Cathy, visit: http://
www.cathyelliottbooks.com

Quilt Raffle • Raffle Baskets
Boutique • Antique Quilts Shown

You can advertise in the Classifieds –
a 2 x 2 space is only $40.00 for
2 months of advertising!
Just mail your ad & check to:
The Florida Register
P O Box 365 • New Market, MD 21774
Deadline for May/June 2020 issue is April 1
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Use Classifieds to Advertise Your:
Business For Sale
Craft Show • Quilting Bees
Shop Space Available • Web Site
Craft Related Service.
Not for shops unless used
with a display ad.

Quilters, Knitters,
NeedleArtists:

The Homestead Canning Cookbook
Book written by Georgia Varozza

• Simple, Safe Instructions
• Over 150 Homemade Recipes
• Create a Sustainable Lifestyle

Certified master food preserver and
cooking enthusiast Georgia Varozza wants
to show you how safe and easy canning your
favorite foods can be. She will teach you the
basics, including how to fit the process into
your busy life, the equipment you’ll need, and
step-by-step instructions for both water-bath
and pressure canning.
Enjoy wholesome recipes for canning fruit,
vegetables, meat, soups, sauces, and so much
more. Save money by preserving your own
food and gain valuable peace of mind by
knowing exactly what’s going into the meals
you’re serving.
Join the growing number of households who are embracing the pioneer lifestyle.
It’s time for you and your family to feel good about food again. This cookbook can
help.
Note: Books for contest provided by Harvest House Publishers. Shop online at
www.harvesthousepublishers.com.
– Enter to win your own copy of this book by mailing your address along with a favorite recipe
and your book choice to our us or by emailing your name, address and a favorite recipe to our
email address. Contact info is near the top of page 2. (We do not use your information for anything else!)

NeedleTravel.com

Book Review - Register to Win

to find shops online for FREE! Or order the
2020 edition of our Travel Guide for only $9.95

The Family Garden Plan

Makes a great gift!

needletravel.com or 888-737-0847
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Find Your Favorite Shops When You Travel!
Visit

F

Book Review - Register to Win

Classified Ads
March 28, 2020

Decorating Project & Recipes by Liberty
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Facebook

Pinterest

Twitter

Book written by Melissa K. Norris

Do something good for your loved
ones by learning how to plant a garden
that will yield wholesome, organic
fruits and vegetables in surprisingly less
space than you would think. Melissa
Norris, fifth-generation homesteader
and host of the popular Pioneering Today
podcast, walks you through each step
of the process, including how to decide
which food crops are best for your area
and family plan your garden to
Jacksonville
maximize the space you have protect
your garden from common pests
and
Lake City
Orange Park
St. Augustine
diseases naturally determine when your
fruits and vegetables are ready to be HIgh Springs
Palatka
Trenton
harvested improve soil health with
simple techniques like crop
rotation
Chiefland
and backyard composting
Ormond Beach
Sharing the same practices and Ocala
Crystal River
techniques from her homestead,
New Smyrna Beach
Lady Lake
Lake Mary
Melissa shows you how easy it can be to raiseEustis
a year’s worth of produce at home.
Mount Dora Maitland
Simple-to-follow charts, worksheets, andBushnell
photographs
are
provided throughout to
Orlando
Clermont
help you through every phaseBrooksville
of the gardening
process.
Celebration Titusville
Dade
City
Hudson
Zephyrhills
You can enjoy good eating and
greater well-being
for youKissimmee
and your family.
Lakeland
Rockledge
Holiday
City
Note: Books for contest provided
by
Harvest
House
Publishers.
Shop online at
Wesley
Chapel Plant
Lutz
Melbourne
Temple
Terrace
Winter
Haven
www.harvesthousepublishers.com.
West Melbourne
Clearwater
Tampa
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Boutique 4 Quilters
Florida’s Most Creative Quilt Shop
2945 W. New Haven Ave. • W. Melbourne, FL 32904

Two miles east of I-95 on Hwy 192 (exit 180)
321-768-2060 • www.BOUTIQUE4QUILTERS.com • 4quilters@bellsouth.net

Come and
be inspired!

Mon–Fri: 9:30am–5pm • Sat: 9:30am–4pm • Now Open Sun: 12pm–4pm
Check our website for quilting/sewing classes for adults and children.

We carry a beautiful and ever expanding selection of quilting fabrics,
notions, patterns, books and unique gifts for your crafty friends.
We are a full-service Quilt Shop with Longarm Quilting Services available.

Authorized PFAFF and Janome Dealer/Sewing Center & Service on Site
e
Janom
m
Longatrer
Cen

Authorized PFAFF & Janome Dealer/Sewing Center & Service on Site

Accuquilt Signature Dealer and we are now a
Kimberbell Certified Shop!

We carry the Janome Continental M7 and Memory Craft 550E

